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Foreword by the Editors

RTMI’13 is the fifth incarnation of the annual seminar Research Trends in Media Informatics hosted by the Institute of Media Informatics at Ulm University. The RTMI seminar series aims to motivate students to delve deeper into the vast and diverse research in the area
of media informatics, human computer interaction, and ubiquitous computing. Participants
chose one of many suggested topics highlighting directions and challenges pursued by active
research in this field. In order to provide participants with insights into the academic publishing cycle, the seminar emulates the process of submitting a technical paper to an academic
conference. Participants first prepared their papers on a selected topic, either in English or
German. The submissions were then peer reviewed in terms of content, academic quality,
and presentation by at least two other seminar participants and one editor. The revised camera ready versions of the contributions constitute these proceedings. The authors presented
their papers at the RTMI conference in March 2013, which was held in the Hall of Knights at
the Villa Eberhardt in Ulm.
This year’s program focuses around four themes, which underline that media informatics research covers far more than graphical user interfaces. The papers in the Beyond the Desktop
session discuss novel interaction methods and research trends that dispense with the desktop
metaphor and click-based interfaces. The Technology and Society session considers implications of technology on society and opportunities that arise from available technology. The
two papers in the session The User’s Mind discuss how the human brain can be used for
direct interaction, as well as how computing systems can be designed to positively influence
the behavior of users. The Physical Interaction session focuses on applications for tabletop
interaction and the opportunities and limitations of 3D printing.
The editors would like to thank all authors for their effort and the work put into each individual contribution.
Ulm, March 2013
Bastian Könings, Sven Reichel, Enrico Rukzio, Florian Schaub,
Julian Seifert, Björn Wiedersheim, and Christian Winkler
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ABSTRACT

ST 1080 [17] are already released and available. HMDs generally allow for good handsfree operation [9], as one does not
have to physically hold a display device in front of ones eyes
to retrieve information. The presented devices are lightweight
and therefore highly portable. They weigh between 180 [17]
and 240 [2] grams. The ST1018 allows to carry around a
lightweight, full HD, stereoscopic display. There are different
devices for different use cases.
The requirements for HMDs in Virtual Reality (VR) applications differ significantly from requirements for HMDs in
Augmented Reality (AR) applications. VR aims to cut us off
from the world we live in and replace the real world with a
virtual world [20]. According to Wellner et al. [20] AR is a
method to escape the isolation of our workstations. Unlike
VR, AR aims to augment objects in the real world and enrich the real world with digital information [7]. An digitally
augmented world would be sensitive to user interaction using
sensors. This world could react to peoples needs using displays, motors, or valves. One possible way of achieving this
is providing the user with additional information about real
world objects. Digital information related to an object could
be displayed on an see-trough display or projector. An AR
system could provide the user with digital information about
the objects she looks at. HMDs are of great interest in the
field of AR. Because one can wear them as glasses, using this
devices does not restrict ones interaction with the real world,
as one does not have to hold it in ones hands to use it. Applications of HMDs in AR could be an repair manual displayed
on an HMD, showing an user the inner workings of a printer
or copier to assist her in maintenance. An other use-cases
could be providing virtual information about structures and
therefore provide augmentation for medical surgery.
There are problems associated with wearing such devices.
This paper will focus on see-through HMD devices. Also
technical problems and human factors will be addressed in
detail. The possible value of HMDs in the field of AR and
the possibilities of applying these in AR applications will
be matter of discussion in this paper. So is identifying the
potential for AR applications in industrial and productive
environments. It can be difficult to prove the advantages of
AR applications when compared against traditional, optimized systems. The following sections will give a brief overview
about the issues named, starting with a introduction to the
inner workings of HMD devices and a short survey of the
different kinds of HMDs.

Head Mounted Displays (HMD) are still a field of intense
research. In the past years research considering HMDs focused
on the application of HMDs in the field of Augmented Reality
(AR). This paper will provide the reader with information
about the inner workings of HMDs and present common
types of such devices with a special focus on see-trough
HMDs. We will introduce the reader to the field of AR before
discussing problems in applying AR technologies in real world
applications. We will discuss these difficulties showing case
studies in the field of order picking. We then will discuss
problems concerning see-through HMDs and present current
research addressing the presented problems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation ]: Artificial, augmented and virtual realities –; D.2.8 [Software
Engineering]: Metrics—complexity measures, performance
measures

General Terms
human factors

Keywords
display, augmented reality, perception, user interface design,
head-mounted display

1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past decades there has been a lot of research conducted considering head-mounted displays (HMD). Basically,
HMDs are displays mounted on the head. Early versions of
HMDs were built as heavy helmets which restricted head
movement to a minimum, due to the heavy weight of the
device [8]. Over the years more lightweight systems were developed. These systems are smaller and lighter and are just a
bit bigger than normal glasses. One example would be Googles Project Glass [5], which currently remains a prototype.
HMDs like Epson’s Moverio [2] or the Silicon Micro Display
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Figure 2: matrix showing common HMD configurations [9, p. 7]
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perspectives. The inter-ocular horizontal offset in these two
pictures is called binocular retinal disparity. This binocular
retinal disparity provides us with distance information about
monocular
the object we look at [12]. The distance information provided
Figure 1: visualizes accommodation and converby binocular retinal dispirit is called convergence distance.
gence [16]
Figure 1 shows how we perceive convergence distance. The
lines of sight for each eye normally meet at the object we are
looking at [16]. This point is called convergence point. One
2. OVERVIEW OF HMDS
refers to convergence distance as distance between the eyes
This section provides a quick overview of existing types of
and the convergence point. In contrast to the visualization in
HMDs. It will start with a short introduction to the inner
Figure 1 the focus of the eyes lens normally lies at the same
workings of HMDs and the technologies most commonly
distance as the convergence point, hence the convergence
used. Head-mounted displays are displays worn over one
distance and accommodation distance in normal vision are
or two eyes. Over the years the form-factor changed from
the same. Both accommodation and convergence provide
helmets [16] to light-weight glasses [9]. Figure 1 visualzes the
distance information. According to Liu et al. [10] these two
most important principals of HMDs and related properties
oculomotor cues are tightly coupled with each other. He also
of the human eye. These will be discussed in the following
pronounced stereoscopic HMDs achieve the simulation of 3D
sections.
environments solely by disparity in the displayed pictures.
As shown by Shibata [16] in order to achieve changes in
2.1 Technical
the perceived distance of an object in 3D space, changes
The displays of an HMD are located some few centimeters in
in the displayed convergence information, respectively the
front of the users eyes. As Peli [14] suggests, optimal vision
binocular retinal disparity of the displayed object, are requimay be the result of placing displays in the distance the
red. However, the accommodation distance stays the same.
resting focus of the users eyes lies. As this would be optical
Therefore the user is forced to decouple these tightly coupled
infinity [12], it would be impossible to build a wearable HMD
oculomotor responses [12], this may cause discomfort.
that provides its displays infinitely far away. The eyes gaze is
The distance between an user’s pupils is called inter-pupillary
redirected through lenses on to the HMD’s display in order
distance (IPD). Inter-pupillary distance varies from user to
to provide a more comfortable viewing distance. Figure 1
user. According to Peli [14] the distances of the HMDs optirefers to lens and display as optical system. Lenses in HMD’s
cal system is referred to as inter-optical distance (IOD) and
are commonly adjusted to achieve a projection of the screen
should match the users IPD in order to avoid blurred and
(see virtual screens in Figure 1) in distances between 1 and
double vision.
4 meters [14, 16, 15, 13]. However some models allow for an
In conclusion, the design of an HMD is truly complex. There
adjustment of the focal distance from 0.3 meters to optical
are a lot of human factors involved and these have to be
infinity [15, 12, 10]. To be able to perceive the display’s
considered when designing an HMD. Furthermore there are
content clearly, the user has to adjust the focus of her eye’s
several use cases which differ in their requirements for an
lens to the projection distance of the HMD [10]. Therefore
HMD. This led to the development of several types of HMDs.
the projection distance is also referred to as focal distance or
These will be discussed in the next section.
accommodation distance (see Figure 1).
Stereoscopic HMDs try to position objects in a three dimen2.2 Types
sional space utilizing two dimensional display technology.
Stereoscopic HMDs are equipped with one display for each
As shown in Figure 2, there are several kinds of HMDs. Laeye. Because of the distance between the two eyes, we are
ramee and Ware [9] provide an overview of commonly used
provided with two images of an object at slightly different
types of HMDs. The configuration may consist of displays
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worn over one eye (monocular ) or displays worn over both
eyes (binocular ). Displays used in HMDs can be transparent or opaque. As already stated, this paper will focus on
see-through HMDs. See-through displays enable the user to
see the real world with superimposed computer-generated
images [8]. These displays may rely on two different technologies. There are video see-through (VST) displays and optical
see-trough (OST) displays. Both of these technologies entail
advantages as well as disadvantages, these will be discussed
in the following.
VST-HMDs achieve transparency by displaying a video stream
of real world environment captured by cameras situated at
the front of the HMD. Therefore the user of a VST display
can perceive the world only through the view of the HMD’s
cameras. VST-HMDs provide the software engineer with an
video stream of the real world imagery. This video stream
allows for composition of real-world imagery and the digitally
generated information directly in the hardware of the HMD.
According to Gilson et al. [4], conventional computer vision
calibration methods can be used to calibrate these HMDs.
Thus the alignment of generated information and real-world
objects can be guaranteed. This is also why Owen et al. [13]
refer to the VST display as the display of choice. Presenting
the real world imagery as video stream results in restriction
of the field of view [8], introduction of latency, and limits
dynamic range of the displayed real world imagery. It also introduces a more or less fixed accommodation distance which
limits focus and depth of view [7]. Thus the advantage of
known properties and easy handling of therefore easy result
in problems in other domains
OST-HMDs enable the user to view the real world with superimposed digital imagery. The digital information is usually
displayed on a half silvered mirror, as shown in Figure 3.
When viewing real world using OST-HMD devices, there is
no video recording or display technology involved. Because of
that, there is no latency introduced when viewing real world
imagery. Likewise there is less restriction in the field of view,
as the real world imagery is not restricted to the size of a display. Figure 3 shows how OST-HMDs provide digital imagery
on a half-silvered mirror. The images of a conventional (e.g.
TFT) display are reflected on a half silvered mirror. Real
world imagery is perceived through the half silvered mirror
more or less unobstructed. This may result in far less severe
impacts on dynamic range. Also the Focus and depth of view
of the real world imagery will most certainly be unaltered.
This is why Gilson et al. [4] refer to the OST-HMD as the
most natural viewing condition. Considering all this, why
would Owen et al. [13] refer to the VST display as display
of choice? The reason for the VST being referred to as the
display of choice is most certainly the difficulty in calibrating OST devices. Owen et al. [13] investigated methods to
calibrate OST-HMD devices. They stressed that the composition of real world imagery and digital imagery occurs on
the users retina. This introduces the need for more complex
calibration. However, this is not the only hindrance in the
application of OST-HMDs. Gabbard et al.[3] investigated
how to improve the readability of text on OST-HMDs and
mentioned that such displays are additive. This results in
black being transparent as there is no true occlusion. This
renders the preservation of readability of displayed content
difficult.

curved mirror
d2

half-silvered
mirror

d1
screen

Figure 3: Picture showing OST-HMD principals [9,
p. 8]

2.3

Discussion

As already stated, the requirements for HMDs in VR applications differ significantly from requirements for HMDs in AR
applications. This is caused by the differences in philosophy
of both fields.
VR aims to cut us off from the real world by providing a
artificial substitute. Therefore HMDs that are binocular, stereoscopic, opaque are commonly used for VR applications.
This displays are opaque and therefore prevent the user from
viewing real world imagery. Also Shibata [16] states, these
HMDs are perfectly fit for displaying stereoscopic images.
This improves the realism of VR applications.
Monocular, transparent (see-trough) displays are common
in the field of AR. According to Wellner et al. [20], AR
technology basically merges electronic systems into the real
world. Among other, AR provides the user with additional
information to the already perceived environment. Therefor
the displays of a HMD used in the field of AR needs to be
transparent. HMDs allow for wearing the device and profit
from additional information while working with a real object
and keeping your attention on this object [7]. Huckauf et
al. [7] no longer content with solely merging the digital and
real information, but specifically aim for perceptually integrating virtual information into the real surrounding. This paper
already discussed two approaches to achieve integration of
digital information through transparency.
VST-HMDs are easy to handle but come with lots of negative
effects when perceiving real world imagery.
OST-HMDs allow one to perceive the real world imagery
unobstructed but introduce difficulties in calibration and
readability.
As Huckauf et al. [7] aim for a complete integration, just
placing digital information near the object would not be
sufficient. They stress that a complete integration will only
happen if the presentation is perceived as unitary. Therefore
there are still a lot of problems to be solved.

3.

APPLICATION SCENARIOS

This paper already discussed the inner workings of HMDs.
This chapter will focus on applying AR technologies in work
environments using HMD devices. The first step in creating
usable AR applications will not be answering the question
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on how to implement AR in our daily work or to which
extend AR may improve our future work environment. As
Livingston [11] suggests, the first question should be which
applications may benefit from AR. Then we can start building
interfaces to support those tasks. He also describes difficulties
in evaluating new AR systems against already established
systems that are already in use. This would require testing
a method that has not undergone rigorous testing and optimization against one that has. Livingston [11] also states
that this has to be done to demonstrate that applications
can benefit from AR technology in order to justify further
research in the field of AR. According to Weaver et al.[19],
the application domain should also be commercially relevant.

3.1

Application Domains

Livingson [11] shows some examples of tasks that will most likely benefit from applying AR, like visual search, navigation,
manipulation and situation awareness. As already mentioned, it is fairly difficult to compare newly developed and
unoptimized systems against optimized and more established
systems. When it comes to comparing different approaches
to show benefits most studies focus on the pure evaluation of
new technology. The nuances of interactions across those different approaches are mostly ignored [19]. Tumler et al. [18]
focus on user-related issues in AR industrial applications
using an order picking task as example. This is one of the
tasks suggested by Livingston [11], as it is a visual search
task. Tumler et al. [18] attribute a large potential to AR to
improve industrial processes. There is a lot of research going
on and they state that AR has become the main focus of
research for industry and research institutions. As Weaver
et al. [19] explain, most of this research has been focused on
maintenance, inspection, manufacturing, or repair. These all
are task guidance systems.
In the further course, this section will explain difficulties
in comparing new AR task guidance systems against old
established systems in the special case of order picking. Order picking is the gathering of goods following customer
orders [15]. In Europe 80% of warehouses are still picked
manually [19], therefore the application domain should be
commercially relevant. This is also why it is an interesting
field of research.
Firstly there is a obvious problem that has to be covered.
Increased strain because of using the new system could be
a serious problem. There are reports of increase in strain
when wearing HMDs [15, 10, 14]. If increased strain really
is detectable, this would lead to serious problems in user
ergonomics. Tumler et al. [18] used the subjects heart rate
to measure strain while the subjects executed order picking
tasks for two hours with and without an AR task guidance
system. Their result was promising. They compared their
sub optimal AR approach to a normal paper-list and could
observe a similar change in strain over time. They expect
even less strain when using better AR systems.

3.2

Case Study: Order Picking

There are several studies conducted in the field of augmenting
the order-picking task with HMDs. [19, 15, 18]. According
to Schwerdtfeger et al. [15] most of the systems stay prototypes due to the lack of adequate hardware or not yet
resolved usability issues. They evaluated their system in a
experimental factory hall, which consisted of 4 shelves, 3.4
meters long each shelve had 5 layers. Their system included
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a 13“ tablet pc, worn in a backpack, a OST-HMD, and a
click-turn-wheel for input. The user was guided through the
experimental factory hall by the AR system. The AR system
displayed a tunnel, much like a vacuum cleaner hose. This
tunnel guided the user to the appropriate boxes. They called
this version pick-by-vision (AR), as there was a necessity to
track the users position. They also tested a pick-by-vision 2D
version which displayed the information about where to find
the next box in text. They compared both versions to using
a paper list for picking instructions. They concluded in the
pick-by-vision approaches having no additional load to the
user. The pick-by-vision approach can increase performance,
but therefore other errors occurred. These errors included
picking the wrong number of objects or not checking if there
was the wrong object in the box. They mention problems
considering the input device and problems focusing on the
display content or the real world. They also state that there
is a need for less heavy devices, as they associate the weight
of the display device with the observed increase in headache.
Weaver et al. [19] wanted to measure more subtle effects
and differences in interaction. They compared many different
approaches, a paper based picking list, a pick by voice system,
a paper based picking chart and a HMD picking chart. The
paper based picking chart displayed the same content as the
HMD based picking chart. The HMD did only show one task
at a time, the paper list did show nine tasks on one page.
This offered the possibility to prepare for the next task while
having the tradeoff of having to search the current task in
nine tasks visible at the same time. The subjects had to pick
parts out of two shelves, placed next to each other. Each
shelve had four rows and each row housed 3 part containers.
Twelve subjects performed ten picking tasks with each device
and then completed a NASA-TLX survey. Weaver et al. [19]
concluded in the HMD being better than the other systems
and attributed this to free hands operation and stressed
that using the HMD approach, subjects also felt faster. In
contrast to the pick-by-vision approach by Schwerdtfeger et
al.[15], Weaver et al. [19] did not mention any difficulties in
focusing on the display or real world. Where Schwerdtfeger
et al. [15] mention a focal distance between 1 and 1.5 meters,
Weaver et al. [19] just refer to adjusting the focal distance
to the distance of the bins to pick from. Considering the
two rather different displays used in those tests and the two
years between these tests, such differences could also relate
to different display technologies.
Bichlmaier et al. [1] propose a system for augmentation in
the operating room. They state that AR systems could support preoperative diagnostics and planning as well as intra
operative navigation and postoperative followup examinations. According to them, most AR studies in the medical
field are simply add ons to existing solutions. There are few
studies conducted in the operating room. Bichlmaier et al. [1]
propose a system for inter operative navigation, which could
be seen as task-guidance system for the operating table. The
System is called augmented reality aided vertebroplasty. Vertebroplasty is a minimal invasive spine surgery which relies
on frequent updates of x-ray scans. Bichlmaier et al. [1] want
to use VST-HMDs to support the surgeon with AR visualization. Their immediate target is to place a shadow surgeon
in the operating room. This shadow surgeon can watch the
procedure without participating in it. They suggest that this
would improve learning for students and result in valuable
feedback for the surgeon.
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4.

PROBLEMS

the users retina [13].
Hand-eye coordination can be impaired for several reasons.
Latency introduced by display technology can cause this
issue [11]. Huckauf et al. [7] claim, latency also affects registration accuracy. Displays may not react fast enough to
changes in the real world. Hence the timely repositioning of
virtual objects according to changes in the real world may
not be possible. There are also problems in the displacement
of the line of sight while wearing VST-HMDs. This is mentioned as another cause of problems in hand-eye coordination
[8, 9].
Inter-pupillary distance has to be considered, especially when
designing stereoscopic HMDs. Liu et al. [10] and Peli [14]
both report issues related to inappropriate IPD. This is the
result of the systems inter-optical distance (IOD) [14] not
matching the users IPD. They describe problems like blurred or double vision as well as degradation on oculomotor
response. Livingston [11] considers the fact that not all HMD
devices support adjusting the IOD to the users IPD a deficiency in stereo vision ergonomics.
Reported effects of discrepancy between accommodation and
convergence range from eyestrain and visual fatigue to changes of phoria and fixation disparity [10, 16, 7, 14]. To summarize, the named problems may result in bad ergonomics
and therefore could cause unease and human problems.

Tümler et al.[18] were investigating human factors in AR
and state that research in this field can be divided in three
different domains. There are issues related to human factors.
These are user related aspects like physiological and medical
questions which, in the field of HMDs, could be headache or
nausea [15, 14]. There are also technical problems, related
to hardware and software, like calibration of displays or
displayed resolution [4, 8]. Tümler et al. point out a third
domain, which covers the application of AR in different
scenarios.This section will focus on problems considering the
usage of HMDs, both technical and user related.

4.1

Technical problems

As already brought up, technical problems of HMDs relate to
problems in hardware and software of HMDs. The good thing
about these kind of problems is, technology evolves fast and
a lot of these problems will be fixed some day. But for now
we will start with a small summary of technical problems in
the usage of HMDs for augmented reality applications.
AR applications are not restricted to indoor usage only. As
Gabbard et al. [3] state, outdoor settings tend to introduce
a broad range of uncontrollable conditions. These include
large fluctuations in lighting conditions and a big variation
of background imagery. Therefore displays need to be able
to adapt to such conditions and assure readability of the displayed content. Also Livingston [11] mentions, that nowadays
displays still have deficiencies in brightness and contrast. The
aforementioned problem is amplified when using OST-HMD
devices, because of the lack of propper occlusion between real
and virtual objects. Modern displays dynamic range still does
not reach the range of outdoor luminance [3]. This severely
impedes readability of OST-HMDs in outdoor environments.
Proper occlusion, on the other hand, could solve the OST
specific problem of black being transparent.
Restriction in the users vision and field of view seems to be
a problem in some devices, according to Kollenberg et al. [8].
They studied visual search wearing VST-HMDs and compared their results to users wearing blinds. They emphasize that
foveal vision may be restricted due to bad display resolution,
as well as peripheral vision being blurred due to display curvature. They also observed increasing head movement and
search times in users wearing VST-HMDs compared to users
wearing blinds. They relate the increase in head-movements
to the aforementioned bad viewing conditions in peripheral
and foveal vision.
Registration accuracy, in this domain, is described as the
ability of proper alignment of virtual and real world objects,
as stated by Livingston [11]. He also points out that high
registration accuracy is crucial for good user performance. So
there is a need for good calibration techniques to assure high
registration accuracy. The complexity of Calibration however
differs heavily between classes of devices. Gilson et al. [4]
researched methods of calibration for OST-HMDs. According
to them, calibration of VST displays is easy. Combined real
world and virtual images are provided as one single digital
composite, so there are various calibration techniques to be
used to ensure good overlay [4]. In contrast to the VST calibration, OST-HMD calibration is far more complex. It is
not possible to use conventional computer vision calibration
techniques to align scenes. This is because of the lack of a
digital record of the real world scene and due to the fact that
the composition of digital and real world imagery occurs on

4.2

Human factors

This section will focus on human perceptual and cognitive
capabilities, as suggested by Livingston [11]. He indicates
that in order to improve AR technology we need to determine
the most important perceptual needs of the user and methods
to best meeting those needs. According to this the first step
in improving HMDs would be to identify perceptual issues
caused by using those devices.
Binocular rivalry describes the condition of altering states of
monocular dominance. Laramee and Ware [9] have conducted
a lot of research on perceptual issues of monocular OSTHMDs. They profess that one problem of monocular OSTHMDs is each eye viewing a different image. Thus vision is
impaired by alternating states of monocular dominance. The
duration of dominance of one eye is unpredictable. There
usually is a dominant eye whose imagery is seen more often.
This may lead to parts of the different images of each eye
being intermixed. Laramee and Ware [9] refer to this as
piecemeal dominance. They describe that the duration of
dominance can also be influenced by means of animations
in the suppressed eye. This can result in the suppressed eye
returning to dominance. Nonetheless there is no conscious
control over binocular rivalry.
Visual interference occurs when two images are not clearly
distinguishable from each other [9]. This can be perceived
when an image is overlaid with an other semi transparent
image. When transparency exceeds 50%, performance in
visual separation may degrade significantly [6, 9].
Depth of focus can be a problem. In OST-HMDs real world
imagery may be perceived at any focal distance. As already
mentioned, HMDs provide only one focal distance to display
digital content. So most of the time the digital imagery will
not match the focal distance of the objects one looks at
in the real world. Huckauf et al. [7] mentioned, different
viewing distances may impede seamless integration of the
digital imagery and thus lead to high switching costs between
digital and real-world content. Also focus can only be changed
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for both eyes at the same time, this may lead to one eye
having out of focus vision when using monocular HMDs [9].
On the other hand utilizing depth of focus can also result in
a positive effect. Using different accommodation distances
will lead to one of the images being blurred. This will remove
high spatial frequency in the image, which consequently leads
to less visual interference.
Phoria changes using OST-HMDs, as Laramee and Ware [9]
state. This condition can stay for a long time and can result in
headaches. Alltough in most cases there seems to be a rapid
return to normal vision and the effects seem to be transitory.
The reaction of some people may be more intense [9]. One
eye having out of focus vision, as mentioned above can also
result in instrument myopia [9].
Eye movement and head movement are normally coordinated
to redirect the view. Laramee and Ware [9] point out, that
HMDs normally won’t allow for head movements to redirect
gaze. Hence the redirection of gaze has to be achieved by
eye movement. They identify this as cause of strain and
recommend that the content should not be placed more than
10 degrees off the center. Also Peli [14] identifies the improper
matching of vestibular signals and visual signals originating
from the HMD as possible cause of nausea.

4.3

Potential fixes

Having identified the technical and perceptual issues associated with the use of HMD devices, the next step would
consequently be looking for improvements that could fix at
least some of those problems. In this section we will show some approaches which in our opinion seem capable of solving
some of the presented issues.
As already intensely discussed there is a great number of problems associated to the discrepancy between focal distance
and accommodation distance (see Figure 1). Lui et al. [10]
propose a method to build OST-HMDs which provide the
possibility to dynamically adjust the focal distance of the
displayed content. They were able to build a prototype using
off the shelf elements and achieved a compact layout which
enabled them to integrate it into a traditional HMD. As visualized in Figure 4 they integrated a dynamically adjustable
liquid lens between eye and display. The lens used is able to
achieve a translation of the focal distance from infinity to
the near point of the eye. Therefore their approach allows to
align the displayed contents focal distance with an objects
given focal distance. Their approach theoretically provides
the possibility for single- or multi-focal plane OST-HMDs.
They refer to the single-focal plane mode as varifocal plane
mode. It provides one dynamically adjustable focal plane [10].
The multi-focal plane approach is time-multiplexed. This implies that the display has to provide several images with
different focal distances at the time a human perceives one
single image. This approach would provide the possibility to
display digital images in several focal distances [10] at the
same time.
McQuaide et al. [12] present a monocular laser scanning display. They used a conventional virtual retinal display (VRD)
to create a multi focal plane display utilizing a deformable
membrane mirror. This display scans low-power laser beams through the pupil directly onto the users retina. The
scanning process happens in a x-y raster. While the scanning is in progress the laser modulation paints the picture
on the retina. The VRD can achieve high luminance and
contrast and therefore possibly improve outdoor usability of
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Figure 4: shows how dynamically adjustable accommodation distance could be achieved[10]

OST-HMDs. The deformable membrane mirror varies the
divergence of the light being scanned onto the retina. According to McQuaide et al. [12] this can produce multiple focal
planes. They also state that a binocular version would allow
for normal coupling of accommodation and convergence.
As Owen et al. [13] stressed, calibration of OST-HMDs used
to be a difficult and error-prone procedure. There was a need
for extensive manual data collection and the methods were
highly dependent on operator skill. They developed a reliable
calibration method called display relative calibration. There
are no human factor issues in this method and it’s consisting
of two different steps. First they calibrate the display itself.
The second step calibrates the display for the individual user.
Gilson et al. [4] use established camera calibration techniques
to calibrate OST-HMDs. They also succeed in eliminating
human measurements in the calibration process. Therefore
the calibration of OST-HMDs has become more reliable and
less time consuming [4].
It seems like fixes for the most important issues are on their
way. It will take several years for these ideas and prototypes
to become widely available. There are solutions in development which address the most important issues.

5.

CONCLUSION

Augmented reality is a promising field of research. There are
still a lot of problems to be solved. Technical development will
allow for more lightweight and more powerful devices. There
are several solutions proposed for problems like decoupling of
convergence and accommodation, and badly adjustable focal
distances of HMDs. Active research is conducted on how
and where to apply AR technology utilizing HMD displays.
As already mentioned, until today most of these systems
stay prototypes. This is mainly due to the lack of adequate
hardware [15]. Although todays AR HMD systems are mostly
unoptimized prototypes, applied at certain tasks, they tend
to deliver better results than the traditional systems they
are compared to. With further development of multi focal
plane displays we will be able to tackle a lot of the reported
problems. VRD displays have the potential to improve image
quality immensely and allow for better outdoor usability. Better sensory equipment and less display latency will improve
registration accuracy. Within the next few years we will be
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witnessing how AR HMD systems will be introduced in real
productive environments. Googles Project Glass [5] seems
to be a promising system for consumer use and possibly has
the potential to thrive the development of industrial AR
applications.

6.
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ABSTRACT
This article describes an idea of the communication of the
22nd century by using current research findings in the area
of tangible interfaces to create a novel approach of a virtual
linked window between two people to enrich the communication with tactile interaction. Therefore current projects in
telepresence are presented and evaluated in terms of immersion in personal communication. Moreover a classification
and evaluation of tangible interfaces is shown. Finally four
requirements for a future interface are elaborated and a vision for remote interpersonal communication is presented
which will enrich the visual communication with a tangible
interface.

Figure 1: A small example for a matching interface.
The blue hand touches the interfaces on this side
and the touch is mapped on the same position at
the interfaces of the black hand.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User
Interfaces

General Terms

extension but is integrated into the whole communication
process. This also means it is important to modify our current video communication to get rid of the mismatch between
video receiving and video sending as shown in Figure 1. This
mismatch exists because the webcam is not integrated in the
screen that shows the picture. So it is not possible to touch
the picture and the person on the other side will see where
my fingers are. This will create a whole new opportunity of
construct interfaces for interpersonal communication with a
higher immersion.

Theory

1.

INTRODUCTION

During the last decades the interpersonal communication has
come a long way from Morse code to audiovisual communication via Skype. The important milestones of this progress
were mostly adding a new human sense to the communicational channel. However after Alexander Graham Bell’s
auditive and Adolf Rosenthal’s visual channel no major breakthroughs were made [27]. The next big step in interpersonal
communication will possibly be made in the next years by
adding the haptical channel to the communication.
The reason for this trend is anchored in one main reason
for interpersonal communication, to get a certain degree of
immersion. This feeling of ”being there” is the main reason
for couples to prefer video over voice chat [20] . To obtain
this immersion it is necessary to extend our current communication with a haptical interface and adapt the visual-, in
a way so that the newly developed interface is not only an

Of course this degree of immersion is only wanted by people
with an intimate relationship. In psychology according to [9]
the relationships can be divided into four groups:
• intimate relationship
• personal relationship
• social relationship
• public relationship
This work will focus on the group of people in an intimate
relationship because they have the most need for immersion
[20] and will profit the most from a haptical communication
[9]. First an overview of related work is given in the fields
of telepresence and communication. Secondly the field of
tangible interfaces is introduced and selected projects are
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evaluated in regards to haptical communication. Finally a
vision of a future interface is described that will create a
more immerse experience.

2.

extend these two to create a system which will increase the
degree of immersion in a distance communication between
two people.

TELEPRESENCE AND
COMMUNICATION

•

The research field of telepresence has become more and more
important over the years since the start of the 1940’s [27].
This goes hand in hand with the development of new technologies in the fields of communications, human-computer
interaction and video technologies. The following projects
that are presented are all trying to create a high degree of
immersion by using more than one channel for communication (haptical, visual, acoustic). They are evaluated in terms
of user acceptance and degree of immersion (see Table 1).

•

The TeleHuman project builds a cylindrical 3D display that
creates a human life size projection of a person by creating
a 3D model with several kinects. The project also evaluated
several representation models to improve the gaze and hand
pointing cues of the avatar [12] .
The LiveMask project introduces a new face shaped display.
The system projects the image of the face on the display
and tracks the head motion which can also be presented by
moving the display in three degrees of freedom. The results
showed that with the face shaped display the eye sight was
recognised significantly better but the facial recognitions
were as good as the ones with a flat shaped screen [19] .

•

The t-room project presents a room-sized video conferencing
system with multiple screens and cameras. The focus of the
project is to enhance collaborate work by enhancing the gaze
and finger pointing characteristics of the system. The project
introduced a shared display which people could point at and
which would be recognised by the other person. [17].

•

The CheckTouch project enhances the mobile phone with a
touch interface on the back side of the phone and an array
of vibrotactile actuators at the front of the phone. Now the
user can transfer touch gestures from the back of his phone
to the cheek of the other person. The project discovered in
a user study that the touch feedback can lead a conversation
in a positive way but also that the touch feature was not
used during negative conversations and fights [22]
The Feelybean project pursuits the approach of connecting
couples in long distance relationships via a touch interface.
The prototype was implemented by positioning a 4x4 grid of
vibrating motors. A different user could control the vibration
of these motors by using a laptops trackpad. This created
the possibility of one person placing his hand on the array of
vibrating motors and the other person touching his trackpad
resulting in the feeling of touching the hand of the other [4].
By analysing the current projects in the fields of telepresence
and remote interpersonal communication this paper tries
to create a requirements list of what the next generation
telepresence systems should have for intimate communication.
Therefore the publications about telepresence of the last two
years of the CHI conference were analysed. The two already
existing communication channels visual and acoustic are used
as the basis. The following requirements try to modify or
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•

3.

Haptical channel
Several projects ([22], [4], [31], [2], [1], [3]) have shown
the importance of the ability to interact with a person
via touch. The haptical communication is a fundamental need for intimate communication [20]. With the
haptical interface two people could exchange a touch
or even pet each other.

Direct mapping of gestures and gaze directions
This topic is one of the biggest challenges in the future.
The problem though goes beyond the current focus on
eye directions [19] and pointing gestures [17] [12]. If a
haptical interface is presented which could behave as
a shared space the direct interaction with this specific
interface must be exactly mapped (see Figure 1). It is
similar to the interaction of two people separated by a
window. If one touches the window the other one can
touch the window on his side on the same place. This
is not possible with the infrastructure of a webcam to
capture the picture and a screen to show the picture
because these two are separated.

Life size images
The fact that life size avatars provide a more natural
mapping and a certain degree of immersion was discovered early [21] and already implemented in several
prototypes like TeleHuman and T-Room [12] [17].

Depth in the picture
The possibility of the picture adapting to the head
position to create a 3D illusion is already known for
different applications like the Wii head tracking by
Johnny Lee [14]. In a video chat it would create the
feeling of looking trough a window and enhance the
degree of immersion.

Ubiquity
The interface must be embedded in an everyday object
so the user is not distracted by the technology and
the interpersonal communication is the focus. This
requirement is a basic need for calm technology 1 as
described in Mark Weiser’s vision [32].

DIMENSION OF HAPTICS
INTERFACES

The previously presented projects had already discussed in
detail some approaches to optimize the problems and advantages of gaze/pointing and life size images. Therefore
this chapter focuses on the definition of the tangible user
interface (TUI).
Hiroshi Ishii defined in [30] the dimensions of tangible interfaces. He introduces the 2D and 2.5D tangible interfaces.
The 2D interface were tabletop TUIs where static objects
1
Mark Weiser describes calm technology as a technology
that steps into the background and does not need the users
attention to inform him
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Table 1: Current Projects in Telepresence and Telecommunication
TeleHuman
LiveMask
T-Room
CheekTouch
Feelybean

Pro

Con

A life size Video A life size head and A life size presentais presented also a good gaze recog- tion, a shared workpointing and gaze nition
ing space and a
are possible to recgood recognition of
ognize
pointing
No haptical chan- No haptical chan- No haptical channel and a lack of nel and less immer- nel and no depth of
depth in the per- sion by just trans- the picture
spective
mitting the face

could be placed. The 2.5D interfaces have the possibility to
be transformable/deformable during the interaction.
This paper will extend the categorization by the 1D interface
which is a static object that can transmit interactions like
InTouch [1], and the 3D interface which is the logical extension of the 2.5D interfaces to a complete formable material
like the Perfect Red 2 [30]. The difference of the 1D and 2D
interface is that a 2D interface is capable of transmitting a
gesture and a 1D interface can only send a single push or
pull event.
A different categorization of shape changing interfaces was
introduced in [26]. In that work the 2.5D interfaces as defined
by Hiroshi Ishii are categorized in types of change in shape,
types of transformation and interaction. This categorization
will focus on the texture changing, mechanical direct interaction interfaces. The different dimension will be evaluated as
for the use in a telepresence application.

3.1

Calm technology
design,
intuitive
use and a haptical
communication

haptical communication interface

No visual channel

No direct matching
of visual and haptical interface and no
duplex communication

haptical messages.
The concept of InTouch was to create a physical link between two people separated by distance [1]. The prototype
consisted of three rollers connected to other rollers which
rotated synchronously and created the illusion of sharing an
object.

Evaluation
The advantage of these kind of interfaces in telepresence
is that the implementation is mostly easier than higher dimensional interfaces. The user can quickly transmit simple
interactions but requires at least one more channel like vision
or audio to have a normal conversation. The creation of a
direct mapping between video and touch is nearly impossible
with 1D interfaces.

1-Dimensional TUI

3.2

The 1-Dimensional interfaces are static objects with one
specific purpose to transfer a move [1], pressure ([6], [11])
or even a kiss [28]. Because of the focus of this work the
examples for 1-Dimensional TUI’s choosen with a context
of communication. The difference between these projects
and the telepresence projects shown before is that only the
haptical channel is used.

2-Dimensional TUI

The group of 2-Dimensional interfaces are mostly flat surfaces
with several static objects which can interact in a limited
way. The interfaces can be used to transmit a simple gesture
[25] or a simple touch [23].

Technical realisation
The Super Cilia skin project created a flat surface with an
array of yarn like actuators [25] which could be manipulated
by the user in different directions and transmit this manipulation to a second surface (Figure 3). This construction
allowed the user to interact with simple gestures like gentle
stroking.

Technical realisation
HandJive [6] was an early project by the MIT where several prototypes were created for example by connecting a
tube to liquid filled balloons and letting two people interact
by using pressure. The aim was to create a device for interpersonal entertainment only with haptic input and output.

The haptical touchpad [23] used a flat surface consisting
of an array of small braille pads (see Figure 2). These pads
could be used to control specific pins and form a button
shape. The prototype was build into a current car and was
combined with the display to replace the current control button. In the evaluation the users had to drive in a simulator
and perform several tasks on the head unit. The results
showed that the haptical feedback of the brailled pad helped
the user to stay in the lane.

In the ComTouch project a logical extension of the older
HandJive was created by converting hand pressure into vibrational intensity between users in real time [11]. The
prototype was a hand shaped pad with vibration motors.
The result of the project was that people started to enhance
the audio channel of the conversation by morse code similar
2
Perfect Red was described by Hiroshi Ishii in 2012 as a
fictional matter which can be sculpted like clay
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Figure 4:
Moduls [24]

Several

Combined

Communiclay

Figure 2: Haptical Touchpad with Braille [23]

Figure 5: Dimensions of Interfaces from 1D to 3D
deformable representations of a map.

Figure 3: (A) Relief [15] and (B) Cillia Skin [25]

Evaluation
The use of 2D interfaces in a telepresence system can enhance
the immersion a lot more than a simple 1D device. The
ability to perform simple gestures and slightly touch the
remote person via a shared surface create the illusion of
being separated by a glass window (Figure 8). This illusion
could be enhanced by projecting the video channel onto the
device.

3.3

Communiclay gives the user the opportunity to assemble
it to his own tangible device which can communicate with
gesture and form over the distance [24]. It can be compared
to a LEGO bricks that functions as a actor. These LEGO
stones can be manipulated in different directions and they are
synchronized. The main issue with the project was that the
combined nodes were not able to communicate in a duplex
way. This means the user could only interact with the device
after or before he received the manipulation of the remote
user (Figure 4) .

The deForm project presented a gel surface which was able
to capture high resolution surface deformations. The project
was able to differentiate between user input and tangible
tools [7].

Evaluation

2.5-Dimensional TUI

The 2.5 Dimensional interface is in one way a little similar to
the 2D interface but differs in the ability to be formable in
different shapes. It can be a flat surface with the ability to
form shapes [15], or just an input interface which can capture
deformation in the surface [7], or even a set of nodes which
can be combined to create a tangible interface [24].

The kind of 2.5D interfaces which could provide the most
use to a telepresence are the ones like [16] or [15] which
provide a flat surface where different forms can be created
by pushing and pulling the interface. When combined again
with the video channel, this could create the illusion of being
separated just by a moveable window.

3.4

Technical realisation
Relief created a flat surface with 120 controllable metal pins
(see Figure 3) which can be used to form different models
such as a terrain [15]. The user could interact with the device
by pulling and pushing. Otherwise it could be used to create
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3-Dimensional TUI

The 3-Dimensional interfaces are a vision of things to come.
They must be able to adopt every possible shape and can
be manipulated by the user and the computer. They also
must have the possibility to keep a shape like in [8] or [13].
Currently there are no technical realisations that can provide
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Table 2: Comparison of TUI’s for the use in telepresence
Advantages
Disadvantages
1D
easy to implement
just simple interaction possible and
hard to create mappings
2D
simple gestures pos- static structure and
sible and easy to limited to predemap on flat sur- fined gestures
faces
2.5D more
complex just predefined gesinteraction possible tures are possible
what creates a
higher degree of
immersion
3D
highest degree of no technical realizaimmersion
and tion yet
could create every
gesture possible
Figure 6: Liquid Interface [13] and Tunable Clay [8]
Imagine two flats connected by a shared wall with a window
from the bottom of the wall to the top as in shown in Figure
7. There are two people living in those flats. Lets imagine
these two people are not able to walk out of their flats and
join the other person but are living in a relationship. With
this glass window connecting their flats they are able to
always talk to each other (see Figure 8). They can peek
in each others flats and knock on the window to gain the
others attention. They can have talks and enjoy the other
ones presence in every day actions like lunch and watching
a movie. These are activities that partners in long distance
relationships miss the most and try to simulate via video
chat [20]. What these two people are now missing the most
is the ability to touch each other, so lets think a little further
with that window. Lets imagine the window could be opened
but a thin film of plastic wrap will still remain between them.
Now they could even interact with each other by touching
and sensing the other person. This window will give these
two people a degree of immersion what video chat could
never deliver. It is hard to argue against the fact that the
two people in this scenario can not just walk out their flats
and meet each other. So lets imagine something for the
last time. Lets imagine these two people are not actually
sharing a wall with each other. These two people are living
far away from each other and this ”magical” window they
are sharing is just an illusion created with current technology.

these characteristics. The closest are the liquid interface [8]
and tunable clay [13].

Technical realisation
The Liquid Interface project is based on a ferromagnetic fluid
in which the user can directly manipulate the fluid which
can also keep its state (see Figure 6).
Tunable Clay is based on the deForm [7] project and extends it with the ability to control the stiffness of the clay
and reset the shape.

Evaluation
The current realised projects are not yet as far as the vision of
PerfectRed [30] and therefore can not be evaluated properly
for the telepresence. In theory if this matter would exist it
will be perfect to create the illusion of being separated by a
soft cloth. This could even give the opportunity to not only
transmit gestures and touch but even give the possibility of
gripping or picking something up.
For the rest of the paper it will assumed that this completely
formable matter does exist and provide a proposal of how
an interaction with such an interface combined with the four
other requirements to create immersion could look like.

4.

VISION OF A HAPTICAL TELEPRESENCE INTERFACE

This vision of the window connecting two people remotely
over a distance is something that can be created with current technologies. In the following the list of requirements
mentioned in the early chapter is evaluated in this scenario
and a possible realisation is presented.

The communication interface of the future should not be
something that must be used explicitly. It must be embodied
into everyday objects by the vision of Mark Weiser [32]. The
communication link between one and a distant person should
be presented at all time like in the bed project [5]. In that
project two beds were linked together to create the illusion of
the presence of a second person sleeping beside you by connecting pillows and curtains. So the communication should
be a part of everyday life and it should be forgotten that it
is just an illusion of telepresence.

4.1

Requirements

The presented scenario used the same requirements that were
introduced earlier. It will be shown how this specific concept
will implement each of them and in what way it increases
the immersion of the communication.
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Figure 7: The rooms scenario

Figure 9: Possible Technical Construction with
Transpartent Display, Headtracking and movable
Webcam

4.2
Figure 8: The magic window

Haptical communication
The first important requirement is to create a possibility to
touch the person behind the window. A tangible interface
must be integrated into the system. The important point is
not to use a separate device like in [1] or [4]. The interface
must be a part of the window illusion.

Direct mapping of gestures and gaze directions
An important point to uphold the illusion that just a thin
layer of glass is separating the two people is to match every
eye contact, pointing of the hand and every touch on the
”shared” window.

Life size images
To create the illusion of the connecting window the used
screen must be sized sufficiently. Also the camera used to
capture the picture must be placed behind glass to limit the
maximal size of the representation (Figure 9) .

5.

Depth in picture
By implementing the last two requirements the illusion will
only stay until one of the persons talking decides to stand up
and move around whilst still watching the screen. Then he
will realise that it is actually just a flat picture. Therefore it
is important to adapt the picture relatively to the position of
the head of the person talking to create an illusion of depth.

Ubiquity
The interface must be integrated in the daily routine of a
person. Also a mapping for a real known physical object
must be used like a window.
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Technical Construction

One possible technical realisation which can be built with current technology is shown in Figure 9. The prototype would
consist of a human size screen to create the life size pictures.
To create a good mapping of eye contact and touching the
”shared” screen a camera can be placed in a distance behind
the screen. Therefore the screen must have the ability of a
Teleprompter used in television. Some similar approaches
were made by [18] and [10] .
To create the illusion of a real window to a remote room a
head tracking technique can be used like in [14]. The head
tracking can be transformed then into real movement of the
remote camera.
The touch can be implemented by using one of the 2D or
2.5D tangible interfaces presented in 3.3. The best result of
course will be achieved by using some material like PerfectRed [30]. However the the already enormous demands of
this material must be increased even more. This material
must be see through on one side and a display on the other.
This prototype and requirements are focused on describing
the interface and interaction with the human. It is clear that
there are even more challenges in terms of network communication challenges like communcation delay and hapitcal
communication protocols as mentioned in [29].

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Telepresence is not a new research topic but will focus more
and more on personal use instead of business applications.
Because the intimate interpersonal communication needs
more than just a realistic picture of the person. The goal
there is to create a certain degree of immersion and give the
users the feeling of not being apart from each other at all.
In this work a quick overview of the current state of the art
of a telepresence system was given and a list of requirements
was derived from those projects. Furthermore the important
combination of the two research fields of telepresence and
tangible interface was shown and a possible interfaces for
interpersonal communication was presented.
This new interface will give the user the possibility to get a
whole new experience in interpersonal communication and
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create new opportunities of spending time together via the
internet. By creating a high degree of immersion people will
actually get the feeling of being ”together” with their loved
ones even over a long distance. A future work could focus on
the hardware and realization and conduct a first user study
with a prototype to see how big the impact of the ”magic
mirror” effect will be compared to the current communication
possibilities like Skype. Technology will never replace the
physicality and immediacy of face-to-face contact but it will
bring us a step closer to a more connected world.

6.
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ABSTRACT

We need our hands to interact with the interface and we need
our eyes to see it and to get a visual feedback. Mostly we
are completely shaded by our environment, when we interact
with user interfaces. But in many cases, the user doesn’t
really need all of this feedback. The user doesn’t need a
screen because often he don’t look at it. Also he doesn’t
need buttons to touch and to interact with the device. Here
begins the approach of imaginary interfaces. They can be
used for the various interactions with technical devices. A
main use case is an interface, where no real input devices
are needed. The input of instructions and text can be done
without real keyboards, pointing devices or touchscreens.
The projection based solution Sixth Sense [17] and Wear
Ur World [18] are approaches for using no hardware input
devices. The user has no haptic feedback, but a visual one.
Next step of this are devices which also need no screen, so for
screen-less wearable devices we additionally have no visual
feedback. The use of imaginary interfaces should transfer
and takes place all visual feedback in the user’s imagination.
In this paper I want to introduce into the topic of imaginary
interfaces. I show actual research trends and real use cases
of this new sort of interfaces like imaginary phone, Microsoft
Kinect, air writing or data miming and different user studies.
I also show which hardware technologies like range image
and depth-sensoring and software technologies like computer
vision, motion gestures and finger tracking are needed to
implement them. At the end I show some ideas of using
human gestures for interacting with (mobile) devices and the
use for potential user groups.

Highly mobile devices with small form factor have complex
and high functional user interfaces for many different operations and services. They can get the maximum mobility, if
they get even smaller. For allowing the smallest form factor
the mostly biggest part of the device have to be sacrifice, the
screen. Screen-less wearable devices allow for the smallest
form factor and thereby the maximum mobility. But how
can the user interact with a screen-less device? Imaginary
interfaces are the solution to solve this problem. It is a user
interface which needs no physical input device and works
without a visual output.A visual feedback isn’t needed, because the imaginary interface only takes place in the user’s
imagination. There exist a lot of intermediate development
steps between traditional and imaginary interfaces, which
this paper will introduce. Finally the use cases and research
trends of imaginary interface are showed because imaginary
interfaces will be the next step to the development of standalone ultra mobile devices.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces - Interaction styles

General Terms
Design

Keywords
imaginary interfaces; screen-less; mobile; wearable; nonvisual; human gestures; device-less interaction

1.

2.

INTRODUCTION

DEFINITION OF IMAGINARY INTERFACES

A user interface allows the user to interact with a machine
or a system and to observe the state of it. The interface provides different information and feedback. User interfaces for
(multi)medial devices like personal computers, entertainment
systems or wearable devices like smartphones consists of different parts. Normally they give visual output, information
and feedback on screens, audiovisual output and feedback via
tones and speakers and they get their instructions by buttons
and keys from physical input devices. A development step
of these user interfaces are imaginary interfaces. Imaginary
interfaces are user interfaces where some parts (like input
devices) or the complete interface takes place in the user’s
imagination. They enable the users to interact with a computer system without getting a special physical feedback. I
separate them in two categories. The first category are user
interfaces with a visual feedback in form of a screen or a pro-

Nowadays technical devices, especially mobile devices, have
complex user interfaces. We can see the user interface, we
can touch the interface to interact with it and we can feel the
device with our hands. Mostly the interface and the device
give us visual and haptic feedback. Often the interaction
with a technical devices need all our senses and attention.

5th Seminar on Research Trends in Media Informatics (RTMI ’13).
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jection but no haptic feedback. This category of interfaces
has no physical input devices the user can touch or interact
with. There are only single parts of the interface which are
”imaginary”. Examples for these interfaces are SixthSense
[17] or Mircosoft Kinect [6]. On both interfaces I will refer in
this paper. This first category interfaces are a intermediate
step to imaginary interfaces where the whole feedback takes
place in the users imagination. The second category of imaginary interfaces contains interfaces which additionally have
no screen or projection. The user has neither haptic feedback
nor a visual one. All feedbacks of the system are placed
in the user’s imagination. Examples for this second sort of
imaginary interfaces are the Imaginary interface developed
by members of the Hasso-Plattner-Institute in Potsdam [9]
and their imaginary phone [10]. Both approaches will be
explained in this paper.

3.

USE CASES AND RESEARCH TRENDS

In the following I show different researches and use cases of
imaginary interfaces. I show technical prototypes, interaction
styles and user studies. First I show user interfaces where
only one part of the interface is ”imaginary”. They have
no physical input devices and no haptic feedback. The
user get a visual feedback via screens or projections. After
this I show user interface projects that additionally have no
visual feedback, because all of them takes place in the user’s
imagination.

3.1

SixthSense and Wear Ur World - Wearable Gestural Interfaces

In 2009 Mistry and Maes from MIT [17] developed a wearable
gestural interface they named Sixth Sense. It is a computervision based wearable interface which recognizes gestural
information. It uses the world around the user to augment
digital information.

It proposes natural hand gestures as the mechanism to interact whit the augmented information. Sixth Sense has four
base elements. A mobile wearable device in the user pocket
which is connected whit a camera and a pocket projector.
A mirror is also needed to direct the light projection into
the user’s environment. The Sixth Sense prototype or rather
the camera, projector and mirror are placed at the front
of the user’s body. The user interface of sixth sense uses
no hardware input devices. The user only has the visual
feedback of the system. We can see this development as the
first development step to completely imaginary interfaces.
The projector uses surfaces, walls and physical objects in the
environment of the user to us as visual interfaces or rather
projected screens. To interact with the environmental projections, the camera tracks the marked fingers of the user. By
using computer-vision based techniques it can recognize and
track user’s hand gestures. The software behind the Sixth
Sense device processes the video stream data captured by the
camera and tracks the locations of the colored markers at the
tip of the user’s fingers. With computer-vision techniques
the movements of the fingers are interpreted into gestures.
These gestures are the interaction device for the projected
interface. There are many use cases and new interactions
you can see in figure 1.
The predecessor of Sixth Sense is the Wear Ur World (WUW)
device which also is developed by Mistry, Maes and Chang
in 2009 [18]. They transfer touching and gesture recognition
from multi-touch devices to a novel free-hand gestural interaction. WUW is similar to SixthSense. There are three types
of gestures that WUW can recognize: gestures supported by
multi-touch systems, freehand gestures and iconic gestures.
With these gestures the user can interact with the interface
by moving and gesturing with hands in the air.

Figure 2: Example gestures for WUW [18]

Figure 1: X: SixthSense Prototype; A-E: Applications and use cases of SixthSense [17]
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These two devices are a first development step to screen-less
imaginary interfaces, because they work without any hardware buttons and haptic feedback. Next step to imaginary
interfaces will be the missing visualization and visual feedback, to an interface which is placed in the imagination of
the user. If the device will not build bigger than in figure
1-X or it will build smaller in the future, this technology can
be practical and wearable for everyday live. Attached to a
smartphone it will be a new experience for interaction and
entertainment. But at the moment the bad light output of
the projector is the limiting factor. With this attribute it
is unusable for everyday live, especially on daylight. There
exist a lot of more scientific researches on user interfaces
without a haptic feedback. I only want to show two of it.
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Like SixthSense Skinput [12] also use a mobile projector to
provide visual feedback. Skinput is a device with vibrationbased touch sensing on the hand and forearms. Omnitouch
[11] provides similar functionality like SixthSense with a
robust depth-camera-based sensing algorithm that detects
interaction surfaces and touch interactions.

children and party games. But Microsoft proves the opposite.
With Kinect it is also possible to play complex games like
Jump’n’Runs, Sport Games and Games with 3rd-person
perspective. It exists a big product spectrum of different
game genres for Kinect. After Kinect was published a lot of
scientists and hackers tried to port the Kinect technology to
personal computers to make their own sort of user interfaces
or explore the capability of this new user-machine-interaction.
After a few time there appeared different sorts of Kinect hacks
in the world wide web [15]. In 2012 Microsoft published
Kinect for Windows. It makes it possible to interact with
the Kinect device with your windows 7 system [5]. It is not
only possible to move the mouse cursor or choose and select
elements, but also interaction with the whole system like
using a physical mouse and a keyboard. Microsoft research
teams develop new interfaces for human-computer-interaction
to easily operate in complex software like Microsoft office
and some more.

3.3

Figure 3: A prototyp of Skinput. Screen is projected
on the user’s forearm. With his dominant hand he
can makes gestures to interact with the projection.
[12]

3.2

Data Miming

Before I skip to the second category of imaginary interfaces,
the interfaces without a visual feedback I want to show another use case which combine human gestures and computer
vision to a system without hardware input devices. The Data
Miming developed by Holz and Wilson in 2011 [14]. Data
Miming is an approach to enable users to spatially describe
existing 3D objects to a computer. In an further project it
could be possibly to design novel 3D-objects on the computer
only with hand gestures.

Microsoft Kinect

In November 2010 Microsoft made physical-device-less interaction available for the whole world. With their system
Kinect for Xbox 360 [6] they create a new sort of interaction with game consoles. Gamers can interact with the
videogames only with the move of their body, without any
physical game controllers. The new control of Kinect is a
combination of PrimeSense-depth sensing technology, a 3Dmicrofone, a color camera and special software. PrimeSense
interpret specific gestures. It makes completely hands-free
control of electronic devices possible by using an infrared
projector and camera and a special microchip to track the
movement of objects and individuals in three dimensional
room.

Figure 5: Data miming walkthrough. The user
performs gestures in 3-space, as they might during conversations with another person, to query the
database for a specific object that they have in mind
(here a 3-legged stool). Users thereby visualize their
mental image of the object not only by indicating the
dimensions of the object (a), but more importantly
the specific attributes, such as (b) the seat and (c)
the legs of the chair. The prototype system tracks
the user’s gestures with an overhead camera (a) and
derives an internal representation of the user’s intended image (d). (e) The query to the database returns the most closely matching object (green). [14]

Figure 4: The PrimeSense technology of a Microsoft
Kinect device [6]
With motion and speech, users interact with the game console.
Some Old-School-Gamers thought, that it isn’t able to play
complexes games with Kinect and that it is only a game for
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3.4

Imaginary interface of Gustafson et al.

In 2010 Gustafson et al. present how imaginary interfaces
with empty hands and without visual feedback can be used
[9]. They bring spatial interaction to screen-less devices and
present an imaginary interface without haptic and visual
feedback. Unlike projection or screen based solutions like
SixthSense and WUW, all visual “feedback” takes place in
the user’s imagination. They show how much information a
user can handle only with his memory. They investigate the
question: To what extent can users interact spatially with a
user interface that exists only in their imagination?

Figure 6: User drawing in an imaginary interface.
The curve only exists in the user’s imagination. [9]
The device of Gustafson’s imaginary interface is a bodystabilized system [3]. The camera is mounted to the user’s
chest so it can scan the area in front of the user. The
camera use computer vision techniques to track the location
of both hands with respect to the body. With his nondominant hand the user restricts a frame of the possible
interface. He forms an L with his thumb and his forefinger.
The camera tracks this hand position and the system set
the frame of interaction. The dominant hand of the user
is used for input in this interaction frame. This method
creates a non-dominant hand stabilized interface. So the
interface has the advantage that it is a double stabilized
interface. Hinckley and Pausch [13] discovered that two hands
interacting together provide enough context to maintain a
frame of reference without visual feedback. There exist a lot
of input techniques for spatial input beyond a touchscreen.
Gustafson convert these input techniques to mobile devices
to interact without a screen. To interact with an imaginary
interface the user has to use his memory and especially his
visuospatial memory to recall the location of objects in the
interaction frame. The visuospatial memory is transferred
from the visuospatial sketchpad, a subsystem of the model of
working memory described by Baddeley and Hitch [2]. The
camera of the device tracks the movement of the dominant
hand to recognize hand gestures.
Gustafson et al. make three user studies to show how it
really is to interact with imaginary interfaces. In their first
study they investigate the visuospatial memory of participants to see if the memory can distinguish different spatial
inputs. They discover that people can complete single stroke
characters with a high recognition rate of 94.5 percent and
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that people can draw small multi-segment drawings only
with their visuospatial memory. With the number of strokes
of the drawings the visuospatial memory fades over time.
Summarized they can say, that people can use simple strokes
and drawings to interact with imaginary interfaces. In their
second study they investigate how user’s motion impacts
visuospatial memory. They investigate that in half of the
trials users are unable to redraw something in the right way
before they move their bodies by 90°. So in many cases
it is difficult to interacting with imaginary interfaces when
the user’s body is moving. In their third study they tested
the participants’ ability to point to a location in a coordinate system. They found that the pointing accuracy will
be highest at the fingertips of the non-dominant hand and
the pointing accuracy will decrease as the distance from the
nearest fingertip increases. These three user studies show
that imaginary interfaces can use simple gestures for input
but it the difficulty of interaction increases when the user’s
body is in motion. It seems that after every motion the user
has to reset his visuospatial memory to decrease the error
inputs.
There are many more devices in research which are using
imaginary interfaces. The goal of screen-less devices has been
explored in the field of wearable computing. GesturePad
[20] is one example of a technology users could always carry
with them. Gesture Pendant [21] introduced the chest-worn
camera to sense hand interaction. The tracking hardware of
Gustafson et al. is based on it.

3.5

Imaginary Phone

In 2011 Gustafson, Holz and Baudisch transfer their imaginary interface to an imaginary phone [10]. They used the
transferring of spatial memory from a familiar device to teach
handling on imaginary interfaces. They use a method named
“transfer learning” to show how to use an imaginary interface.
By using a physical device (for example a smartphone) a
user learns the interface and then can transfer this spatial
knowledge to an imaginary interface. As imaginary phone
prototype they used an iPhone. The user transfer the screen
of the device onto their empty non-dominant hand, but they
only ’see’ the screen in their imagination.

Figure 7: The idea of the imaginary phone [10]
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With his dominant hand the user can tapping and sliding on
his empty non-dominant hand without any visual feedback.
Pointing on the hand is tracked by using a depth camera.
The touch events and gestures are sent wirelessly to an device,
which the user wants to interact with (normally the phone in
his pocket). With their prototype Gustafson et al. show how
the interactions with device can expand. In two user studies
they investigate if the users can transfer their smartphones
homescreens to their hands only in their imagination. 68 % of
the participants knew the correct location of their homescreen
apps without seeing it. They also show that the interaction
with the imaginary phone is precise enough to use typical
mobile phone functions.

the user has two wear a big depth camera on his head, this
technique is very unfit for everyday life. If the camera will
get smaller and more portable the imaginary phone is an
interface technique for the future.
Another work which is similar for the Imaginary Phone, but
using a bigger imaginary ”screen” is Virtual Shelves [16]. It
let users place objects in a finite number of containers that
exists at precise locations in the hemisphere in front of them.

3.6

Air writing

In Febuary 2012 Amma and Schultz from the KIT [1] also
demonstrate a new input device for imaginary interfaces.
They used 3d-space handwriting recognition for mobile text
input called airwriting. The user has to wear a data glove
equipped with an accelerometer and a gyroscope. Hand motion data are sent wireless via Bluetooth to the processing
device. By moving the interface enables the user to input
text into a computer or a mobile device by writing in the
air. It seems that the user interact with an imaginary blackboard. The processor classifies the motion data in writing
motion and non-writing motion by motion tracking. With
this method the user can write single characters or complete
words. For encoding the motions as characters they use Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [19] together with a statistical
language model. They use one HMM for every character and
concatenated character HMMs to model whole words. The
decoder constantly records the hand motions. These motions
will be converted to hypothesis. On a screen the user can see
the current hypothesis and can control the correctness of the
hypothesis and the translated characters. The system always
is running in an on mode, whenever handwriting motion
is detected the recognizer starts decoding the motion data.
This means that the decoder have to separate the data in
writing motions, and non-writing normal motion of the user.
The always on mode produces a very big data flow, which
must be processed by the computer. At the moment this
method cannot be handled by mobile devices, because their
processor speed is to slow. With faster mobile processors
in the future the approach of airwriting will be poartable
to mobile devices. In an experiment Amma and Schultz
showed that there exists a word-error-rate of 11% for an 8K
vocabulary. So users have a long learning phase to reduce
their word-errors or the algorithms for motion decoding have
to improve.

Figure 8: The three assumptions of transfer learning.
[10]
For the prototype they use a time-of-flight depth camera,
placed on the users head. So the camera has the same
perspective like the user. This camera tracks the empty
hand and the dominant hand and fingers of the user. In his
imagination the user has to transfer the homescreen. Now
there is a second input option for the user. He can use
his smartphone in the normal way, tapping and interacting
with the touchscreen or he can use his empty hand as a
touchscreen replacement. If the users phone is in his pocket,
he doesn’t have any visual or haptic feedback, but maybe
audiovisual. He can unlock his phone, selecting numbers for
dialing or open apps on the homescreen.

Figure 9: Walktrough of making a call with the
Imaginary Phone: (a) unlock with a swipe, (b) enter
your lockpin or a phone number, (c) select dial [10]

Figure 10: Overview of the complete airwritingsystem. The steps show the data flow through the
stages of the system. a) motion sensing with inertial
sensors, b) Write/No-write segmentation, c) HMM
decoding + language model, d) Final hypothesis [1]

If the user can see the screen of his phone he can use his
hand for an extended entry field. The advantage of this
input possibility is that the user doesn’t cover the screen
with his fingers. With the visual feedback of the screen it is
easier to interact with the hand as touchscreen or keyboard.
With the imaginary phone Gustafson et al. show that it
is simple to interact with an imaginary interface, especially
when there exists a screen that is convertible to it. The
imaginary interface can be a good extension for smartphones.
The only problem is, that is it depending to a camera. When

4.

TECHNOLOGIES

To implement imaginary interfaces a wide range of hardware
and software technologies are needed. To solve different
software solutions, different hardware devices are needed. I
introduce a few of them.
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4.1

Hardware technologies

Unlike the sense of human seeing cameras aren’t able to
recognize the distance in the field of view. Range imaging
is needed to showing distance points in 2D images. Range
imaging is only the name for a collection of techniques which
are used to produce a 2D image showing the distance to
points in a scene from a specific point. Normally the range
image camera is associated with some type of sensor device.
The range image has not only 2D-Pixelinformation, it also
have pixel values correspond to the distance. With this 3D
range image it is possible to convert pixel values in physical
units. There are different types of range cameras. I show a
small selection of them.
• Stereo triangulation: Stereo camera system used for
determining the depth to points in the scene, it does not
require special conditions in terms of scene illumination.
• Sheet of light triangulation: The scene is illuminated, a
reflected line is created. By observing the reflected light
using a camera, and knowing the position of camera a
light source it is possible to determine the distance.
• Structured light: By illuminating the scene with specially designed light pattern, structured light can used
to measure depth in a single image.
• Time-of-flight: Time-of-flight creates an image similar
to a radar-system. With this attribute it’s easy to
create moved 3D images.
But not only range cameras have the ability to scan the depthfield. There are also technologies using infrared sensors. How
the different technologies can be used for prototypes and
completed devices you can read in chapter 3.

4.2

Software technologies

Hardware devices standing alone cannot make it possible to
interact with something. Also software solutions are needed
to make it possible to interact with it.

4.2.1

Motion gestures and finger tracking

Gesture control and motion tracking are a small selection
of software solutions for imaginary interfaces, but both of
them are mainly used. For gesture controls the gesture
recognition is needed. Gestures can assume from any motion of the human body. Mostly the motions of the face
and the hands have a major role. Many approaches are
using cameras and computer vision algorithms to interpret
the human motions. Gesture recognition allows interaction
between humans and machines without primitive text user
interfaces or graphical user interfaces. Gesture recognition
enables humans to communicate with the machine and interact naturally without any physical devices like a mouse or
a keyboard. With hand and finger tracking it is possible to
replace conventionally input devices like mouse, keyboard or
touch-sensitive-screen with the human hands. For recognize
human gestures, different solutions can be used. A few examples are wired gloves, depth-aware cameras, stereo cameras
or controller-based gestures. With a wide range of different
computer vision algorithms and models like 3D model-based
algorithms, skeletal-based algorithms or appearance-based
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models it’s possible to transfer gestures into system events
[4]. Motion gestures and finger tracking are used by Kinect
[6] and the imaginary phone [10].

4.2.2

From touchscreen interaction to interaction
without a physical input device

With touchscreen-like interaction it is possible to replace
conventionally input devices like mouse, keyboard or touchsensitive-screen with the human hands. Computer vision
algorithms can be used for tracking the hands. It is also
possible to track precise body parts like finger taps to make
interaction more precise. Touchscreen-like interactions will
make it easier to interact with physical device-less or screenless system. Sean Gustafson show how this transfer can be
handled [8]. Gustafson goes one step further and transfer
touchscreen-like interaction to screenless interfaces. It makes
no difference if the user point and draw with his fingers in the
empty space in front of him or if he point at a touchscreen.
The gesture is the same. So some touchscreen gestures can
be ported to imaginary interfaces without touchscreens or
other input devices. In computer interfaces, there are two
categories of gestures. The one sort are offline gestures, that
are processed after the user interaction with the object. An
example for this is interaction with a menu. These gestures
are like mouse-clicks. The second category of gestures are
online gestures, which are direct manipulation gestures. An
example is scaling by using two fingers or two hands to scale
an image or rotating the fingers for rotate an object. Some
more gestures from mobile device interaction can be ported.
The use of these gestures is easy because user have not to
learn a new sort of interaction. Mistry and Maes [17] and also
Sean Gustafson [8] use these gestures for their approaches.

5.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
OF IMAGINARY INTERFACES

I want to show, how imaginary interfaces can be used in the
real life, outside of the research laboratories of universities,
and how it can make life for people better. I want to present
my own ideas, how it can be used in the future. The first idea
is to expand the interaction with smartphones. With a simple
device like Gustafson use it for his imaginary interface it can
be possible additionally interacting with your smartphone
with simple air gestures, also when the phone is in the user’s
pocket. The gestures are described in table 1. Some more
specific gestures for different applications can be added.

Table 1: Hand gestures for smartphone interaction
Sliding two fingers to the left:
Makes the musicplayer or phone volume lower
Sliding two fingers to the right:
Makes the musicplayer or phone volume lower
Sliding complete hand to the right:
Play the next song
Sliding complete hand to the left:
Play previous song
Clap the hands:
Music on/off
Make a fist:
Answering an incoming call
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There a many use cases and many potential user groups for
physical-input-deviceless and screenless interfaces. A big
problem for smartphone users is that they cannot interact
with the touchscreen of their phones when they wear gloves
in winter. With imaginary interfaces this problem is solved.
Firefighters wear a protective suit, but with this body armored suit it is impossible for them to interact with modern
devices. Also in the rescue business the technology doesn’t
stop moving, so in the future imaginary interfaces will be
interesting for them. Snowboarders, skiers and other winter
sportsmen can also benefit of the imaginary interface technology. With it they can interact with their smartphones
without getting cold fingers. Another user group can be
surgeons and doctors. If they make an operation in an OProom, their hands must be sterile or also their hands can
be covered with blood. While an operation they have to
interact with X-ray photography screens and nowadays it is
not unusual that doctors have to use modern technology for
operation like micro cameras. Imaginary interfaces can make
it easier to interact with those things and for staying sterile
for the operation. For blind people imaginary interfaces are
a new way to interact with devices. They will make their
interactions easier. If you can see nothing, you don’t need
a visual feedback. But for them the imaginary interfaces
have to be modified. Blind people need an haptic or an
audiovisual feedback. Technologies like the Imaginary Phone
will be perfect for them. By using their moving gestures they
can interact with a lot of devices (if they are connected with
an imaginary interface), they cannot use before. Imaginary
interfaces will make the world better for those people. But
also normal people can benefit by this sort of interfaces.
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Imaginary interfaces make a better comfort on interaction
for everyone. But traditional design heuristics should not
be ignored. Developers have the task to find a compromise
between the new interfaces and the usability. The fact that
some sorts of imaginary interfaces have no feedback do not
tolerate with design heuristics by Nielsen and Norman [7].

Figure 11: Gustafson envision future version of
his imaginary interface device will be a small selfcontained clip with cellular radio that can be worn
as a brooch, pendant or clipped onto clothing. [9]
Independent from design heuristics, if the wearable devices
will become smaller and payable, imaginary interfaces will
become an important technology of the future. They will be
the next step to the development of standalone ultramobile
devices.
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ABSTRACT

Census Bureau). Traffic increases and drivers have to pay
much more attention in traffic. At the same time the number
of vehicle kilometres increases annually [8]. So people spend
more and more time in the car. They tend to regard driving
time as wasted, because without permitted systems, nothing
else than conducting the car should be done. As a result, the
demand for entertainment in the car leads to increasingly
complex infotainment systems with a wide range of functionality. Also the development of smartphones and their
triumphal procession enabled the possibilities to be more
productive while driving but simultaneously also increased
the distraction of the driver. Currently, in most cases drivers
still have to turn their eyes off the road and the hands off the
wheel to interact with the automotive HMI (Human Machine
Interface). A study of the Virginia Technology Transportation Institute showed that nearly 80 percent of all crashes
involved driver distraction in the three seconds prior to the
incident [16].
As a consequence, there’s a need to provide systems which
serve both demands, one for productiveness and joy while
driving and the other for increasing safety during the usage
of the infotainment systems.
The direction of researches goes into the segment of Natural
User Interfaces (NUIs), which can be defined in various ways.

Infotainment systems in the car make it possible to provide
the driver with comfort functions which make the driving
time more effective and more pleasurable. But at the same
time and in most cases, the driver has to pay attention
to the system while controlling it. This attention should
be on the road, but simply cannot be there simultaneously
while contolling the infotainment system. So, to prevent the
automotive Human Machine Interaction being the cause of
accidents, the controlling has to be done in a natural way,
which would allow the driver to leave his attention and eyes
on the road and his hands on the steering wheel. Today,
there are already approaches towards Natural User Interfaces,
like touch-displays, handwriting recognition, speech dialog
systems, and head-up-displays. Although they have their
advantages and are on a good way to support the user in his
interactions in their own special ways, there are some efforts
in research to put the systems steps further. Recent research
considers personal agents, text-input, gaze-based interaction,
gesture recognition, and brain computer interfaces. Each
of them have their own advantages, but still faces some
difficulties depending on the use cases. This leads to the
conclusion that in the future, more than one modality should
be used in combination.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

1. A natural user interface is a user interface designed to
reuse existing skills for interacting directly with content [2].
2. A NUI describes an interface, which is operated directly by
one or more senses of the user [4]. (translated from German)
3. A NUI is a human-computer interface that models interactions between people and the natural environment [14].

H.4 [Information Systems Applications]:
Miscellaneous[automotive Human Machine Interaction, Car
Infotainment System]

Keywords
Human Machine Interaction, Natural User Interfaces, automotive, infotainment

One of the most appreciated values in modern society is mobility. The number of licensed cars increases every year. In
January 2012, 51.735.200 vehicles were registered (German

As shown, the definitions differ from each other - the only
similarity is the aspect of interaction. In this paper the
aspects of reusing existing skills (e.g. gestures, speech) of the
first definition and also using senses to operate (e.g. gazes,
brain signals) of the second definition are considered.
This paper first gives a short overview and a pointing out of
benefits and remaining difficulties of existing state-of-the-art
technologies. In the second section, technologies in research
are presented and their advantages and remaining challenges
are mentioned. Finally, we conclude to combine several systems, which complement each other to a multimodal system.

5th Seminar on Research Trends in Media Informatics (RTMI ’13).
February 2013, Ulm University, Ulm, Germany.

As already mentioned, progress in technology made it possible
to provide the driver with more and more comforting functions to the today’s point of an extensive infotainment system.

1.

INTRODUCTION

2.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGIES
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There has already done a lot of research and in the following, state-of-the-art results like touch displays, handwriting
recognition, speech dialog systems and head-up-displays are
presented. Furthermore, we discuss their advantages and
remaining disadvantages.

2.1

Touch Displays

Nowadays, the use of touch displays as a way to display
information and at the same time inputting commands goes
almost without saying. They are mostly used in smartphones,
where the size of the display is limited. Many of the touch
gestures at the smartphone are not required to be done in a
specific region but can be accomplished at any place of the
display, what makes the interaction faster and more comfortable.
This input/output device can not only be used in smartphones but also in the automotive HMI displaying and controlling the infotainment system. In the car, the most important aspect, as already mentioned in the introduction, is
to find ways which let the driver interact with the HMI by
avoiding distraction.
Touch displays have some advantages comparing to the standard combination of display and input via knobs and buttons.
Touch displays allow to select an item by directly pointing
at it. Pointing needs no further actions like rotating a knob
or pushing a button for several times, what makes the interaction faster [9]. Even milliseconds that could be saved is a
way to the right direction to gain safety for the driver.
Nevertheless, there are some problems remaining in the automotive domain. First of all, using this kind of system to
interact with the automotive HMI requires eyes and at least
one hand. So, in the moment of usage, eyes are not on the
road and there’s only one hand left at the steering wheel. It is
self-explanatory that this can’t be ideal for the driving safety,
because the driver is disctracted and his attention is not on
the road. Additionally, while driving, the car swings and
bounces due to the unevenness of the road. When pointing
to an item, while the car is in motion could lead to point to
another item which is not intended to be selected. In this
case, the driver has to operate additional steps in order to
undo the unwanted step. More operations mean more time
for interaction and thus more time with concentration not
on the road which increases the driver’s distraction.
As shown, there are several disadvantages of touch displays in
the automotive domain left. In the next section, the problem
of taking the eyes off the road will be considered by using
handwriting recognition.

2.2

Handwriting Recognition

One might think, that handwriting recognition has no place
in the car. Long texts entered via handwriting would cause
too much distraction to the driver and therefore would be a
high safety risk. But for entering short texts, e.g. a routing
destination or a new contact to the adress book, handwriting
recognition can be indeed used. Short characters can also
be used to navigate through the menu by e.g. writing a
highlighted character to select a menu item. Pickering et
al. [16] point out, that a single character can be written
down without any gaze. While writing the character, eyes
can be left on the road. To increase this effect, a supporting
additional auditive feedback system should be implemented.
In this case, the user hears if the written character has been
recognized or not. It is also important to provide the user
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the possibility to write with his preferred hand in order to
keep distraction little. Therefore, the devices need not to be
very large, so they can be installed at different places in the
car, e.g. in the middle console, at the door side, or on the
steering wheel.
Handwriting recognition thus faces several problems in the
automotive domain. The recognition itself must be very
accurate to distinguish between characters who look similar,
but are not similar in the semantic. For example “1” and “I”
can be written identically. Another reason for a very good
recognition is, that handwritings differ a lot. Each person
has its own style to write. If the recognition could not handle this fact, it may lead to a non-recognition of particular
handwritings.
Although handwriting can be used to input text and navigate through menus, it won’t be suitable to operate the
whole infotainment system, because the repertoire of single
characters is limited and characters already used for items
won’t be available for other purposes. Although handwriting recognition can help to leave eyes longer on the road,
they still have to be taken off for checking the menu items.
Therefore, other interaction possibilities, e.g. speech dialog
systems have been researched with the aim to neither need
eyes nor hand.

2.3

Speech Dialog Systems

Speech dialog systems branch into two parts. One is the
input [16] called speech recognition and the other is the
output, presenting information over speech, realized by textto-speech (TTS).
Widely spread devices using speech dialog system are navigation systems, which are part of the infotainment system
in the car. Benefits of this technology are obvious. Using
spoken words to interact with an device won’t neither need
hands nor eyes in the moment of controlling the system. One
possibility is to use natural language processing (NLP). This
means that computers can extract the semantic of the said
words and transform them to commands the system understands. So the user can speak in a naturally way. In the best
case, the user just says what he wants and the speech recognition system interprets the meaning of the words in a right
way and then execute the desired functionality. So the user
won’t have to remember specific commands, which would
reduce the distraction of the user. For some tasks speech
recognition in combination with text-to-speech output reduce
the driver’s distraction and so the mentioned disadvantages
of touch displays and handwriting recognition are overcome.
Nevertheless, speech dialog systems are also not the one and
only solution for controlling the whole functionality of the
infotainment system and face its own problems. When the
system does not use NLP, interaction has to be done over
specific commands. The system then could only interpret
these specific commands and the user has to remember those.
If the commands are not intuitive, it would increase the
driver’s distraction, especially if he couldn’t remember the
needed command and in worst case there’s a complicated
help system or neither a help system at all. In the last case,
the driver would have to access the printed car manual to
gain help, which he definately can’t access while driving.
This could lead to high level of frustration of the driver and
even to a rejection of the whole system.
Another aspect are technical limitations, for example poor
recognition rates. First of all, the car is a place where a lot
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of disturbing noises are present. Most likely the noise of the
engine, the noise of the wind or the noise of the tires rolling
over the asphalt. Surrounding noises can be an obstacle for a
successful recognition of the said words. Furthermore, people
can speak with a lot of dialects which may not be very similar
to the implemented standard languages. If dialects are not
implemented as a language, recognition might fail.
A difficulty of a TTS-Output device is the quality of the said
words. If the system output words are semantically wrong
or hard to understand, the driver would need to think about
the semantic meaning of the words themself or of the context
which would lead to irritation and increasing distraction.
If the output is presented in both ways, via TTS and via
display, the driver would gaze at the display when he could
not understand what the system wanted to tell him over the
audible output. In this case, the advantage of the eyes-free
usage is annihilated. So, there is another technology for presenting information right in the field of vision of the driver the head-up display.

2.4

people are getting more aware of the possibility to interact
with a device via speech. Personal Agents can be like SIRI,
which is represented by a female voice or they can be embodied by using a human avatar which presents the system
as a conversational partner. As mentioned in 2.3.1. a speech
recognition system is more effective and comfortable for the
user when he can interact by NLP instead of using predefined
commands. Nevertheless, people might be reserved using a
speech interface. Dausend and Ehrlich [6] point out, that an
Embodied Personal Agent (ECA), an avatar, could encourage
users to speak in a free and natural way interacting with
an actual impersonal machine. Such an avatar, drawn as
a human, may give people the feeling of talking to another
person instead of talking to a computer. Those ECAs can
assist users in more complex tasks, for example selecting a
destination for the navigation system. Therefore, the further
considerations are done with the embodied personal agent
from Dausend and Ehrlich. For using this kind of system

Head-up Displays

A head-up display is an imaging unit combined with a projector. Visual information is being directly projected into
the field of vision of the driver. Earlier this technology has
only be used in fighter jets, but today it is also used in the
automotive sector. For example, a head-up display is built
in the 5 and 7 series of BMW. There, information about the
driving speed and navigation is projected in to the driver’s
field of vision [3].
Benefit of this kind of information presentation is that the
driver would not need to look off the road to get the projected information. Even if he focuses on the lower part of
the front window to get a specific information, he still has
the road in his field of vision. So he can still be aware of
unusual incidents and within a really short time he can focus
back on the road. It is important not to invert the benefit of
this system by overloading the driver’s field of vision with
too many interface items and information.
The head-up display is only an output device and faces its
limits to large extends of information. The driver’s field of
view on the road should not be overloaded with too much
projected information, because this would distract the driver
or even worsen his view at all. Because of these limitations
and the other mentioned systems are still facing problems
and difficulties, new technologies are popular in research.

3.

Figure 1: ECA of Dausend and Ehrlich [6]
it is important, that speech recognition is done correctly,
identifying not only the words but also the semantic behind
them and having an enhanced dialog system for generating
an appropriate reaction to the user input. The output is
generated by text-to-speech and the movement of the lips of
the avatar should be synchronous to the spoken words.
All speech applications in a first step have to be activated
for starting the recognition, because passengers might talk
to each other and music might play while driving the car.
These are sounds not directed to the speech recognition system. The prototype from Dausend and Ehrlich uses knobs to
activate the speech applications, also called Push-to-Activate
(PTA). In this prototype it can always be activated within
at most three steps. With the avatar getting visible, speech
recognition is started and the usual signal tone for feedbacking that speech recognition is ready could be eliminated
that way. The implemented use-cases for the avatar speech
application where controlling the radio, telephone, and navigation system.
Summarizing the modalities for getting input into the system
is haptic and speech, the output is visual with a display
(avatar) and auditive with the speakers using TTS.

TECHNOLOGIES IN RESEARCH

The existing state-of-the-art solutions are a way into the
right direction in the challenge of unifying the competitive
aims of more pleasure, productivity, and remain or even gain
safety while using infotainment systems in the car. Because
the existing and built-in systems are not the ne plus ultra
yet in both, ease of use and safety, further research is needed.
Respective to the natural interaction with automotive HMI,
examples in the segments of personal agents, text input, gazebased interaction, gesture recognition and brain-computer
interfaces are shown in the following sections.

3.1

Dialog System with an ECA
Not solely the representation with an human avatar would
gain significant more benefits for driving safety. There has
to be additional features, for example an newly designed dialog system to reduce switching between different interaction
modalities. In order to get an impression of how a dialog

Personal Agents

With the release of the iPhone 4S and its personal assistant
SIRI (Speech Interpretation and Recognition Interface) 1 ,
1

http://www.apple.com/de/ios/siri accessed Dec ’12
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with an ECA system might look like, here is a short example
from the prototype of Dausend and Ehrlich:
Avatar: What is your destination?
User: I want to go to the Amselweg in Frankfurt.
Avatar: The city of Frankfurt is ambigous. Do you want to
go to Frankfurt (Oder)?
<User gives no feedback>
Avatar: Frankfurt am Main?
User: Yes, that’s right.
Avatar: Frankfurt am Main, Amselweg? Please start navigation or add a house number.
User: Please start navigation.
In this dialog, the system realizes that there is more than one
city named Frankfurt. It informs the user about this fact and
additionally proposes one alternative. When the user does
not react to this first alternative, it goes on with a second one.
Benefits of an ECA
When the user sees that the avatar is being displayed, he
knows that speech recognition is activated and he can get his
hands on the steering wheel and eyes back on the road. Due
to the adjusted dialog system he won’t need to look at the
display again, because there won’t be shown any option lists,
but an advanced oral confirmation and correction strategy
as shown above. There were more than one cities named
Frankfurt and the speech system led the user to the right
input without any visual feedback or manual selection. This
system would support secure driving, decrease destraction
and might increase user’s appreciation and comfort.
This system is being tested with the above mentioned three
functions radio, telephone, and navigation. Because there is
no information about further functionality, like text input,
the next section considers this issue.

3.2

Text input

A use case, especially for drivers who are on the road for
business purposes, is the possibilty to enter free text like a
short message or a memo. For this case, faster, safer and legal
ways for entering a text into the system have to be developed
beyond using a touch display, a central console element or
even the not allowed way with a smartphone. At the moment,
there are two ways. One goes into the direction of entering
texts with the voice and the other goes into entering text
with the fingers, but in a newly and safety way using the
back of the steering wheel.

3.2.1

Dictation

Dictation goes beyond just the recognition of solely and
simple words like a city name. Dictating texts consists of
recognizing the right words but also the syntactic context of
the words. A system which provides text dictation needs also
to be capable of recognizing (semantic) errors and correcting
them or at least give the user correction proposals. By feedbacking the latest entered text audible, the system could be
used completely eyes-free. Labsky et al. [12] made a study
in which probands drove a car in a simulator. First without
any distraction as a straightedge for driving tasks like e.g.
accuracy of the course. Second with entering a text with a
smartphone and the other two tasks were entering a text via
the dictation system. One time getting only audible feedback
of the dictated text and the other time getting feedback
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audible and visual with a usual display. The results are
that a dictation system is slightly faster than the input via
the smartphone. However, the quality of the messages was,
due to errors in the automatic speech recognition, slightly
worse than the mobile phone input. Syntactic errors of
misinterpreted words are more confusing for the addressee
than some typos in the received text.
Comparing the dictation alternatives, the text quality is
slightly better with additional feedback via the display, but
at the same time probands sent less messages in the same
amount of time. Without displaying the text, the users were
not so engaged in correcting mistakes, so they dictated the
text faster.
Looking at the safety aspects, a system with the solely audible
feedback reaches better results, because when a display was
turned on, the users always additionally gazed at it, although
all needed information were presented via acoustic feedback.
For the safety aspects, this system outperformed the manual
text input over a smartphone (input over a central control
unit won’t differ). The only case, the dictation system has
been worse, was the quality of the text. So, for the future the
research should concentrate on the aspect of the recognition
rate, the error detection, and correction.

3.2.2

Text input at the back of the steering wheel

Murer et al. [15] made a study with the result that the
average time of visual distraction while entering a navigation
destination using common HMIs was 64 seconds overall. Of
course there were gazes back on the road while entering the
destination. Nevertheless, it is not necessary to point out
that this is a large safety risk – 64 seconds in total with eyes
off the road while driving – only for entering an address for
navigation. As seen above, speech input would be the best
for entering text, but speech recognition is still not at the
point to work at a high quality level for all kinds of text
input use-cases. Murer et al. believe “that in the near future
speech input will not completely replace other forms of text
input”. This was the trigger for researching the new kind of
text input at the back of the steering wheel.
The paradigms of designing the text input system were, that
safety aspects had to be considered – eyes had to be kept
on the road and hands on the wheel. The speed of the text
input could be slower as long as it would still be more safe
while driving than the existing built-in solutions.The back
of the steering wheel was chosen because for one reason it
won’t interfere with existing interaction elements at the front
of the wheel. Placing the hardware at the back of wheel
disables inherent the need for gazing at the input device and
the user can use it with up to 4 fingers while keeping both
hands still on the wheel. Important for aiming the other
safety paradigm is using a visible interface projected by a
head-up display right into the front window in order to keep
the eyes on the road while doing text input.
Interface design
The alphabet and additional characters were structured into
six groups each containing six signs arranged in two rows.
Each of the element is mapped to the input device. To select
e.g. the first group, the highest button of the left device
has to be pushed. This first group consists of the letters
A-F. Analog, the elements of the first row can be selected
with the left back-wheel input device and the the second row
with the input device installed at the right side of the wheel.
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Additionally the past input is also shown in the interface.

of time. Kern et al. implemented a spatial and temporal
threshold. This way another item will only be selected if
five gaze points are captured on this new item what means a
temporal threshold about 0.04 seconds. Traversing through
a larger menu also needs more time. The driver won’t have
that time, because he has to look back on the road not to
cause an accident. So it makes sense that the last object
highlighted keeps being highlighted. The driver can go on
traversing from the last point on.
Interaction needs more than just highlighting menu items.
On one point the user needs to select an item in order to
reach the functionality behind it. There are two possibilities
to realize it with gaze-based modalities. One possibility is to
expand the gazing time to a concrete span. For safety reasons
it should not be more than 250 milliseconds. The other one
is to use a specific button to enable selection by glancing at
the item, similar to push-to-talk buttons for speech input.
The advantage is that the time for the gaze has not to be
extended and the driver’s eyes are faster on the road again.
So the modalities would be a display for input and output
information eventually combined with a tactile button for
realizing further input.
Kern et al. came to the conclusion that the gaze based system
has interesting properties for car user interfaces. Compared
to traditional touch devices, the gaze-based interface is little
slower but compared to speech recognition systems it shows
speed advantages. It can be of highly interest in surroundings where a touch device can’t be implemented or would
be out of the reach of the driver. They propose that a good
combination would be the use of gaze-based interfaces with
a speech recognition system.
The opposite field of research is to maintain the eyes on the
road but using parts of the hand or the hand as a whole
which motivates gesture input as described in the following
section.

Figure 2: Input Device concept (left). HUD projection overlaying the driving simulator (right). The
cen- tral area is used to display the written text.
[15]
Hardware alternatives and study results
In the study, the first alternative was to use two touch sensitive sensors supporting sliding gestures and pressing. The
sliding area was divided into three zones. The other alternative was to install three hardware buttons on each side to
clearing the disadvantages of the touch alternative. Those
are that once a finger is lifted from the touch device, the
three areas need to be targeted again, too little physical
feedback which area is touched, and lacks in targeting the
right position.
The results of a first study showed that this system is good
for keeping the hands on the steering wheel while doing text
input, but still leaves some scope for improving the point of
keeping the eyes on the road.
This modality is optimized for doing text input while keeping
the hands on the steering wheel. For traversing through
menues while keeping hands on the steering wheel, gazebased interaction, considered in the following section, could
be used.

3.3

3.4

Gaze-based Interaction

Gesture Recognition

Another aspect in research is using gesture recognition to
increase the time in which eyes can be left on the road because
controlling the system could be done without the need of
visual support. The first subsection handles about the field of
research of recognizing the gestures of the whole hand or as
an alternative of the head. The second subsection highlights
another field of research dealing with micro-gestures done by
only one or more fingers.

The idea behind this approach is to interact with an automotive HMI while keeping the hands on the steering wheel. The
disadvantages of controlling with a touch display is that both,
hands and eyes, have to be taken off its actual places. Using
gaze-based interaction, only the eyes have to be taken off the
road for a short time – and that’s a premise to the realization.
The time gazing at the interface for controlling should not
be longer than it would take to do the same operation with
a touch display. Otherwise it would be too dangerous and
could not be implemented in the automotive sector [11].
Kern et al. [11] used simple eye trackers for capturing the
driver’s gazes at the display of a specific refreshing rate that
enables almost real-time feedback. To interact with a system,
the user always needs to get feedback. It is difficult to use
common solutions like a (mouse) pointer tracking the way
through a menu because eye movements are not the same as
the movements with a mouse used by hands. Eyes are always
slightly in motion. Therefore another way of getting feedback
had to be realized. The best way is to highlight the item the
user glances on, e.g. by drawing a border around the selected
item or changing its colour or background. Because of the
permanently slight motion of the eyes a threshold should
be integrated to prevent nearby items of being toggled highlighted and unhighlighted several times in a short period

3.4.1

Maxi gesture recognition

This section handles about gestures which can be done with
the hands but also with the head. Gestures done by hand
have a large wider range of variability than those done with
the head, which are just nodding or shaking. Nonetheless
head gesture recognition is important for specific purposes in
interacting with the HMI while driving due to its easy and
natural usage.
There are several benefits [1], why head and hand gesture
recognition should be used in the car. Gesture recognition is
more comfortable, secure and natural than interacting with
an HMI over knobs, especially in the car. By using knobs,
you have to lead your finger exactly to the point, where the
knob is installed and therefore mostly visual support and
haptic feedback is needed in order to find the knob. Hand
gestures itself, once learnt, can always be done without any
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gaze, so the eyes can be left on the road which ensures safety
while driving. The place where those gestures are being
recognized will be somewhere you need to have your hands
anyway while driving (e.g. the gear shift area). One more
advantage of gesture recognition is that it works also in noisy
environments where for example speech recognition faces its
limits.
Gesture usecases in automotive HMI and gesture
repertoire
Hand gestures are most useful for skipping between alternatives (e.g. radio stations), for discrete changes (e.g. increasing / decreasing volume) or for short-cut functions (e.g.
switching between submenus). Head gestures are best for
any kind of yes/no decisions – nodding or shaking the head
is, beside of speech, the most natural way to communicate
approval or denial.
In this section only hand gestures will be picked out as a
central theme because of its much wider field of application
and variety. The gestures chosen for operating the system are
developed after usability studies [17], so the usage should be
suitable for most users. Gestures are distinguished between
static (without motion) and dynamic ones (with motion).
Dynamic hand poses are used for manipulation and static
hand poses are used for specfic tasks (e.g. open the dynamic
recognizer). The amount of static gestures lies about four
until six and for dynamic gestures about 11 until 16 poses.

Figure 3: Examples out of the gesture inventory
with possible directions: ’wave to the left/right’ (a)
to change to the previous/next function, ’wipe’ (b)
to stop a system action, ’point’ (c) to confirm and
’grab’ (d) for direct manipulation of e.g. the volume
[17]

Gesture recognition and additional systems
The most common method for recognition is vision-based.
A camera is installed at the roof over the gear shift area
which records the movements. The camera has an additionally daylight filter and the area is illuminated by LEDs in a
special frequency spectrum which won’t disturb the driver
but illuminate the hand.
The hand is recognized because it is a large object what
does not belong to the background and furthermore is very
bright, due to the the special illumination. The background
is subtracted and the resulting image is thresholded. After
that, feature vectors are calculated for every image. Static
and dynamic recognition are based on these vectors and their
variation.
Disadvantages of a vision-based recognition system are that
they face difficulties with varying lightning conditions, dynamic backgrounds and real-time interaction. Only static
hand poses can be interpreted in real time [1]. Therefore, researches are also done with infrared and sensor based methods
like Electric Field Sensing, for clearing out the disadvantages
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of the vision based methods. They are independent of lightning conditions and much faster, but also face their own
difficulties and disadvantages.
With increasing functionality of the infotainment system,
more gestures are needed to use the system and they might
become less intuitive and with an increasing amount also
hard to remember. Therefore a help system should be implemented to provide guidance. One step is that the help
system can recognize itself that the user needs assistance in
the operational process and the other one is that the user
can call the help system any time when he thinks he needs
guidance [17].
Gesture recognition is one way to operate an automotive
HMI without the need to gaze at the display all the time
interacting with the system, but menus and changing statuses are still displayed visually, usually on a display in the
middle console. Therefore, the interface should be displayed
in the natural gazing area of the driver. A head-up display
could serve furthermore advantages, because the user can
get the information while he is looking at the road, where
his attention is needed.
Further aspects
Usually, the recognition module for hand gestures is placed
in the gear shift area between the driver’s and the co-driver’s
seat. In right hand traffic, the driver has to do the gestures
with his right hand. This is an disadvantage for left-handed
drivers, who would have to control the system with their
weak hand. A possibility could be adding an additional
recognition system at the door side.
Also important is that the user interface has to be designed in
a way to serve the (natural) gestures. For example, a volume
slider should not be aligned horizontally, but vertically. Even
if no interface is displayed at all, people tend to move their
hands up, if the task was to raise volume [17]. If the interface
would request gestures not logical to the mean user, it would
increase his mental workload to remember the right gesture
for his intended action and could lead to the point that the
driver won’t accept the gesture recognition system.

3.4.2

Micro-gesture recognition

Another way of using gesture interaction is called the microgesture recognition, in which not the whole hand has to
be used for forming the commands, but just one or more
fingers. This establishes the possibility of interacting with
the HMI while both hands can be left at the steering wheel
and the eyes don’t have to leave the sighting field of the road.
How it works
In the studies of Endres et al. [7] and Mahr et al. [13]
a so called Geremin was used. The name is assembled of
the words ’gesture’ and ’Theremin’. The Theremin is an
electric musical instrument which is played contact-free and
was patented early in 1928 in the USA by the Russian Lew
Termen.
The Geremin belongs to the category of capacitive systems
recognizing the proximity of a hand to a conductive object.
The Geremin is constructed with an antenna and uses the
human hand as the capacitor, so hand and antenna make the
two conductors of the capacitor. Hand movements towards
or backward the antenna are detected and are converted
into voltage changes which themselves are being conducted
into numbers which can be interpreted by the system and
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so translating the them into commands for the HMI. The
antenna is placed at the two o’clock position for right handed
people respectively the ten o’clock position for left handed
people. Those are the positions where the hands should be
placed while driving with both hands on the steering wheel.
The Geremin can also be used with more than one antenna
(one in the study of Endres et al., three in the study of Mahr
et al.) for getting better recognition accuracy. The technical advantages of this system are being unaffected by light,
noise, and dynamic backgrounds and additionally having fast
response times.

Figure 4: zoom gesture [13]

Gestures
Using micro gestures with the aim of being performed with
hands on the steering wheel, the range is clearly limited.
They have to be formed only with one or more fingers. Using
more than one finger can be critical, if fingers have to be
used simultaneously. The most trained and flexible fingers
are the index finger and the thumb. Those two work together
in a smooth way. But using the little finger and the ring
finger together forming a special kind of gesture could be
problematically. It could be, that this gesture would only be
performed with some training before the actual usage. Even
if the gesture could be formed by the user it still could be
that it does not feel naturally for the user, what can lead
the system to be refused. If the chosen micro-gestures are
too complex or too unintuitive the driver may not remember
those, especially if he uses them not regularly. In the case
he doesn’t remember the gesture, he will be distracted by
trying to remember the pose or by searching for it in the
manual. So, it is important to think about the application
area of those micro gestures in the car and as the second step
think about a suitable, intuitive gesture repertoire. Those
gestures are best for controlling comfort functions in the car
which consist predominantly of plus / minus controls like
increasing / decreasing music volume, climate control, heat
of the driver’s seat, lifting the windows up and down and so
on. Those car functions can be controlled with slight finger
gestures.
In the study of Mahr et al. three different gestures for such
an plus / minus operation where reviewed in consideration
of the human centered parameters:

with only one antenna. Matching the study of Mahr et al.
they took also plus / minus operations and the gestures circle
(clockwise and counterclockwise), right and left, and up and
down. Furthermore additional gestures like drawing a square
or a triangle were tested to evaluate the recognition accuracy.
Subjects had to vary the execution speed and the accuracy.
Depending on the installation axis of the antenna (horizontal
or vertical), different gestures were recognized better than
others. Endres et al. mention, that the recognition accuracy
will be better with more antennae installed.
Another point to think about is the possibility to enable or
disable the wheel bound micro-gesture recognition. Fingers
often move naturally without an intention of controlling a
device. As an example, a driver might listen to a song and he
luffs his index finger to the beat. If the recognition couldn’t
be disabled he might increase and decrease the volume of
the song with each beat.
The presented systems are all together for using functions
of the car’s infotainment system. In the next section, we
present a ay of conducting a car with mental will.

3.5

Brain Computer Interfaces

Advanced electro physical recording techniques and new opportunities in brain computer interfaces (BCI) open up new
research fields in the automotive sector beyond just interacting with an HMI infotainment system to even executing
driving actions.
For example, Hood et al. [10] used this technique for letting people drive a car in a simulator. They work with
unconsciously generated brain signals, so called steady state
visual evoked potential (SSVEP). Those SSVEP require only
little training an effort. A bit of training has to be done,
because usually SSVEP’s are generated automatically within
the brain, which is the baseline of the signals. In the experimental setup, the user looks at a specific unique frequency
modulated light or image, which stands for the drivers decision. When the user gazes at those lights or images, a peak
in the power spectral density at the specific frequency of the
image or light will occur. This peak can be captured in an
electroencephalogram (EEG) and can be used for decoding
the users intention and as a next step to initiate the equivalent action in the car. Hood et al. used lights as gazing
objects, because no monitor would be needed to display images. By using displays there could be a restriction to the
refresh rate of the display, which is anihilated by not using
them.
Tests were done at the Centre for Accident Research and
Road Safety in Queensland using a specific driving simulation
software called SCANeR and an online BCI was implemented

• A zoom gesture with two fingers analog to the known
gesture firstly used in the iPhone.
• A sweeping gesture done with only the index finger.
• A circular movement (clockwise, counterclockwise) with
the index finger.
Those three gestures where used for controlling four devices:
Window lifter, air condition, radio volume, and seat heating.
A result was, that some tasks were done more favoured
with different gesture types (e.g. subjects preferred the use
of the circle gesture for commanding the window lifter) but
overall the sweep gesture were preferred for most of the tasks.

Gesture Recognition
Endres et al. focused on the recognition capability of the
Geremin System. As mentioned above, they used the system
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in MATLAB. Three LED’s of different frequencies were used
and connected with different functions in the car. Either
they stood for acceleration, deceleration and cruising or for
steering left, steering right and steering straight. In each
of these two cases, the other functionalities were realized as
usual. For example, the user had to steer the car with his
brain, but acceleration was still done with the foot.
Results showed, that the subjects were indeed able to keep
the car on the road in the simulator and furthermore only a
short time of training (∼ 10 minutes) was needed. Another
study of Chang et al. [5] showed that with this special technique, it is possible to steer a car through a s-shaped track.
For the future it is surely interesting to think about using
this system to control functions in the car. But for safety
relevant functions, a lot of more research has to be done. For
example, it has to be dealt with the question if mental overload or distraction have an impact on the electrical activities
in the brain. If they have, future brain computer interfaces
in the car would have to ensure that such processes won’t
influence the recognition of the drivers intention.

4.

CONCLUSION

This paper showed, that there are a various number of already
existing solutions and those in research to make the usage of
infotainment systems while driving a more comfortable and
safe issue.
Each of the mentioned system has its own advantages but
also facing its own disadvantages and problems shown in the
following short overview:

modaliy

advantages

remaining issues

touch displays

pointing is fast

handwriting
recognition

single characters
can be written
fast

need of eyes and
at least one hand
recognition has to
be accurate, at
least one hand is
needed
recognition has to
be accurate

speech recognition

controlling
is
possible without
hands and eyes
head-up
dis- information right
plays
in the driver’s
field of vision
personal agent
encouraging controlling via speech
(NLP)
dictation
using
audible
feedback eyes and
hands-free
text-input
hands can be left
(back of the on the steering
steering wheel) wheel
gaze-based in- no need of hands
teraction
maxi gesture
recognition

eyes can be left on
the road while doing the gestures,
comfortable

only little amount
of information displayable

recognition issues

eyes off the road

better in combination with speech
recognition
gestures could be
hard to remember, help system
needed
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modaliy

advantages

remaining issues

micro gesture
recognition

hands can be left
on the steering
wheel

brain computer
interfaces

hands and eyesfree

more
limited
gesture reportoire,
use-cases stronger
limited
security aspects,
further research
needed

None of the systems could be used for all possible use cases in
operating the whole automotive HMI. So, the most effective
way is to combine several systems as a multimodal system.
That way, the positive effects of each modality can be gained
its specific field. For example, systems like micro-gesture
recognition can be combined with a personal agent and
information could be displayed via a head-up display. So
choosing a function could be done via the personal agent,
getting feedback through audio output, and simultaneously
information could be displayed in the front window using the
head-up display. The driver won’t have to take neither his
hands off the wheel nor the eyes off the road. To provide a
second input possibility, the micro-gesture recognition could
be offered to give the user the chance to decide what modality
he likes most. Additonally, for some use cases it might be
reasonable to switch a modality. Nevertheless, the amount
of different systems should be limited to a number where
the driver won’t be confused what system operates which
function in the car. The systems should integrate itselves
in an intuitive way to operate all the functions. So different
research fields will have to work together to get a smooth,
comfortable, and safety multimodal automotive HMI as a
whole.

5.
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ABSTRACT

traditional newspapers). However, what is happening beyond
this seemingly obvious example of technology helping shape
and form political opinion? For one thing, the nature of
current information and communication technologies (ICTs),
especially considering their policy influencing outcroppings,
is more diverse than it has ever been. Examples of these are
the reddit AMAs (“Ask Me Anything”) of Barack Obama2
in the fall of 2012 and the AMA by Jón Gnarr, Mayor of
Reykjavı́k3 , in December 2012. Reddit serves as a way to
aggregate and deliberate any kind of information – it is as a
platform inherently apolitical (even though a number of dedicated subsets discuss politics). Why then would the president
of the United States of America take his time to answer questions asked anonymously on the internet outside of the realm
traditionally controlled by the government? Presumably to
leverage this service for a more direct approach towards communication between constituents and their representatives.
Something similar is happening on the microblogging service
Twitter. Representatives asynchronously correspond with
their constituents outside of official government channels in
public. Further examples of the growing influence of digital
participation on policy making are the so called e-Petitions:
Systems designed to allow citizens to raise issues that have
to be taken into consideration by one governmental part or
another, usually the parliament, after a specific number of
participants have signed. Their impact is, however, limited
in a number of ways, as we will analyze later on. Yet, the
effects of these efforts are profound in a number of ways. For
a long time citizens’ lawful influence on policy making was
mostly restricted to elections if available at all – they had no
easy way to speak to their representatives or propose actual
policies in a coordinated mass movement.
In the following we will firstly examine the constraints limiting these platforms as well as challenges they have to overcome. We will then classify and analyze Facebook and Twitter as Social Media platforms, blogs and related systems,
e-Petitions as used by various governments, and finally LiquidFeedback in terms of political participation. LiquidFeedback, a system based on mixing direct and representative
democracy, allows users to either vote on issues directly or
delegate their vote to someone else. It is a fully digital dissemination, deliberation and voting platform – effectively an
online town hall everybody can participate in. Legal aspects,
while naturally part of political participation, will only be
cursorily explored in following owing to their diverse nature
and potentially conflicting international implementations.

Technology has taken huge strides in the past few years,
especially with the emergence of a wide range of applications
deployed solely online. As a result a large number of widely
different approaches for political participation has been developed and made accessible to the general public. In this
paper we will analyze a number of these approaches (such as
Twitter, Facebook, e-Petitions, blogs, and LiquidFeedback)
using previously established constraints and challenges. We
will then look at potential future developments applying the
same requirements and continue to show that they depend on
public opinion as well as consistent governmental decisions
successful future usage.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.1 [Computer Applications]: Administrative data processing; K.4.1 [Computing Milieux]: Computers and Society—Public Policy Issues

General Terms
Theory, Human Factors

Keywords
political participation, e-democracy, digital democracy, digital government, e-government

1.

INTRODUCTION

The rise of the Pirate Party1 with its focus on all things
digital, across Europe in recent years, increasing numbers of
avid internet users as well as development of sophisticated
and easily accessible systems for mass communication and
for organizing large groups beg the question how political
participation is shaped and achieved through technology.
Common knowledge suggests that online magazines, digital
newspapers, and blogs are by now widely used to disseminate
information much like television and radio (not to mention
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pirate_Party
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2.

A SHORT HISTORY

A person has an opinion or idea he or she believes should be
considered for broad adoption, possibly by the whole populace. How can they make this happen? Naturally by sharing
his or her idea with others and trying to convince as many
of them as possible of its benefits or necessity.
A traditional way to reach out to as many people as possible
at once to prevent the cumbersome process of convincing
people one by one would be to present the suggestion to an
assembly. To prevent the idea from being rejected out of
hand owing to poor presentation, an accomplished speaker
of the same conviction could present it for our theoretical
citizen.
With these steps in mind we can see the inevitable steps
towards ancient Greece’s democracy and its modern day children, including parties and politicians. What hasn’t changed
in all this time since Athens is the need to communicate ideas,
i.e. disseminating and deliberating them. What has changed
are the means available for communication. Examples of
these changes are the telephone for polling and exchanging
ideas at large distances, absentee ballots, radio broadcasts
for an all encompassing distribution medium and political debates on TV in the last few decades. All of these, along with
newspapers and better organization of the political debate in
general are, however, almost as old as the modern democracies themselves. Yet, with the rise and continued growth of
the internet wholly electronic challengers appear. Removed
from their precursors’ constraints these new systems allow,
among other things, near to real time two way interaction
along with uncomplicated participation on a massive scale.

3.

CHALLENGES

Despite the aforementioned advantages, there are limitations
placed on ICTs for political participation. These constraints
can be split into at least two classes: the technical obstacles
and the social obstacles. Joshi et al. formulate a number of
key challenges to overcome both [10]:
• ensuring secure interoperability among systems from
several agencies,
• developing methods and measures of citizen participation in the democratic processes,
• fostering public-private partnerships and other networked organizational forms,
• archiving and managing electronic records,
• developing better methods for IT resource management,
and
• ensuring availability and equity of access.
These key challenges are, as expected, both social and technical in nature. Interoperability between different systems
and fairness of access are especially important as they are
the driving factor for ease of access and political influence
digital systems may attain. Without the former, fragmentation caused, e.g. by federalism would work against broad
adoption and potentially keep citizens from participating.
The latter, i.e. equity and availability, are probably even
more important: the democratic process requires that citizens are considered equal and have equal weight in voting
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processes. If official ICTs used for political participation
were unable to conform to that basic requirement their political influence would consequently be nonexistent. Further
(semi-)technical requirements, as pointed out by Velikanov,
include self-regulation, “procedures for assisting, guiding, constraining and rewarding participants, inciting them to act
in a spirit of mutual respect and productive collaboration
pursuing the common good” and the ability to cope with
large numbers of participants orderly and productively [22].
The split in only two classes of problems is only partially
feasible but should serve to illustrate the different aspects
involved in defining basic requirements. The self-regulatory
requirements Velikanov describes are mechanics that would
actually make mass participation in deliberations feasible.
Judging by anonymous online forums with large user bases,
it becomes increasingly harder to keep a maximum of users
interested and active in any discussion and at the same time
prevent the discussion from descending into profanities and
non-constructiveness [22]. Thus it is indeed not only necessary to technically support a large number of participants
but also to channel their deliberation towards the common
good. Secondary control of content and helping users after
the fact, that is after they inadvertently caused a problem,
cannot be presumed to be effective on this scale. Hence educating participants in proper etiquette and usage of a system
becomes essential for long term effectiveness of a platform.
Adding to this, Kakabadse et al. raise further issues inherently found in the digital democracy. “It will be more difficult
to aggregate preferences in an acceptable way without institutionalized ways of persuading and ensuring collective
action. Furthermore, excessive participation at the wrong
time could lead to government paralysis.” [11]. They, or
rather Deleon [7], point out that not all discussions will necessarily reach consensus. Thus a way must be found to not
only enhance governing through technology but at the same
time prevent paralysis of the governing body.
Obviously the challenges presented extend beyond the purely
technical and the social behavior exhibited within closed
communities and extend to the strata of government and
democratic implementation at its core.
On top of that we also have to deal with the providers of such
ICTs. On the one hand, there are government sponsored
and provided systems and, on the other hand, third party
applications. What both of these providers have in common,
however, is the absolute need for security and privacy – we
will take a look at this separate set of issues later on. The
other concerns for non governmental ICTs are recognition
and acceptance not only among citizens but also from a
government perspective.
Lastly the human factor – that is how people select what interests them, their level of knowledge in different fields – also
plays a huge role in how e-participation can be implemented.
Velikanov argues that only a limited number of concurrent
deliberations should happen at any given time, advertised
well in advance to interest potential participants and at the
same time not to cause an information overkill. He further
explains the need for impartial expert surveys to enable laymen to participate in any such deliberation effectively and
constructively [22]. Beyond that are the coupled issues of
trust and credibility. A political participation platform, as
stated by Joshi et al. [10], needs to offer information security.
That is, such a platform cannot work without establishing
itself as a secure and entity free from manipulation. Other-
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wise citizens will have a hard time accepting it and trusting
any of its results. This issue is inherently interlaced with the
privacy aspects of any system and we will explore both of
these topics later on in detail.

4.

the political discourse is the logical first step in achieving
a greater understanding of political participation through
technology. As a side note, the MOMENTUM Project4 offers
a comprehensive overview of e-participation systems used in
the European Union with connected research and evaluation.
Including these systems and their evaluation is, however,
beyond the scope of this paper and should be done in future
research.

CURRENT IMPLEMENTATIONS

The currently available implementations as illustrated below
differ widely in applicable scope as well as offered features.
Hence classifying them according to basic patterns becomes
a necessity. We will be referring to Macintosh as well as
Kakabadse et al. for characterization guidelines. Macintosh
establishes three terms for political participation through
technology. These three terms are basic concepts for such
ICTs and offer insight into a platform’s underlying principles
[13]:

4.1

Using Social Media for participation and
exchange

Social Media as a subset of ICTs mostly deal with information and consultation, less with actual active participation.
Describing Social Media in the terms introduced before, we
have e-enabling as described by Macintosh and the information management model as well as the civil society model as
defined by Kakabadse et al.
Obar et al. [18] point out that social media can easily “empower and connect individuals as well as groups”. This can
be seen when looking at the last few presidential election
campaigns in the USA. McGrath points out that using social media in the 2008 election was heavily linked with “the
second largest turnout of youthful voters in history” [16]. He
continues to demonstrate that utilization of this new technological political participation, in this case in election times,
can be increased through continuous awareness, exposure,
and networking. Not only have “political campaigns [. . . ]
proven the power of these new tools to organize and mobilize
voters.“ but they also keep citizens engaged in politics outside
of elections [16].
With this in mind we will now look at both Twitter and Facebook as contemporary large scale Social Media platforms as
well as blogs and other systems such as e-petition platforms.

e-enabling “[. . . ] supporting those who would not typically
access the internet and take advantage of the large
amount of information available.”
e-engaging “[. . . ] is concerned with consulting a wider
audience to enable contributions and support deeper
deliberative debate on policy issues.”
e-empowering “[. . . ] is concerned with supporting active
participation and facilitating bottom-up ideas to influence the political agenda.”
Beyond that Kakabadse et al. name four different collective approaches to ICTs providing political participation
services. These models go beyond the basic ideas offered by
Macintosh and describe the actual impact on governmental
interaction [11]:

4.1.1

electronic bureaucracy model “The goal of this model
is to allow for easier, quicker, and cheaper transactions
with government on behalf of businesses and citizens
and to reduce, over time, the size of the public sector.”

Twittering politics

Twitter5 , a microblogging platform, closely matches the
initially stated classifications of e-enabling and fits the information management model and the civil society model. It
is used by a large percentage of politicians to not only talk
about their lives but also interact with their constituents
publicly. For example by 2010 around 41% of the members
of the US American House of Representatives had adopted
Twitter [5]. This public interaction is not always used in
accordance with actual policy as anecdotal evidence shows.
In 2009, members of the German parliament used Twitter to
inform the public who won the election for Federal President
before the official statement had been made [25]. Twitter’s
functionality is restricted by its lack of anything that goes
beyond the dissemination and (partial) deliberation of information, though. Above and beyond that Twitter also
serves as access point for rallying and organization (similar
to Facebook) in a “word of mouth” fashion allowing grassroots movements to form. Such actions, as pointed out by
Obar et al. [18], were widely in use in the so called Arab
Spring to organize demonstrations and rallying efforts.
These extraordinary circumstances and examples aside, the
question remains as to how Twitter is used in everyday life
to participate in politics. Tumasjan et al. [21] analyze how
Twitter can be used to predict elections by examining Twitter
in three stages: as “a vehicle for online political deliberation”,

information management model “[. . . ] has more effective communication, bridging individual citizens and
decision makers.”
populist model “[. . . ] enables citizens to register their
views on current issues. It is most often equated with
direct democracy.”
civil society model “Its goal is to strengthen connections
between citizens and promote a robust and autonomous
site for public debate.”
These classifications offer us a chance to easily group different
sets of political participation platforms together even if their
contexts differ. Combining these two classification systems
we cannot only compare platforms based on their original
ideas but also on how they work within existing governmental
systems effectively looking at the same platform from two
directions.
In the following we will focus on deliberation and dissemination platforms and only examine voting aspects where
they are part of these platforms. Even though e-Voting
is an important part of political participation, examining

4
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“whether Twitter messages reflect the current offline political
sentiment in a meaningful way”, and ”whether the activity
on Twitter can be used to predict the popularity of parties
or coalitions in the real world”. Out of these three steps the
first and second are of particular interest to us.
For Twitter to be used effectively as a platform for political deliberation the contents of published messages need
to contain a lot of information despite the 140 character
limit. Tumasjan et al. not only illustrate that Twitter is a
practical platform for such communication but continue to
show that Twitter is in fact used as a means for political
participation albeit dominated by a small number of heavy
users. In essence Twitter is a viable platform not only for
mass organization but also for dissemination and deliberation.
Hence it is not only part of the e-enabling category but also
part of the e-engaging category.

4.1.2

Facebook as a tool to organize and structure
movements

Facebook6 in contrast to Twitter is a fully fledged hub for
social interaction. An e-enabling system fitting both the
information management model and the civil society model
akin to Twitter. But whereas Twitter behaves similar to
word of mouth advertisement, Facebook can be used to share
information with and interact with large numbers of people
in an organized and centralized fashion. When looking at
the basic requirements, Velikanov’s requirements for guided
and assisted deliberation as well as productively coping with
large numbers of users can be considered reasonably well
fulfilled. The human factor, that is a limited number of
deliberations at any given time and expert input, however,
cannot. Then again most of the key challenges proposed by
Joshi et al. [10] are also reasonably satisfied. Also, owing to
its very nature and its origins as third party application the
government paralysis described by Kakabadse et al. is very
unlikely to happen either.
Despite the obvious benefits of using Facebook to communicate with constituents, the actual advantage of Facebook
lies in its nature as a broad social network. Politics are only
one aspect integrated into it. Westling describes this as “If
a candidate’s Web site is like a campaign rally that college
students can drive to, then a candidate’s Facebook page is
like a campaign rally held right in the middle of campus.” [24].
Likewise, members of Facebook are not restricted to having
to choose from existing political offers and views, by simply
using existing features of Facebook they can easily create
their own movements and encourage their peers to join [24].
We can easily see that Facebook by itself comes reasonably
close to a one-stop solution for participants. This becomes
especially important when dealing with people lacking in
technological literacy, that is people with only a basic understanding of computers. The less these people have to
do in order to be able to participate in anything, the more
likely they are to actually participate at all. Adding to this,
Facebook offers to serve as an authentication service and
hence can be used as an “online identity”. Web applications
outside of Facebook’s immediate control can be accessed by
simply utilizing Facebook as user verification service and
thus allow easy interoperability and ease of access.
In the end Facebook effectively fulfills both the aspects of
communication as well as deliberation. Depending on the
6

https://www.facebook.com/
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context and rules applied it may actually also satisfy the
requirements for the voting aspect in political participation.
A huge problem with it, however, is the continued privacy
debate. Due to its nature as commercial third party application a conflict of interest between serving the users’ interest
and the company’s goals is also inevitable and has to be kept
in mind when considering Facebook as a way for political
participation beyond what is done nowadays.

4.1.3

Blogs and other systems

The systems which make up this section of ICTs are very
diverse in nature and cannot easily be described as a congruent unit. As we can neither ignore these in this discussion
of political participation through technology nor dissect this
group in overmuch detail, a rough overview will be given.
Blogs, online newspapers and magazines respectively are
widely used to complement traditional media in spreading
information and helping form political opinions [9]. They
very much fulfill the roles of their classic counterparts in
dissemination and deliberation in an e-engaging context. Another, different approach to dissemination and deliberation is
abgeordnetenwatch.de7 . It is a platform built on the principle “citizens ask - politicians answer”. Beyond this relatively
simple design they also offer comprehensive data on representatives’ public voting behavior as well as any of their
secondary employment. In case of Sweden, its government
itself offers a plethora of similar information in their ‘Open
data’8 initiative9 . Then again when looking at e-government
as a whole we have to keep in mind that – while information
dissemination, deliberation and voting play a large role by
themselves – interaction with a government’s bureaucracy
also plays a defining role. These transaction based services
are already in widespread use. For instance an assortment of
such services exists for the United Kingdom10 and a somewhat similar portal for Germany11 , respectively. There are,
naturally, a number of other government systems in place
pertaining to the electronic bureaucracy model. The two
examples stated beforehand, though, serve as umbrellas for
their constituent parts and thus make it easier for citizens to
find and interact with them. They are essentially similar to
Facebook in their one-stop solution for citizens seeking easy
access to political participation.
As explained by Watson and Mundy [23], transaction based
services enabling citizens to pay bills, peruse their records
and interact with the governmental bureaucracies on a digital level is actually what they believed digital government
would grow into in the third and final step in their proposed
model for digital government. This one-to-one relationship
between government and citizens offering a way to complete
any transaction required (say paying taxes or requesting a
passport) and giving a comprehensive history of all these
transactions is not political participation in the strictest
sense – there is no dissemination and deliberation of political
content involved (much less voting on it). Yet these essential
services and easy access to them ultimately train the citizens
in interacting with any form of digital government. They
establish regulated and secure authentication frameworks
7
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9
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which other services, such as actual deliberation or voting
systems, desperately need for trustworthy mass participation.
The digital identity card Germany is adopting alongside
matching card readers is a step into this direction. Estonia
is already using such a system for e-voting and other services
countrywide with much success [8].

4.2

Kumar and Vragov [12]. They continue to suggest that the
currently employed yes-no voting for specific decision categories needs to be replaced by a more flexible and equitable
alternative. Different alternatives are for instance a representative system or a meritocracy, i.e. a system selecting
representatives based on their achievements alone. Based on
this, Boldi et al. further explore a way of creating a fluid
system based on people’s trust instead of rigid thresholds for
voting rights. This proposed system would enable participants to (transitively) pass on their voting options to other
participants issue by issue. Users may of course state their
own opinions instead. Consequently a proxy’s popularity
is no longer an issue when constituents decide on whether
to use their own expertise or to trust a proxy’s knowledge
and credibility in a vote. Such a direct connection between
issues and voting behavior would also serve to improve the
constituents’ sense of responsibility [3].
Liquid Democracy and its actual implementation15 are based
on a mixture of direct and representative democracy [17]
and by extension on what Boldi et al. proposed. The above
explanation also neatly fits with Velikanov’s requirement for
shaping and guiding mass participation. Attaching one’s
vote to an expert is not only possible but, given the nature
of the system proposed, a viable way of interaction. This
also reduces the amount of information participants have to
deal with, making it easier to follow overall deliberation and
voting procedures. Consequently, the government paralysis
described by Kakabadse et al. [11] is also less likely to occur
as presumably only few divergent opinions would have to be
considered. Real world parliament with its different factions
and parties is a very similar example of this result.

e-Petitions for direct involvement in political processes

e-Petition systems are – as opposed to the systems described
beforehand – actually e-empowering systems, that enable
citizens to actively propose changes in policy and engage
them in policy creation. These platforms offer citizens a
way to petition their government outside of demonstrations
and to directly contact individual spokespersons. Concerned
constituents can, after registration and verification, easily
create a new petition or sign an existing one. Depending on
the actual implementation and legal implications the part of
the government responsible for maintaining the e-Petition
platform is forced to at least acknowledge the petition and
write a comprehensive answer or actually consider a petition’s contents for policy creation. As noted and predicted
by Marchionini et al. this level of political participation is
not only controversial but as we can see by the lack of actual
implementations (even eight years after their prediction) still
not highly developed or considered useful [14]. Using the
four models as proposed by Kakabadse et al. to place these
systems, they would be placed in the populist model.
There are only a very limited number of such systems available for real world usage. Examples include the German
petition system12 , one used by the United Kingdom13 as well
as the “We the People”14 from the USA. A problem these
systems face is the lack of actual impact and acceptance (by
both officials and citizens who are supposed to use them).
While the German system’s motions are actually handed
to parliament for verification and discussion, none of the
motions are binding in any way. On the other hand, the US
American system has been criticized as system that allows
citizens to ask the current government questions only instead
of contributing to policy making [20].

4.3

4.3.1

LiquidFeedback in the real world

The actual implementation of LiquidFeedback allows users
to create proposals (so called “initiatives”), either original
in nature or alternatives to existing initiatives. They have
to select an appropriate subject area and rule set defining
the time limit for voting procedures, the quorums and what
action has to be taken if the motion passes. These constraints
are predefined by the operators of a LiquidFeedback instance
and may vary accordingly. Any new initiative has to pass
multiple stages (“new”, “in discussion”, “locked”, “voting”,
“passed/rejected”) before it can pass. For that other users
have to agree to the motion and support it. While the initiative is new or in discussion the instigator may amend their
proposal. Once a sufficient number of supporters has been
found the motion will be locked to prevent tampering before
voting is enabled later on. This vote will then decide whether
the motion passes or is rejected.
LiquidFeedback has only been adopted by a few large organizations. Foremost among them is the Pirate Party in
Germany which originally instigated the development for
lack of an adequate tool to use instead [17]. This decision
to create something new and more in line with the basic
democratic process was motivated by the need to prevent
a classic representative hierarchy from forming [17] and to
improve the participation process. By using LiquidFeedback
for internal deliberations as well as voting procedures the
Pirate Party can feasibly base their goals on democratically
verified proceedings.

Liquid Democracy as an example of interactive democracy

As pointed out by Boldi et al. [3] as well as Velikanov [22] and
Kakabadse et al. [11] direct democracy in large scale online
communities is not necessarily a feasible endeavor. This is
especially the case when dealing with complex subjects. Not
all participants in such discussions appear to be knowledgeable about the subjects at hand [3]. The basic requirements
encompass ways to feasibly allow massive numbers of people
to join in discussions as well as voting procedures while at
the same time keeping these deliberations and decisions from
hampering government functions. To that end, Boldi et al.
point out that “different forms of voting systems should be
considered for peculiar communities like electronically mediated social networks.” [3] This question of how electronic
voting and its impact on “the fundamental assumptions of
decision making in a democracy” has also been raised by
12
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The only other instance of LiquidFeedback in a political
context we are aware of is the one offered by the regional
government of Friesland county, Germany [2]. This example is, however, very much limited in its impact on actual
policy. This obvious constraint affects “LiquidFriesland” by
mere happenstance, though, as Friesland’s constitution does
not allow for public votes to influence government decisions
unless they conform to very specific rules [2]. Thus “LiquidFriesland” is reduced to a platform for citizens to discuss
government proposals allowing for very little impact on governmental work preventing the government paralysis through
lack of consensus Kakabadse et al. described [11]. However,
as these discussions are officially sanctioned and ultimately
used as feedback for representatives to adapt policy proposals [2], even this limited adoption is an improvement in
citizen participation. Using LiquidFeedback as a resource
of civic knowledge is a way forward from what Kumar and
Vragov found to be a surprisingly predominately one-way
policy of communication [12]. Their observations are based
on data from the USA but are easily applicable to Germany
as well.
International adoption of LiquidFeedback is as sparse as in
Germany. The instances we found can all be attributed to
the Pirate Parties in those countries, for example the Austrian16 and the Italian17 versions.
Admittedly LiquidFeedback and derivatives are a very new
development in the area of digital government and should be
carefully examined before widespread adoption starts. The
adoption by a regional government to collect feedback from
its constituents is an exceptional example, though, given that
even in Germany no other party has adopted it yet. Given
time and positive results from the experiment in Friesland,
we are certain that wider adoption of this technology is not
only possible but also reasonable.

5.

REALITIES OF E-GOVERNMENT AND
E-DEMOCRACY

Velikanov argues that implementations available for analysis
in 2010 were insufficient in several ways, resulting in low
public interest and hence low quality contributions [22]. He
further states that in general the ICTs in question would be
unable to cope with quickly growing numbers of participants.
An additional argument pertaining to the current way of
e-participation raised by Velikanov deals with the widely different approaches concerning their implementations. For as
long as only simple interactions are possible within these systems and representation of deliberation as well as results are
kept at a basic level, the huge number of different approaches
to political participation through technology does not matter
overly. However, once functionality and interaction become
complex, switching between different systems, e.g. one for
the regional and one for the federal government, will become
problematic or at worst a futile endeavor without proper
interoperability [22].
As we can see by the examples outlined beforehand, especially Facebook in the context of interoperability and mass
participation, Velikanov’s fears are still valid, although less
pressing than predicted. There is a distinct lack of official
government backed applications comparable to Facebook’s
feature level. Most of the systems in question have no shared
16
17
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authentication and only partially address the citizen’s needs
be they accessibility or offered features. These are, however,
only minor grievances compared to the lack of actual impact
the current generation of participatory software has. Most
of the systems available are merely dissemination platforms
or deliberative in nature. Results generated on them do not
actually have to be considered in policy making.

5.1

Security and privacy

Given the widespread amount and equally diverse number
of internet and computer related crimes already in existence,
digital governments may be a potential future target [11].
With this in mind security and privacy are of utmost importance to prevent technological problems on the internet from
affecting other systems by their very existence, i.e. compromising the trust placed in other systems’ implementations.
As pointed out by Phillips, “getting feedback, ideas and code
contributions from the public” becomes possible by open
sourcing applications [19] on top of allowing the public to
verify validity and security of an open source system. Hence
open sourcing software can further the public’s trust in such
a system.
Privacy and authenticity of users in e-participation systems
is a very important part of their respective implementations.
Velikanov argues that it is safer for the users themselves
as well as helping prevent conflicts of interest were they to
use pseudonyms instead of clear names [22]. This measure
has been adopted by the Pirate Party in their instance of
LiquidFeedback. However, the practice was criticized by
the developers [1]. They argue that the democratic process
is based on transparency and accountability. Thus LiquidFeedback as online platform requires real names or else the
participants would be unable to verify the correctness of any
vote.
This particular issue aside, Velikanov further points out that
in any legally binding and/or officially recognized system
any person may obviously only have a single account. Consequently verifying the registration process to prevent so called
fake accounts is inevitable under these circumstances.

5.2

Slacktivism and actual impact

In their discussion of social media and its advantages and
disadvantages as tools for facilitating civic engagement and
collective action Obar et al. [18] state that “critics [. . . ]
have suggested that these technologies may in fact be promoting a form of ‘slacktivism’ or ‘clicktivism’ instead of
activism”. Later on they point out, however, that “[s]ocial media strengthen outreach efforts”, that is these tools help with
creating awareness and exposure on top of “strengthen[ing]
collective action through an increased speed of communication”. On the other hand, Obar et al. draw attention to
the computer literacy gap inhibiting large numbers of people from participation, effectively splitting an efforts target
group. They continue to suggest that unified representation
of an organization is challenged by the multitude of representatives on various platforms thus diluting any potential
messages.
Slacktivism (“which refers to political activities that have
no impact on real–life political outcomes, but only serve to
increase the feel–good factor of the participants” [6]) is a
problem supposed to affect most online participation and actually hinder real world participation. However, as discussed
by Christensen [6] there is no evidence of such a negative ef-
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fect. On the contrary, the expanded awareness and exposure
may actually lead to more direct involvement in political
matters, however, further studies are necessary for conclusive
answers to this question.
A problem that is not directly related to slacktivism but
certainly part of digital government is actual impact of any
platform on the political process. We already pointed out
the limitations of LiquidFeedback in Friesland as an example
of the limited impact a platform can have, even if officially
adopted and promoted by a government. While in this particular case legislation and not official will is at fault, the
problem remains to be solved. Another example of lacking
impact are the e-Petition platforms maintained by the governments. In case of the three named systems (the British,
the German and the US American one) there is not one which
actually forces the governing body to do anything else but
release a statement or – if sufficient petitioners have signed –
debate it. Hence, the actual impact of these e-Petitions on
the political process and legislation is negligible. An obvious
result of this lack of impact is low interest by the public
as well as potentially resentment at being ignored by the
government after following proper procedure. This sentiment
has for instance been expressed by users of the US American
e-Petition system [20].

6.

to verify what governmental actions.
This as well as Velikanov’s deliberation show that there is a
lot to be expected in both the way future ICTs are implemented for use in e-participation as well as the number of
participants. He proposes a number of sound principles to
raise both awareness as well as participatory levels.

6.1

Germany

Political participation in Germany or rather interest in politics is relatively high in the general population [15]. Ensuring
the citizens have access to all the information they need is
thus very important, which is why the patchwork network
of internet based dissemination and deliberation platforms
currently available is a problem. Hence, a congruent network
of platforms with proper interoperability is necessary. This
is corroborated by Märker’s assessment of the current (2009)
distribution of e-participation platforms in Germany: mostly
regional offers and only a limited few on the federal level [15].
He concludes that although there are a number of high profile systems available it is necessary to increase the amount
(of different) systems as well as actually use them as two
way lanes for communication. Märker also points out that
there is no centralized way for accessing available regional or
federal e-participation systems. In the end the requirements
he formulates for future developments are:

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

As pointed out by Åström [26] the development of digital
democracy itself is very much dependent on what the decision
makers expect from it. He explains three different facets of
development that can be reasonably expected (see Table 1
for an overview). First there is the so called quick democracy approach. In its most extreme it would reintroduce
the Athenian style of democracy and open up everything to
the citizens to discuss and vote on. Less extreme versions
of this approach would simply open up voting in parliament
on important bills and other decisions to the public. This
is something already achieved by LiquidFeedback, both in
the Pirate Party as an extreme version of quick democracy
as well as the more moderate implementation in Friesland.
Next there is the strong democracy approach, which is less
about casting votes and more about extensive deliberations.
For this, Velikanov’s [22] requirements for mass participation
and guided discussions become very important. The closest
we come to this nowadays would probably be Facebook as
a medium for communication on a massive scale. The last
aspect of Åströms three approaches is thin democracy. This
approach is most comparable to real world representative
democracy. Its focus is on information and transparency,
enabling constituents to make sound choices when voting
for their representatives, neither actually voting on issues
themselves nor taking part in extensive deliberations. Examples for this last facet would be Twitter as a means to
communication between representatives and constituents as
well as other dissemination applications such as blogs for
direct communication. Accountability is more, though. In
this regard Open Data Initiatives18 and freedom of information legislation19 play a defining role. These initiatives and
policies strive offer citizens access to collected governmental
data for public scrutiny allowing any interested party at all

• simplified access using one stop solutions
• transparency by publishing any article possible
• improving responsiveness by tracking and tracing (allowing participants to see what happens with their
contributions and any potential impact they have)
• including larger numbers of people by utilizing polling
and rating
Beyond this there are a number of other measures available
to further e-participation in Germany. These include more
transparency in all governmental aspects as well as increased
responsiveness, i.e. the government officials need to explain
and respond to public suggestions and deliberations in an
open and comprehensive manner.
In late 2012, the official platform GovApps20 was established
to serve as repository for applications sanctioned by the
government. This listing may not actually match Märker’s
requirements exactly, however, it is a step into the right
direction for offering easier access to citizens.
Something that was not anticipated by Märker in his study
but appeared shortly after publishing was LiquidFeedback.
The platform fulfills a number of Märker’s requirements such
as simplified access, transparency, responsiveness, and official
feedback. Its instance LiquidFriesland would be an example
of how LiquidFeedback can serve as a short term solution to
digital government without a need to change existing laws.
Generalizing from this particular example we can see that
LiquidFeedback as a platform is a potential game changer
as a unified approach to dissemination, deliberation and ePetitions. LiquidFeedback effectively fulfills a large number
of Märker’s requirements and is already readily available. Assuming laws concerning public participation in policy making
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Table 1: Central dimensions of democracy by Åström [26]
Aim
Ground for legitimacy
Citizens’ role
Mandate of the elected
ICT use focus

Quick democracy

Strong democracy

Thin democracy

Power to the people
Principle of majority
Decision-maker
Bound
Decisions

Consensus
Public debate
Opinion former
Interactive
Discussions

Efficiency/Choice
Accountability
Customer
Open
Information

can be changed adequately to accommodate LiquidFeedback
it would allow feasible mass participation in the political
process on a democratic basis.
Social media also play a large role in this development. As
explained beforehand, Twitter and Facebook both are used
by politicians and government offices to communicate with
constituents. However, these efforts are met with skepticism,
as explained by Borchers and Wilkens [4]. Social media are
evidently used to facilitate transparency but fall short of the
goal due to bureaucracies withholding information. Another
issue raised in this context is the perceived civic participation
on Social Media not withstanding scrutiny and falling short
of expectations. Simply because parts of the government are
represented on Facebook or Twitter does not actually mean
citizens interact with them or use these channels for their
own good [4].
All in all, we can see that digital government in Germany is
based on a diverse foundation of technologies and owing to
that as well as ongoing development likely to grow stronger
and more coherent in the future. The latter aspect will most
certainly be a challenge given the widely divergent nature of
existing projects and the different models they belong to as
explained by Åström.

7.

CONCLUSION

Setting aside the most basic requirement necessary for digital government to flourish, that is affordable and reliable
internet access, digital government is on the rise. Another
aspect mostly ignored in this paper are financial gains by
lowering bureaucratic costs. Both of these facets contribute
to political participation through technology are, however,
only distantly relevant to actual participation and thus have
not been included in this paper.
The number of different implementations for approaches to
digital government already available and trends predicted
by prior research leave no room for doubt about its growing
importance. Of the systems currently in existence, the majority are evidently complementing traditional media in their
task of distributing information and sparking the public’s
interest in political activities and participation. Foremost
among these are blogs [9], Twitter and Facebook. Twitter
and especially Facebook, though, are part of a slightly different group as they allow for organization and consequently
pave the way for more interactive and and thus participatory
platforms. Facebook in particular as a social hub with global
authentication and potential voting aspects offers a number of features not commonly seen together and essentially
serves as a commercial one stop solution. Considering digital
literacy and ease of access, this is precisely the direction successful digital government has to move in to facilitate mass
participation. The e-Petition systems on the other hand are
only short term solutions not even offering basic advantages
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over the classic approaches concerning mass participation in
actual policy making. They effectively offer the citizens the
chance to interact with their government while not actually
making any petition binding. The problem created by this
is obvious: once the citizens understand this underlying concept, they understand that petitions created on such limited
systems are most likely a futile endeavor, dooming the entire platform. The number of different aims at democratic
involvement presented by the contrasting approaches is also
a problem that needs to be resolved into a coherent plan.
To solve this issue we can use the three distinct outlooks
on digital democracy defined by Åström (see Table 1) by
classifying the systems and forcing a decision between them.
Only then can potential long term solutions be implemented
without compromise and undue obstacles.
This decision would also fulfill a number of other particular
basic requirements subject to its outcome. Obviously the so
called “thin democracy” would not be susceptible to government paralysis, as Kakabadse et al [11]. described. On the
other hand, this approach towards digital government would
not necessarily solve the issues of steadily declining voter
turnout and the related resentment of a country’s citizens
towards the political establishment. Taking for instance LiquidFeedback, a mixture of “quick democracy” and in parts
”strong democracy” depending on its focus, was developed to
counter the existing hierarchical representation within parties
and thus allow more direct democracy. Its growing success
and continued publicity show that citizens are interested in
making decisions for themselves and directly affecting the
political process.
However, digital government is by no means the only way to
progress forward in the way political participation can evolve.
Looking at the Arab Spring as extreme example or more
moderate demonstrations such as the Occupy movements in
the USA, a change in how people interact with their government, influence policy, and vote is inevitable. Also given the
current trend towards internet based connectivity, ICTs will
clearly play a defining role in this coming transformation.
However, as stated by Kakabadse et al. improving “quality of
democratic governance by making governance more efficient
and accessible to citizens, the challenge is a policy issue and
not an IT issue. The use and application of IT is open to
choice and, as such, falls within the domain of public policy
and governance” [11]. Hence, the continued development and
usage of ICTs for political participation as well as allowing
them to actually impact policy changes in the future stands
or falls with the public opinion.

8.
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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing has become an important part of today’s
computing environment. However, issues regarding privacy,
and data protection in different cloud computing scenarios
remain unresolved, and need to be addressed. This paper
aims to provide an overview of the different kinds of privacy
risks that are involved when placing data into the cloud, as
well as discussing possible solutions that could mitigate these
problems.
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Keywords
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing has become a large part of today’s online
computing environment. Most internet users rely on distributed cloud applications in one form or another. Social
networks, browser-based document editing and sharing solutions, email providers, and backup solutions are common
examples where end users come in contact with services that
typically rely on cloud computing infrastructure. Often these
services are offered free of charge to general users, and the
service providers monetize their services by hosting advertisements belonging to other third parties. The convenience and
ease of use that often accompanies these services can lead
to large numbers of users placing their personal information
into the hands of the service providers by using their services.
In some cases this information is later sold to third parties
(in aggregated form), or otherwise redistributed. This can
lead to privacy issues, since sensitive information can end up
in the hands of people who were never intended to possess
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February 2013, Ulm University, Ulm, Germany.

it in the first place. To understand the different privacy
issues that are imposed by cloud computing, it is important
to understand how today’s cloud computing environment is
structured.
Cloud computing consists of various different types of service categories [13, 3]. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
promises on demand computing resources that are affordable
and scalable. These resources are typically represented by
virtual machines that can be remotely ordered, configured,
and administrated by the cloud customer. With IaaS it is
the cloud customer’s responsibility to maintain the operating system and the applications that run inside the virtual
machines, which are provisioned by the cloud provider. In
order to efficiently use the actual hardware resources that
run the virtual machines, multiple VMs can share the same
hardware platform and can be dynamically moved to a different platform if needed. An example for IaaS would be
the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) 1 , which
offers a variety of virtualized hardware configurations on a
pay as you go business model.
Platform as a service (PaaS) further abstracts from the virtual machine scenario by providing the cloud customer with
a middleware platform, where applications can be deployed.
The platform itself is maintained by the cloud provider. Both
IaaS and PaaS typically follow a pay as you go business
model, where the cloud customer is charged according to
the measured resource consumption of the services that were
provided (e.g. CPU hours, GB of storage, or network traffic). In some instances entry level services are available free
of charge. The Google App Engine 2 is a well known PaaS
example, which allows developers to host their applications
free of charge (so long as they abide by certain hardware
resource restrictions).
Software as a service (SaaS) allows the cloud customer to
directly use a service that is controlled and maintained by
the cloud provider. Services in this category include (collaborative) online document editing, online maps, image sharing
and/or editing services, and more. It could be argued that
social networks also fall in this category of cloud computing
services. The services in this category are often provided free
of charge to the cloud user, where the cloud provider profits
1
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
2
Google App Engine
https://developers.google.com/appengine/
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though the distribution of third party advertisements, or the
resale of aggregate data to third parties. Google Docs 3 is an
example for a collaborative online document editing solution
that falls into the SaaS category.

provide an overview of the types of attacks that can result
in data breaches in cloud computing systems.

Virtual Machine Escape

Storage as a service (STaaS) includes online data storage services and backup solutions, where the customer can manually
upload files to the service, or use tools provided by the cloud
provider that automatically perform the necessary file transfers. Additional features that are typically available through
these services include file synchronization between multiple
machines, file sharing with other users of the service, and
file journaling. Dropbox 4 is a widely used online file storage,
synchronization, and sharing service of the STaaS category.
What all of these different kinds of services have in common is
that, at some point, user data is transferred to a system that
the user does not control. Everything from single documents
uploaded to a document editing service, to the entire contents
of a user’s hard drive – in the case of an online backup
solution – end up on servers that are under the control of
the cloud provider. Depending on the nature of the data
this can lead to privacy concerns. While some voluntarily
share photographs with their friends, or the general public
online, few would want sensitive information, such as medical
records, tax information, or corporate files, to be available
to third parties, governments, or the general public. This
is why privacy issues should be addressed, before sensitive
information is placed into the cloud.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
describes concrete privacy issues that are present in today’s
cloud computing environments. Section 3 discusses how to
deal with these privacy issues, and provides possible solutions.
Section 4 provides a summary and draws conclusions based
on what is presented in Sections 2 and 3.

2.

PRIVACY ISSUES

There are a many issues regarding privacy and data protection in cloud computing that need to be addressed. This
chapter provides an overview of the different kinds or risks
regarding privacy, when using, or providing a cloud service.

2.1

Security Breaches

There are a number of possible attack vectors on cloud
computing services that can result in an attacker gaining
access to sensitive information. Some of these attacks are
not even specific to cloud computing, and exist in general
computing as well. However, the threat they pose is amplified
by the fact that in many cloud services large amounts of data
are concentrated on a small number of systems [9]. Also,
cloud-based systems are more exposed to attacks from the
outside world than services hosted in private data centers [20].

Flaws in the implementation of the virtual machine software
that is used in IaaS settings can lead to virtual machine escape
vulnerabilities [5]. By leveraging this type of vulnerability, an
attacker can get access to the software environment outside
the virtual machine, and thereby gain access to other VMs
that are running on the same hardware. Besides the VM
itself, other components that are involved in providing a
virtualized environment, such as the virtual machine monitor,
or hypervisor, might also contain vulnerabilities.

Vulnerable VM Images or Services
Even if the environment that executes a particular virtual
machine is secure, the image itself might be subject to attack
from the outside [9]. For instance, services with known
vulnerabilities, such as buffer-overflow flaws, can be exploited
by an attacker if they are available over the internet. In an
IaaS setting it is the responsibility of the cloud customer to
keep the software, that is being used up-to-date, and restrict
access to critical services. Whereas in a PaaS setting the
cloud customer has to rely on the cloud provider to perform
proper administration on the underlying infrastructure level.

Internet Protocol Vulnerabilities
Since cloud services are typically accessed over the internet,
vulnerabilities in the underlying transport protocols apply to
cloud computing as well. For example it is possible to perform man-in-the-middle attacks against TCP connections [9].
For non SSL/TLS connections it is therefore possible to intercept and manipulate data in transit. An attacker could for
example leverage an unsecured connection to a cloud service
to perform a session hijacking attack and gain access to a
cloud user’s account.
In addition to TCP, other protocols that are used for communication, such as the Domain Name System DNS and
the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), were
not designed with security in mind and can be subject to
manipulation.

Injection Vulnerabilities
Flaws in the implementation of application software can
lead to commands embedded in data being executed by
the application server, the database server, or the client [9].
Typical examples of those kinds of attacks are:
• SQL injection attacks, where commands are executed
by the back-end database. This can lead to exposure
of (parts of) the back-end database to the attacker.
• cross-site scripting attacks, where malicious JavaScript
code is executed in the client’s browser. This kind of
attack can be leveraged to take over a user’s session,
commit transaction on behalf of the user, or even hijack
the whole account.

Furthermore, it may be in the interest of the cloud provider
to conceal any breaches that occur in the system, in order to
keep up a reputation of being “secure”. As a result, the cloud
customers may not even be aware that a security incident
involving a service they use occurred at all, and that user
data was revealed to an attacker. The following chapters

• OS command injection attacks, where system specific
commands (e.g. shell commands) are executed by the
application server. This could lead to an attacker taking

3

Google Docs http://docs.google.com/
4
Dropbox https://www.dropbox.com/
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control of the application server and gaining a foothold
into the system.

Weak Authentication
It is widely known that the currently used mechanisms for
authentication, that rely on usernames and passwords, pose
security risks. Irresponsible user behaviour, such as choosing
weak passwords, or reusing login credentials for multiple
services, can enable an attacker to gain access to the user’s
account. In the cloud computing setting, taking over the
account of a service administrator could allow an attacker
to gain access to the system and to the data stored within.
Furthermore, password recovery email loops can be leveraged
to gain access to multiple accounts belonging to a single user if
the attacker has access to the email account. Also, unsecured,
publicly accessible administration interfaces to cloud services
or backdoors on those systems pose a security threat [9].

Social Engineering and Phishing Attacks

As seen in the case of SalesForce a few years back5 , it is
possible for an attacker to target the human factor involved
in many online systems. Using malware attached to emails
sent to customers or administrators of a service, or phishing
emails that ask the user for account credentials, can be
effective in gaining access to a system, even if the system
itself is secure from a technological standpoint.

2.2

Insider Access

In the cloud setting, outside attackers are not the only privacy threat one has to worry about. Data theft or disclosure
can also be caused by employees that have access to a service
or work for the cloud provider itself. A disgruntled or former
employee may intend to harm his/her employer by damaging
the reputation of a service through leaking user data online.
System administrators could be bribed or coerced into granting access to a service or leaking data. Conflicts of interest
could arise if a person with access to the service is also a
user of the service, or benefits from manipulating service
data [17], for example by manipulating a companies financial
management services to increase his/her own salary.
Besides the employees, contractors and their respective subcontractors and affiliates can be part of the problem as
well [11]. For example, a PaaS provider may have outsourced
it’s own infrastructure to a different IaaS provider, and an
employee of the IaaS provider that has access to the VMs
hosting the PaaS environment could leak data belonging to
customers of the PaaS provider.

2.3

Behavioural Advertising

For many cloud-based service providers advertising is a legitimate source of revenue and they host third party advertisements on their services. In the case of an otherwise free
service, serving ads to the users may be the only way for
the service provider to balance out the costs associated with
hosting the service. In order to provide relevant advertising
content to different groups of customers, advertisers try to
tailor ads based on user behaviour. For web sessions, this is
typically done with the use of third party “tracking” cookies
5

Salesforce.com Warns Customers of Phishing Scam
http://www.pcworld.com/article/139353/article.html

that can identify individual users to an advertising network
across different domains.
This kind of tracking has serious privacy implications for the
users of the services that are hosting the ads. In many cases
it is possible to link users’ personal identifying information
(full name, credit card numbers, IP address, etc.) to their
tracking information, thus not only identifying the users but,
also gaining information about their browsing habits [1].

2.4

Collaborate Filtering

Recommendation systems, such as Amazon’s6 “Customers
who bought this item also bought ... ” mechanic, are typically
based on collaborate filtering, which determines relationships
between different items based on user behaviour. On first
glance this might not seem to be a privacy issue, since only
item-to-item correlations are exposed by such systems and
not user-to-item relations, which would reveal personal identifying information.
However, as shown by J. A. Calandrino et al. in [4], it
is possible to draw conclusions about personal identifying
information, using only the black box outputs of publicly
available interfaces to recommender systems and a moderate
amount of auxiliary information about an intended target,
such as information about a few transactions of the target.
This auxiliary information may even be publicly as well and
can be aggregated automatically.
Sources for auxiliary information can be verified reviews or
purchases of products a user has bought. By acknowledging
the validity of the review, the service exposes parts of a user’s
transaction history to the public. Other sources for auxiliary
information include third party sites, social networks, or
forum posts about a product by a user related to the target.

2.5

Legal Issues

Depending on the jurisdiction that the cloud customer, the
cloud provider, and the actual systems, the cloud is running
on, reside in, different laws affecting privacy can apply. On
the one hand, those laws can restrict a cloud customer, or
cloud provider from collection, processing, or transferring
personally identifiable information or other types of sensitive
information [15]. On the other hand, laws and legal structures
may be in place that require the cloud customer or cloud
provider to grant authorities access to stored data belonging
to users of a service. Laws may also require a cloud provider
or cloud customer to examine user data for criminal activity
or monitor for copyright infringement [6].
Examples of laws that affect privacy in cloud computing
include the USA Patriot Act 7 , which grants the FBI access
to any record stored by a cloud provider, given a valid court
order. This law also limits the ability of the receiver of a
data request to disclose to the affected user that they have
received such a request [6].
Private litigants may also find it easier to obtain information
from a third party, such as a cloud provider or cloud customer,
6

Amazon.com http://www.amazon.com/
Public Law 107-56 (USA Patriot Act)
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-107publ56
7
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in comparison to the data subject itself, since a third party
may not be willing to go to the same extend to defend a
user’s data that the user would.

Data Location
For a service provider, it may also be difficult to ensure that
the service, which is provided to users, complies with existing
data protection laws. Laws like the European Union’s Data
Protection Directive 8 would require a service provider that
stores service data within the EU to adhere to the regulations
introduced by this law. This can limit the providers ability
to transfer the data into other countries afterwards [3]. For
example, if data was transferred from services located in the
US to servers in France, then French privacy protection laws
would attach to the data and restrict or prohibit further
transfer of the data back to the United States [6].
When using a distributed IaaS or PaaS provider to host the
service, a service provider may not be aware of the location,
where the data is stored at any given moment, or when
it is transferred across border into different jurisdictions.
Thus, violating privacy protection laws is possible, even
without the explicit interaction of the service provider. Again,
through the transitive nature of cloud computing, it is also
possible that the data storage is subcontracted [20] by the
cloud provider to a third party that operates in yet another
jurisdiction, causing additional complexity to the matter of
privacy legislation.

Data Minimization
European data protection law also requires that only data,
which is necessary for the intended purpose of a service, is collected from it’s users. In case of sensitive information, such
as healthcare or financial information, further restrictions apply. In addition to that, users have the right to request notice
about stored data, as well as the right to access and correct
stored information. Also, users have the right to refuse to
the reuse of their data for marketing purposes [16]. For a
service provider that uses cloud infrastructure this means
that if data is stored in the EU, laws on data minimization
may apply, even when the service provider itself does not
reside inside the EU.

strong privacy guarantees at present may be changed to lessen
privacy protections at any time. Accepting these changes
is typically required, in order for a user to continue using
a service. In some instances, changes to these documents
can come into affect without explicit user interaction (i.e.
if they are provided by email). If a user refuses to accept
changed policies, it may be necessary for the user to migrate
the data to another service and to delete the account, which,
depending on the service, can be a difficult and lengthy
process. By the time the account is deleted, it may be
already to late to protect the data from the changes that
affect privacy.
Projects, such as Mozilla’s Privacy Icons 9 , attempt to address
the issue of readability of the terms of service and the privacy
policy. Service providers could attach these legally binding
and easily understandable icons to their privacy policy. The
icons themselves represent different aspects of user privacy,
such as data retention periods, law enforcement compliance,
or third party data resale. Users of a service could quickly
determine whether a service meets their privacy needs, based
on the icons that are shown. However, this system relies on
the service provider’s cooperation in adopting the privacy
icon system. A service provider might see a financial incentive
in keeping their privacy policy vague and hard to understand,
in the hope that users will not be aware of the threats posed
to their privacy.

2.6

Data Sanitization

When it comes to deleting data in a cloud computing setting,
additional problems arise. Since the data is stored outside
the physical reach of the data owner (i.e. the user of a service
or a service provider that relies on cloud infrastructure), the
ability to physically destroy the data or the storage medium
itself, by degaussing a hard drive or similar techniques, is
generally not available [11]. Furthermore, since data belonging to different users of a cloud service is often combined on
the same storage medium, destruction of the medium would
adversely affect other users. Thus, the data owner has to
rely on the interface provided by the entity that controls
data storage, to delete or override existing data, in order to
destroy it.
This brings up the question how the data owner can ensure
that all existing copies of the data that is supposed to be
deleted are actually destroyed in a way that prevents future
recovery of relevant information. The storage provider may
be required to retain data for a certain period of time by
data retention laws, for criminal prosecution of infringing
content (such as child pornography, copyright infringement,
terrorism, etc.) [6].

Terms of Service
Terms of service can affect the amount of privacy a user
can expect from a service. Clauses in the terms of service
may reserve the cloud provider or service provider the right
to copy, use, publish, distribute, and share user data with
affiliates or the world at large [6]. Sometimes, separate
privacy policies are provided that define issues regarding a
service’s privacy and data protection rules. These documents
are typically not designed to be easily understood by laymen
unfamiliar with the legal matter, and few users take the time
necessary to understand the privacy implications that are
imposed by accepting these documents.

If the user requests data to be deleted, the storage provider
could just mark the data as deleted in the storage system and
prevent users from accessing it, while still keeping the actual
data intact on the hard drives. There are cases in which
researchers obtained hard drives through online auctions that
still contained recoverable data. It is also possible to recover
data from failed drives – given the right equipment – that
are discarded by a storage provider [11]. For those reasons,

Both the terms of service and the privacy policy can be
subject to change over time. So, even documents that have
8
Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of
the Council of 24 October 1995
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?
uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:HTML

9

Privacy Icons - MozillaWiki
https://wiki.mozilla.org/Privacy_Icons
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provable deletion of data is necessary to ensure data privacy
in cloud computing.

2.7

Data Reuse and Aggregation

When placing data into the cloud, it is important to remember
that the purpose, for which the data was originally intended,
may change over time. As mentioned previously, a service
provider can (in most cases) change the privacy policy or
the terms of service to include new uses for data provided
to the service. Some of these new uses may conflict with
the interests of the service user, such as data being sold to
advertisers or other third parties. In extreme cases, this
could for example result in company secrets that are stored
in a cloud service being sold to a competitor [16], or sensitive
healthcare information being sold to marketers.
But there are other instances, where data can end up being
reused for different purposes that are not necessarily caused
by the service provider. For example, what happens to the
user data, when a company that provides a cloud service goes
bankrupt? In the US, there are only limited protections for
customers that prohibit the transfer of personal identifying
information to third parties in case of bankruptcy (according
to [6]).
As seen in the case of collaborate filtering, data aggregation
can also pose threats to privacy, since proper, privacy preserving aggregation is a hard problem. Problems, such as using
only a small data set over which statistical data is aggregated,
can lead to individual data points being reconstructed later
on. There are numerous instances, where is was possible to
reconstruct personal identifying information from supposedly
anonymized data sets. As stated in [5], it was possible to
partially de-anonymize data sets belonging to Netflix, as well
as to identify a former governor of Massachusetts as a patient
of Massachusetts General Hospital from an anonymized list
of discharged patients.
While there may be a benefit from data mining to the user of
a service in some instances – such as search suggestions based
on popular, or similar search terms, better spam identification
in email systems, or fraud detection in the case of an online
conference management system [17] – it is also the case that
privacy problems can arise, when sensitive user information
is processed. For example, in the case of search engines,
users’ prior search queries are used to make suggestions to
the following users of the search engine in the future. This
could result in information tied to personal search queries
being made available to the public.

3.

COUNTERMEASURES

This section will present ways to tackle the privacy issues
discussed in the previous section and present projects that
incorporate these solutions. It will also make suggestions
on ways to incorporate privacy into the design process of a
cloud computing system.

3.1

Service Level Agreements

Service level agreements (SLAs) are legal documents that
regulate aspects about how a service is to be provided by
the service provider to the service customer [3]. Violating
clauses in the SLA can lead to penalties on the side of the
service provider, such as monetary compensation [11].

Service level agreements could for example be used to tackle
the legal aspects (as discussed in subsection 2.5) of cloud
privacy, such as data location. A SLA could specify that a
cloud provider must keep the data provided by the cloud
customer inside a specific jurisdiction, in order to adhere to
privacy protection laws.
It should be noted that, through the dynamic aspects of
cloud computing, services or provider policies may change
over time. It is therefore important for the cloud customer
to continuously keep track of the cloud provider’s compliance
with the service level agreement [18]. Since this can be
taxing for the cloud customer, third parties can be involved
in performing compliance checks for the cloud customer
through audits.

3.2

Audit

A cloud provider may have an incentive to delete old or rarely
accessed user data, in order to optimize the amount of users
the system can handle or to cut costs. This may not be
in the interest of the user. In order to check whether data
stored by a cloud provider is accurate or not, as well as to
control the use of the data, a way to audit the system is
necessary, especially in a corporate setting [6]. This requires
an interface by which the (third party) auditor can access
the system and perform an analysis.
While audits would be effective in ascertaining the validity
of files that are stored in a cloud system, it would be difficult to obtain information about a cloud provider’s security
practices, in order to check whether they meet the necessary
requirements. Also, it is important to note that involving a
third party in the process of auditing a system can introduce
new privacy issues, since the auditor could gain access to
sensitive information stored in the cloud service.
For this reason, an auditing process, which protects the data
owner’s privacy and allows for an effective way to audit the
system, is required. A system that meets those requirements
was introduced by C. Wang et al. in [19]. The system
uses a combination of homomorphic authentication (a way
to aggregate verification metadata) and random masking
to prevent the auditor from gaining knowledge about the
content of the files that are being audited, while at the same
time remaining effective in ascertaining that the state, in
which the files are kept in a cloud system, is accurate.

3.3

Data Encryption

While legal guarantees for privacy protection offer some incentive for cloud providers to respect their customers’ privacy,
those guarantees are by no means perfect and cannot sufficiently protect users against the actions of a provider, who
would be willing to disregard privacy laws. For this reason,
it would be beneficial for the user to employ a system that
can provide strong privacy guarantees, with or without the
cooperation of the cloud provider. This is where data encryption comes into play. The different situations, where
data encryption can be applicable, can be roughly divided
into the categories: data at rest, data in transit and data in
use [11]. The following subsections discuss how encryption
can be applied to secure data during these different stages
of data representation.
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Data at Rest
Data at rest refers to data that is passively stored within
a cloud service, such as cloud storage or backup service. It
can also refer to application data that belongs to a cloud
service, while it is not currently being used by the service.
When data is stored in an encrypted fashion, it is important
to consider when and where it is being encrypted/decrypted
and who has access to the encryption keys.
For example, data encryption might be performed by the
cloud provider, after the data has been transferred to the
cloud. Here, the cloud provider has access to the encryption
keys and can still access the data at will. This model does
not protect against a malicious cloud provider, but could
prove useful against attacks on the cloud infrastructure by
third parties. A third party attacker would need to exfiltrate
the data from the system, as well as to gain access to the
encryption keys, in order to decrypt to the data.
When the client wants to ensure that the cloud provider does
not have access to the plain text data at all, the data can
be encrypted by the client before leaving the client’s system.
This way, the client remains in control of the encryption keys
and the service provider only receives the encrypted data.
This can protect the data from a malicious cloud provider,
as well as from third parties that could gain access to the
cloud provider’s systems. However, the client still needs to
store the keys securely [3] and cannot hand them over to the
cloud provider as well.
Encrypting data at rest is well understood and encryption
algorithms such as the Rijndael cypher (AES)10 can provide
a level of security, that as far as we know today, is computationally infeasible to crack within a reasonable time frame [2]
(given a strong encryption key is used and that there are no
vulnerabilities in the implementation).

Data in Transit
The term “in transit” applies when data is currently being
transferred between different computational environments,
such as being transferred from a client to a server in the
cloud or vice versa. Encrypting data during transit prevents
third parties from eavesdropping the transmission and allows
to detect attempts to manipulate the data stream. Entities
that this type of encryption protects against include internet
service providers (ISPs) and other participants in a shared
public wireless scenario.
When transferring data during web sessions, transport layer
security (TLS/SSL) is typically used to provide secure transmissions. Before initializing the data transfer, the server
authenticates to the client, in order to prevent man-in-themiddle attacks. It is also possible for the client to authenticate to the server, but this feature is rarely used. The
authentication scheme relies on trusted third parties – the
certificate authorities (CAs) – in order to authenticate the
participants.
In the past, there have been cases where trusting third parties led to compromises in the security of the system. One
10

notable case was the hack of the certificate authority DigiNotar 11 . In this case, attackers were able to create fraudulent
but valid certificates for high profile sites such as Google,
Skype, Mozilla, and others, by compromising the certificate
authority. It would also be possible for a rogue CA to provide
fraudulent certificates to government agencies or other third
parties. This brings up the question whether our trust in
all of the certificate authorities that are currently regarded
as trusted by the applications that rely on this system (web
browsers for instance) is justified.

Data in Use
The third scenario, where cryptography could be applied, is
data in use. The idea behind this approach is that, instead
of plain text data, the computation is done on encrypted
information. In a cloud computing setting, this would mean
that if a cloud customer uses a IaaS or PaaS provider to
outsource a computational task, it would still be possible
to let the cloud infrastructure perform operations on the
encrypted data, without revealing the data itself to the cloud
provider.
One mechanism that can provide this kind of data privacy
is homomorphic encryption. With homomorphic encryption,
it is possible to perform operations, such as additions and
multiplications, on encrypted data, with the result still being
valid and encrypted data. One notable example of fully
homomorphic encryption is presented by C. Gentry in [7, 8].
While this approach could revolutionize the way in which
data in the cloud is handled, there are currently numerous
drawbacks that make this system impractical for general
computation. The key length required to provide adequate
protection, as well as the memory and computation overhead
introduced by this encryption scheme currently prevent its
usage in real scenarios [14].
A more basic approach to performing operations on encrypted
data is searchable encryption. When storing data in a cloud
computing environment, one requirement may be to perform search queries against the stored data, in order to find
documents that match certain keywords. However, if these
documents are encrypted, a mechanism is required that can
identity documents that match the search term, without
having to decrypt the documents. Also, from a privacy perspective, revealing links between the search terms and the
files that are returned by the query could leak information
about the contents of the files. Thus, not revealing the search
term to the cloud provider would be beneficial in ensuring
data privacy [12]. Searchable encryption schemes, such as
symmetric searchable encryption (SSE), provide this kind of
a system. When querying for encrypted data using an encrypted search token, the only information the server learns
from the query is which documents contain the token, but
the meaning of the token itself is not revealed to the server.

3.4

11

AES Algorithm (Rijndael) Information
http://csrc.nist.gov/archive/aes/rijndael/
Rijndael-ammended.pdf

Privacy by Design

It has already been discussed how a user or a customer of
a cloud service can respond to privacy challenges in cloud
computing. Now, it is time to show how privacy issues can
Inside ’Operation Black Tulip’: DigiNotar hack analysed
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2011/09/06/diginotar_
audit_damning_fail/
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be addressed from the perspective of a cloud service provider.
This section is supposed to present key aspects regarding
privacy protection that can be applied in the design process
of a cloud service [15].

Minimize Personal Information
When designing a cloud service, reducing the amount of personal and sensitive information that is stored in the cloud is
the key to protect the users’ privacy. Through the use of encryption and obfuscation, personal information can be stored
more securely. For example, anonymising or pseudonymising
techniques could be applied to data before it enters the cloud
system, in order to reduce the amount of sensitive information. Furthermore, removing personal identifying features
from data sets or aggregating data securely can support this
process as well.
To further protect stored information against unauthorized
access and disclosure, hardware-based cryptographic technologies, such as trusted platform modules (TPMs), can be
employed to restrict access to sensitive information. When
transferring sensitive information, cryptographically secure
transfer protocols should be used to prevent eavesdropping
and manipulation. An additional benefit that can result
from using encryption in the data storage process, is secure
deletion of information. Data can be securely destroyed by
deleting the corresponding encryption keys [15].
Generally, personal information should not be kept longer
than absolutely necessary. Specifying expiry dates for different kinds of personal information can ensure that information,
which is no longer needed, is removed automatically. Also,
data should be restricted in the way it can be used, such
that only intended applications are permitted and the chance
for misuse is minimized. Cryptographic techniques, such as
attribute-based encryption [12], can be used to enforce the
restrictions of use cases for different types of information.

User Control & Feedback
Allowing users to state preferences, regarding the ways in
which their personal information is handled, can help privacy aware users to adopt the service. Methods that provide
user control for issues concerning privacy, such as targeted
advertising or data mining, can include opt-in/opt-out systems [15]. Also, being transparent towards the user helps
in building trust towards the service. Furthermore, users
should be able to view and edit their personal information
(in some jurisdictions this may even be required by law, as
discussed in section 2.5).
Providing feedback to users can help them to make informed
decisions about their privacy. This can be done by using
graphical user interfaces that utilize easy to understand
metaphors, icons, or guided tutorials that help the user
understand how their information is being used. Users could
also rely on a third party infomediary that looks after their
privacy interests and interacts with the cloud provider on
behalf of the user.

3.5

Privacy Preserving Targeted Advertising

One way to improve user privacy in an advertising supported
service could be to employ a third party advertising system

that protects the users private information while serving
them with targeted advertising. As mentioned in section 2.3,
the current way in which behavioural advertising is implemented – using third party cookies – poses serious risks to
the users’ privacy and allows tracking and profiling of users’
web browsing habits.
As shown by M. Backes et al. in [1], it is possible to implement third party advertising in a privacy preserving fashion.
Their system named ObliviAd provides user specific advertising to the user, without disclosing any information about
the user to the advertising broker. In this system, the ad
selection process, which is based on the user’s encrypted
profile, is performed inside a secure coprocessor, according
to a selection algorithm specified by the broker. The way
in which the process is implemented prevents the broker
from accessing the user’s profile and does not reveal which
advertisements were shown to a specific user.
Additional criteria for targeted advertising, such as performance, click success measures, and client-side fraud prevention, are provided by the service as well. One caveat that
remains in the current implementation of the system is the
requirement for code to be executed by the user’s machine
(in the form of a browser plugin). Also, secure coprocessors
pose an additional hardware requirement for the advertising broker and are not yet widely available. In the future,
cheaper alternatives, such as trusted platform modules, could
be used to perform the secured parts of the computation.

3.6

Privacy Managers

With the help of privacy managers that perform obfuscation
or encryption on the user’s sensitive data, before it enters the
untrusted cloud environment, it may be possible to improve
the user’s privacy in a cloud computing setting. Through a
privacy manager, the user can specify different levels of sensitivity for the data that is being exported to the cloud, and
the privacy manager can apply obfuscation and encryption
schemes to the data accordingly.
Privacy managers can be implemented using various different
architectures. A privacy manager could reside locally inside
the user’s machine, for example in the form of an application,
or inside a trusted, private cloud, where it could decide which
data has to be stored in the private cloud environment and
which data can be safely exported to an untrusted public
cloud. Privacy managers could also be provided by a trusted
third party, such as a privacy infomediary, that performs
other privacy related operations on behalf of the user.
A privacy manager that is suited for cloud computing has
been proposed by S. Pearson et al. in [16]. Features that
are introduced include the use of preferences, which are
associated with the data that is to be stored at the cloud
service (preferably in a secured cryptographic fashion). In
combination with access control mechanisms, which are based
on privacy policies and these preferences, they can be used
to restrict access to user data based on the intended use
case. Also, users can select different personae (roles) to
communicate with the cloud service, based on their currently
intended privacy needs. For example, these roles could be
used to distinguish between contexts in which the user wants
to be fully anonymous and others where the user wants
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his/her identity to be revealed to friends and family.
Some of the privacy features that are discussed in the paper
require provider cooperation for the server-side implementation. However, if the provider refuses to cooperate, for
example because anonymizing user data would hamper their
business model, some client-side obfuscation features can still
be used.

3.7

Privacy as a Service

Privacy as a service is based on separating computation on
sensitive information from computation on non critical information. This can be implemented by using secure coprocessors located inside the cloud computing infrastructure. While
their physical location is controlled by the cloud provider, the
fact that they are implemented on tamper resistant hardware
and that the encryption keys used by the processors are not
controlled by the cloud provider prevents the cloud provider
from obtaining data that is being processed by these secure
coprocessors.
As shown by W. Itani et al. in [10], it is possible to use secure
coprocessors efficiently, as part of a virtualized computing
environment in the cloud. They propose a system that
involves a trusted third party, which configures the secure
coprocessors and provides the cryptographic keying material
that is necessary to securely execute the user’s applications
and access data. Since this trusted third party can verify the
integrity of the secure coprocessors, the cloud provider would
not be able to emulate the operation of a secure coprocessor,
without actually relying on secured hardware.
Data to be sent into the cloud for processing is separated into
different categories, based on privacy requirements. Data
that does not require special privacy features can be sent to
the cloud provider in the clear and is processed without the
use of the secure coprocessors. Data that requires compliancebased trust is stored in an encrypted fashion though the use
of a provider-specific encryption key and is only transferred
via an encrypted SSL/TLS connection. Finally, data that
requires no trust in the service provider is encrypted using
an encryption key controlled by the user and which is only
present inside the secure coprocessor. The data is stored
inside the cloud service in it’s encrypted form and is never
available in a decrypted form outside of the tamper resistant
secure coprocessor. It can still perform operations on the
data, since it has access to the corresponding encryption key.
Similar to the data, the software, which is executed inside the
cloud, is also separated into different parts: A non-secured
part that can be executed by the entire cloud environment
and a secured part that is cryptographically protected and
can only be executed by the secure coprocessor. With the
use of this data and software separation, it is possible to
perform operations on sensitive information in a cloud environment, without revealing the information or the result of
the operations to the cloud provider.

4.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, an overview over pressing issues regarding
privacy in cloud computing was presented. It was shown how
security problems that affect cloud-based systems can lead to
exposure of sensitive information and in turn lead to privacy
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problems for the data subjects. Also, issues such as insider
access to sensitive information, third party advertising, and
collaborate filtering were shown to have an impact on user
privacy. Additionally, legal issues that arise from the use of
cloud technologies were discussed, since they can have an
influence on user and service provider privacy as well.
Solutions were presented that can be used to address privacy
issues in cloud computing scenarios, both from an organisational and a technological standpoint; most notably the use
of encryption to protect sensitive information from third parties and the use of trusted computing technologies to secure
information in the cloud. Different project implementing
these technologies were presented. Also, it was shown that it
is possible to perform third party advertising in a privacy preserving manner and that systems, such as privacy managers
and privacy as a service, can be used to store information in
the cloud without giving up certain privacy guarantees.
However, few of these solutions are currently implemented
in the cloud computing environment and the privacy issues
described in this paper still need to be resolved. Recent
events in the news, such as the mass user outrage, regarding
changes in the terms of service of the social image sharing
site Instagram 12 , show that privacy concerns in cloud computing have reached the attention of the public. The outrage
sparked when it became known that the new terms of service
would have enabled the company to sell users’ pictures to
advertisers, without the users’ consent.
Data breaches that result from security flaws, in various types
of online services, are cause for concern as well. According
to Verizon’s 2012 Data Breach Investigations Report 13 , 2012
had a spike in the number of registered data breaches and
the amount of compromised data sets, as compared to the
previous year, with the main causes for the data breaches
being related to “hacking”. Within the hacking category,
weak, guessable, or stolen login/password combinations were
most prevalent and involved in over 80% of all incidents.
In comparison, SQL Injection attacks were present in only
8% of all incidents and no successful attacks against VM
hypervisors were recorded. Web applications were the third
most common attack vector for hacking attacks.
In conclusion, techniques for protecting users’ privacy in
cloud computing settings need to be more widely adopted
and issues regarding the security of cloud services need to be
addressed. Also, users should be made aware of the privacy
implications that are imposed by entrusting their personal
information to cloud services, since these (often free) services
sometimes do not consider their users’ interests, with regards
to how their personal information is being stored and used.

12

Rage against rules – Instagram revolt – NYPOST
http://www.nypost.com/p/news/business/rage_
against_Dh05rPifiXBIJRE1rCOyML
13
Verizon’s 2012 Data Breach Investigations Report
http://www.verizonbusiness.com/resources/reports/
rp_data-breach-investigations-report-2012-ebk_en_
xg.pdf
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ABSTRACT

developing countries mainly means sub-Saharan Africa, India, south-Asian countries and several countries in middle
and south America (Peru, Haiti, ...). In literature regarding
computing technologies in developing countries a common
description for research in this area is named information
and communication technology for developing” (ICT4D). This
paper will give an overview about the different user context
that seems important to people in developing world. These
are education, health care, political participation, disaster
management and economic development. Furthermore infrastructure was identified as an important topic to supply
the services to the people.

Thinking about computing technologies in developing countries, you have to think about the needs of the people. So
the main question is: How can computing technologies assist
the people in developing countries? A focus is set on special
requirements of the people as they slightly differ from the
ones of developed world. To take this in account, this article
provides an overview on the topics infrastructure, education,
health care, political participation, disaster management,
economic development With man different examples and outcomes of studies the impact on developing society is shown.

Keywords
Computing technology, Developing countries, Mobile phone,
ICT, ICT4D

1.

2.

INFRASTRUCTURE

In the US households can afford to pay 30 dollar a month for
telephone service, for example in India more than 60 percent
of the households can’t afford more than 5 dollars a month
for communication infrastructure. Furthermore 74 percent
[5] of the developing nations population live in rural areas.
This facts point out that it is very important to have a low
cost communication network. But exactly here lies the problem. In rural areas it’s not worth for the telecommunication
providers to built a (e.g. GSM) Station. Brewer discussed
three technologies to solve the communication infrastructure
problems. In example in Kenya, as you can see in Figure
1, network coverage in rural regions is still a problem. This
is not exclusively a problem in Africa, also Kaye et Al describes a citizen of rural Haiti who has to walk an hour to
get network coverage [9].

INTRODUCTION

The live of people living in developing countries slightly differs from those living in developed countries. Safety and
good health care not self-evident.In this paper the many
different computing technologies shown, which addresses the
needs of the people in developing countries. In most cases
its not possible to simply take a computing technology from
the developed world and give it to developing world. Most
solutions fail to technological, educational, economical or social reasons. Lets look at the great power of the world wide
web (WWW). Just this computing technology (we probably
think) provides all the information to help the people them
selves. But lets have a look at the fail reasons: In rural
areas of developing countries there is no network coverage.
If you have network coverage and a computer or mobile
phone to access the web, most of the people can’t use the
WWW because they aren’t textually literate. If we talk
about people in developing world, we often talk about the
poor. So often web access is simply too expensive to the
people. And to outline a social aspect, in several countries
its not allowed to women to possess a mobile phone or hardly
possible to access information and education. In this paper

2.1

Networking technologies

Wi-Fi. Modified Wi-Fi uses the actual well known and
widely accepted technology of Wi-Fi standard 802.11. It
is very reliable and can be used for multiple connected devices. And with high-gain antennas a distance of more than
88 kilometers can be connected [4]. Modified Wi-Fi describes
a change in the MAC-Layer, please refer therefore Raman
[13]. These kind of Wi-Fi is used to work with mesh networks.
CDMA450. CDMA450 is a cellular technology that operates in the (lower) 450 MHz frequency band. Due to its
larger coverage range of 49 kilometers versus 35 kilometers
of GSM it has lower costs through less base stations [4].
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like solar energy to overcome these problems, but this kind
of technologies still too expensive. The second is the low
quality of the power supply: Brewer et Al[5] measured spikes
of up to 1000 Volt and long brownouts at 150 Volt in a 220
Volt system. He expects improvements in pc motherboards
and power supplies to solve this.

3.

USER CONTEXT

In developing nations the use of especially mobile devices
differs from developed nations. In developed nations it’s
is a norm that everyone has his personal mobile device, in
developing nations mobile devices in general shared devices
as you can see for example in section 3.5.2. The reason
therefore is simply the price: Mobile phones available from
40 dollars [4] whether a computer costs at least 100 dollars still too expensive - and furthermore a computer consumes
too much power. Of course there are personal devices, but
this devices mainly used by specialists such as health workers.

3.1

Figure 1: GSM Network coverage in Kenya, September 2009
http://www.telecomcircle.com/wp-content
/uploads/2010/01/Safaricom-Coverage-Map.gif

Wi-Max. The IEEE 802.16 standard, named Wi-Max (or
WirelessMAN)1 , is developed for wireless metropolitan-area
networks with especially interesting technical specifications
well suited for developing countries. Wi-Max covers ranges
of more than 50 kilometers, has features for quality of service
and is accommodated for thousands of users[5]. Actually
there is also a working group for the new WRAN standard
802.22 (Wireless Regional Area Networks) which want to
achieve notwork coverage ranges up to 100 kilometers.

2.2

Intermittent networking

Intermittent networking addresses the issue, that it is not
all the time and especially not in rural regions possible to
ensure a synchronous communication network (for example
for telephony). For most applications also a asynchronous
communication would be usable. For example weather forecasts, e-mail or electronic form filling. [5] describes in his
paper DTN to address this problem. DTN stands for delaytolerant network and is a specialized form of a ”sneaker” net.
In this solution in a central point in a rural village (that
is not connected to the internet) the data of the citizens is
stored and every day by the normal transportation systems
like bus or post car brought to the next city with network
connection.

Education

A key value for people in developing nation, as agreed by
most NGOs (non government organization), is education.
The more educated the people the more they can achieve.
Projects like ”One Laptop Per Child” and many other think,
that with the help of computing technologies the lack of
well educated teachers can be solved and education also be
brought to rural areas.

One Laptop Per Child. One Laptop Per Child Project
(OLPC) aims that nations of the emerging world can leapfrog
decades of development2 – immediately transforming the
content and quality of their children learning. Therefore
OLPC strives for a 100 dollar laptop. Yet they realized
the first laptop named XO-1, which is shown in Figure 2.
The laptop design is really special and also its technical
specifications: Protected against dust, wind and water and
with a energy consumption of just 10 percent against regular
laptops. Furthermore it can be charged not just by fixed line,
also by solar cells or a dynamo. The idea is to use the laptop
for self education by children. The project intends, that the
children will start to teach their parents and friends as well.
In this way one laptop shall bring education to many people.
Actually, as Kraemer et Al [11] outlines, OLPC is not that
successful as expected, as there is no rural-area wide use.
Nevertheless the XO-1 is a great example, how computing
technologies have to address the needs of the people.
Education through digital stories - authored by "everyone". The Azim Premji Foundation developed in 2001 a

Regarding power systems remain two big issues. First is the
availability of a power supply. Of course there possibilities

software that can be used by students that work in teams
on a shared computers [5]. This software offers electronic
courseware in local languages and motivate the students to
discuss the learning content with each other. But also other
authoring tools address this kind of knowledge distribution.
But for example Microsoft Power-Point does not address the
needs of the users in developing nations, because it is much
to complex and full of unneeded functionality. Simpler authoring tools like KidPix better but not necessarily culturally
appropriate. Of course this is not just for developing world,

1

2

2.3

Power Systems

http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/802/16/ - 29.01.2013
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on the stickers surrounded with a bar-code frame, Marsden
et Al wrote, that QR codes would not work because they
need additional textual instructions, what can not be read
by all people. A much better way would be, to place the QR
code in the picture. Anyway this system, named Big Board,
gives people who aren’t textually literate freely access to
digital information.
An Indian NGO named Pragati provides health education
and testing. They have a focus to inform sex workers about
the risk of HIV and testing possibilities. Posters, flyers or
TV and radio are not useful to provide them with information, because most sex workers illiterate. To solve this issue
Pragati started broadcast calls with automatically spoken
information. Due to the fact that more than 97 percent of the
sex workers have mobile phones, they were very successful:
More than 80 percent of the women listened to the entire
message [12].

Figure 2: The XO-1 laptop of OLPC project
http://laptopgiving.org

as this can also be used in developed countries to have an
impact. But it especially addresses the lack of educated personal, so that students can teach each other. An interesting
project is Suchik. With its help, students can create comic
stories with user defined characters3 . The stories are used to
share knowledge in an easy understandable way and growth
with their authors.

Local content repository. The local content repository [5]
describes the idea of an web-accessible repository that can
contain electronic courseware or further more learning stuff
created for example with authoring tools. To know that it is
published and open to access motivates both, teachers and
students to create high-quality work. A great advantage of
these technique is that it can be synchronized for example
with other schools with an intermittent network (Section
2.2).

Figure 3: The Big Board system lets mobile phone
users freely access content by taking photos of images on stickers applied to the inside of public transportation vehicles [12].

Information access for illiterate. In sub-Saharan Africa
mobile phone minutes and SMS too expensive to most people
in poor, rural areas. Thus technologies like the spoken web
(see chapter 3.5.4) not appropriate for all the people living
in developing countries. Furthermore educational material
should be presented in multimedia format, because missing
textual literacy is a great problem. To use mobile web fails
also at the costs. Marsden et Al [12] studied mobility patterns
to determine a public place for South Africa citizens to be
reached easily. The result was that it is the minibus taxi, a
common form of transport in sub-Saharan countries. Stickers
with images were placed in the bus and it also carried a pc
with Bluetooth technology. As seen in Figure 3 the interested
person scans the image, his mobile sends the picture to the
pc and can afterwards download the relevant multimedia
content. This can be images, videos and music. The images
3

3.2

Health care

Often semi-trained and just with mobile device equipped
health worker sent to rural regions in developing countries.
If the mobile device is featured to assist them it can bring
great benefit. But also simple things like reducing the queues
in hospitals helps to supply more people with health care.

3.2.1

Computer-assisted diagnosis

Due to the shortage of health workers, there is a need to automate simple diagnostic tasks. For example the ImmunoSensor
[10] chip is a rapid, accurate tuberculosis diagnostic tool, it
needs just 25 minutes to diagnostic tuberculosis with success
rate of 96 percent. Such technology could help to decrease
the amount of time a doctor needs to do all diagnosis and
initial diagnosis can be done by a nurse. As a result more

http://www.iitk.ac.in/MLAsia/suchik.htm
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patients receiving a surgery. It also helps to overcome the
problem of missing infrastructure such as labs [5].

3.2.2

Information systems

EHR. (electronic health records) manage data related to
patients health electronically for example with help of a PDA
(personal digital assistant). This information can be accessed
by clinical staff to easily access all the health related data of
a patient. This is a core clinical application normally done on
paper. Quantitative benefits are less patient wait times and
improved productivity of the hospital staff. Some qualitative
improvements are staff satisfaction and higher quality data
to finally improve patients care [2].

Laboratory information systems. used to manage results
and communicate it to the relevant person (e.g. the doctor).
The use of such a system can decrease the communication
time and errors and improve productivity and fast surgery
of the patients [2].

Figure 4: Patient registration using Baobab touchscreen system [2].

Patient tracking systems. offer the possibility to locate

Independent of the technology, patient reminders increased
the patients attendances which is especially important to HIV
or TB (tuberculosis) patients because they need constant
supervision and daily regimen of medications.

patients fast, for example by using GPS (Global positioning
system). Blaya et Al [2] compared two studies, one shown a
significant reduced time to find a household of 20-50 percent,
whether another study in a comparable rural area showed
no effect. It seems that here is some more research needed.

Pharmacy information systems. can reduce the time to
order medications, simply because the direct network connection. Furthermore it gives the possibility of tracking
medications and easy access to past orders. Thus it is possible to ease forecast in medication requirements, which is
a great benefit if organizations needs to order medications
months in advance to get lower prices [2].

Patient registration systems. are used to easily and fast
manage patients. In Malawi a touchscreen system is used
as shown in Figure 44 . As you can see it is a really simple
system, but anyway it helps the people and can be used very
fast by a trained person. With its help the patients can be
fast received and all the past data regarding the patients, for
example the EHR 3.2.2, immediately found. Thus patient
satisfaction is increased and queues at reception decreased
[2]. Clinical decision support systems address the lack of well
trained health worker, especially in rural areas. In Tanzania,
a study evaluated a paper questionnaire about childhood
illness against an electronically one. The study showed [2]
that more staff in the hospital completed the electronic one
compared to the paper questionnaire. For both systems it
took the same amount of time to fill the forms: 12.5 minutes.
Patient reminder systems can be realized in different ways.
A simple solutions is to use a text messaging system based on
SMS. Another possibility is a special technology for mobile
phone reminders. But Blaya et Al. [2] showed by a study
comparison that both technologies have similar effectiveness,
however text messaging was half the cost of mobile reminders.
4

3.2.3

3.2.4
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Mobile phone data evaluation

In Kenya anonymous data of mobile phone usage from a
whole year was evaluated by Wesolowski et Al. [14] to get
more information about spreading Malaria. It was data
from nearly 15 million Kenyans and also nearly 12 thousand
mobile network towers. The mobile phone data then could
be used, to create movement profiles. In parallel, the Kenyan
health organization collected infection data. These data were
5

http://youtu.be/cf49zRxhKhc

NFC to track water purification

Actually NFC is not used in too much mobile phones, and
nowadays it is mainly built in high end smartphones like
Nokia Lumia or Galaxy Nexus. Nevertheless Kaye et Al. [9]
describe an interesting application of NFC enabled phones
to track water purification in Haiti. Clean drink water is
very important, therefore the actual only easy and cost effective way is to chlorine the water. In Haiti the NGO Deep
Spring supply the people with chlorine and water buckets
of five gallons. To control the quality of the water in several households there actually people with paper books that
check the water and then send the results to Deep Spring.
In a pilot project they gave 25 phones to local residents and
asked them to check the water buckets of several households.
The water buckets equipped with a NFC tag that contains
relevant information about the household. As you see in
Figure 5 the worker scans the NFC tag on the water bucket,
then the same questionnaire like the paper one is started.
After completion the data is stored on the phone and sent
when the next time signal is available (if it is confirmed). For
data transmission SMS technology is used. Therefore Kaye
et Al. used their own SMS gateway based on FrontlineSMS5
to receive the SMS and process it on their computer where
the data is stored and can be accessed by Deep Spring to
make quarterly reviews.

http://www.frontlinesms.com
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Figure 5: The NFC phone in use to scan the water
bucket’s NFC tag [9].

correlated and have an interesting outcome: In the time
from June 2008 to June 2009 most of the malaria infections
started at lake Victoria and afterwards moved on to Nairobi.
This result indicated, that it is more important to fight the
mosquito (transfers Malaria) in the see region where the
epidemic start. If such evaluations can help to fight Malaria
it would have a great impact, because Malaria still kills more
than a million people the year.

Figure 6: A: Mobile phone with microscope extension B: Thin smear of Giemsa-stained Malaria infection [3]
.

3.2.5 Mobile phone based microscopy
Breslauer et Al. [3] invented a mobile phone based microscopy.
For their solution in principle every mobile with a camera
can be used. In addition with the microscope (see Figure 6
A) extension every mobile can become a quite powerful light
microscope. With it help it is possible to analyze for example
Malaria infections as shown in Figure 6 B. Furthermore it can
be used to send pictures of blood to a doctor to get a diagnosis
in rural regions or use it as a fluorescence microscope to detect
e.g. tuberculosis. This results in great time savings as the
blood has not to be sent to a labor. It furthermore allows
diagnosis in rural regions without too complex and very
expensive labor equipment.

3.3

Already in 2001 such named ”smart mobs”6 organized by
SMS (short message service) helped to bring down President
Estrada of Philippines [6]. Hjorth also describes the main
use of SNS for political identity, evaluated with 40 students
Manila University of Philippines. The main outcome of the
study was, that a big part of the posts or images uploaded
on SNS (mainly on Facebook) have a political background
and not just maintaining friendships or personal image. One
of the biggest examples for the might of SNSs like Facebook
and Twitter is the Egypt revolution of 2011. The key point
was the death of Khalid Said, brutally killed by the police.
After it young educated Egyptians created the Facebook
site ”We all are Khalid Said”, it received fast more than
11.000 followers [8]. This site was used to rallying Egypt
people for the protest on January 25, 2011. To stay hidden
from the police, the blogger and poster used TOR7 . For
this protest then more than 85.000 Egyptians signed up to
attend. On the day of protest the participants used Facebook,
Twitter, Google Maps and further GPS Applications to help
each other to find ways to Tahrir Square without getting

Political participation

If you think for the Arabic spring, all news told about the
might of the internet based (social) media which helped the
people to organize them and share their opinion. In the
following to examples for social networking will be described.

3.3.1 Social networking

6
The use of technologies to merge and help harness human
agency through cooperation and collaboration.
7
TOR is a tool for hiding identity on the web
https://www.torproject.org

Social networking sites (SNS) today are important to many
people in the world. But especially in developing countries we
see a great outcome in political fields driven by the use of SNS.
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into a police checkpoint. Furthermore people positioned on
several places informed the other via Twitter about police
movements. That’s the reason why this information networks
were critical to the success of the Egypt revolution in 2011.
First it organized the group and brought men from different
demographic societies together, second it helped the people
to keep them safe from corrupt police.

3.4

Disaster management

In disaster management effective notification is an application in which communication networks can save lives directly. In 2004 the great tsunami disaster happened in Indian
Ocean. In the same time in southern India there was a pilot
project in rural villages named ”information villages” that
networked the citizens through wireless connection together.
Due to a public broadcast warning and a phone information
all residents learned of the tsunami and no lives were lost.
After the disaster donors kept sending clothes, whether the
disaster regions needed shoes and clothes [5]. Also here after
a disaster a fast network coverage would be ideal and assist
to help the people.

3.5

Economic development

How does computing technology affects normal economic
life? This is an important question because a good economic
development results in a better life standard for the people.
Key components here finance and communication.

3.5.1

Micro finance

In developing nations the people often live far away from the
next bank. Furthermore they have to wait in long queues if
they’d like to do a transaction. For example the mobile money
transfer system M-PESA in Kenya addresses this needs [7].
M-PESA is operated by the greatest mobile service provider
in Kenya: Safaricom. Started in April 2007 yet in December
2009 70 percent of households were M-PESA users with more
than eight million registered SIM cards . The System works
with e-money (or e-float). It is possible to load money from
your Account on your mobile phone as e-money. Then you
can transfer the E-Money to any other M-PESA user simply
by entering the mobile phone number. The transfers simple
as sending an SMS as shown in Figure 7. As you see in the
left top, the SIM service is chosen, in the right top the MPESA is chosen. In the left bottom you can see the options,
and if send money is chosen the phone number has to be
entered as shown in the right bottom image. Afterwards the
amount of money has to be inserted and confirmed. M-PESA
operated in 2009 a notwork of 23.000 Agents to facilitate
purchases and sales of e-float. They help customers and also
have e-float on their mobile phones.

3.5.2

Franchising

The Grameen Bank of Bangladesh offers micro credits to
franchisees. With it they can buy a mobile phone and use it
as a pay phone for there neighbors. Now, with more than 95
thousand franchisees, they cover more the 50 thousand of the
68 thousands villages of Bangladesh. Also in this example
we can see how shared devices used in developing nations.
The franchisee benefits from every phone minute that he sold.
And the neighbors benefit from a much cheaper and faster
possibility of communication: Traveling or courier costs up
to 8 times more required about 2.7 hours at average [5]. This
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Figure 7: M-PESA process
http://youtu.be/zQo4VoLyHe0

franchising model leads to another great development for the
farmers in rural regions: a fair trade.

3.5.3

Fair trade

By using a mobile phone, farmers in rural regions of developing countries first empowered to easily call the market and
get knowledge of the prices there. This puts them in a much
better negotiation base to the middleman and the villagers
can get fair rates for their products. Exactly this needs
also addressed by another interesting project: e-Choupal. It
describes a concept for computer assisted agricultural supply
chain. They built information kiosks, each equipped with
PC, printer, power backup and network connection. With
help of these infrastructure farmers can be informed about
weather forecasts and price rates for their crop. Furthermore
the kiosks equipped with an automatic moisture analyzer,
thus the farmers can be immediately payed for there crops.
Nevertheless the kiosk is used (also by NGOs) to distribute
educational material in agricultural practices [5]. Another
example for fair trade is the introduction of mobile phones to
fisherman in Kerala, south-west India. Before they had properly telecommunication, in markets often happened glut in
one and scarcity in another. As Abraham [1] shows more 73
percent of the participants in the fish supply chain reported
that glut in one market and scarcity in another less often
happened. Thus less price fluctuations happens which results
in more sustainable prices for the fisherman. Furthermore
through communication the time on see could be reduced,
because fisherman reported to each other when they found
big fish shoals. As a side effect, the less time the boats have
to be on see, the less fuel needs the fisherman to buy. In
times with increasing fuel costs this is also an important
benefit for the fisherman. All of these services can also be
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addressed by intermittent networks as shown in section 2.2.

3.5.4

0018-9162(June):25–38, 2005.
[5] E. Brewer, M. Demmer, and M. Ho. The challenges of
technology research for developing regions. IEEE Pervasive computing, April-June:15–23, 2006.
[6] L. Hjorth and M. Arnold. The personal and the
political: Social networking in Manila. MIT Press International Journal of Learning and Media,
3(1):29–39, 2011.
[7] W. Jack and T. Suri. Mobile money: the economics of
M-PESA. Technical report, Georgtown University &
MIT Solan, 2011.
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Quantifying the impact of human mobility on malaria.
AAAS - Science (New York, N.Y.), 338(6104):267–70,
Oct. 2012.

Spoken web

The spoken web [12] is similar to the WWW, it just uses
voice rather than text. The spoken web addresses the lack of
textual literacy which affects many people in rural regions of
developing countries. It describes a transfer protocol named
Hyper Speech Transfer Protocol, VoiceSites (the websites of
the spoken web) and several more techniques to make the
spoken web realizable. The initial idea kept very simple. A
citizen lives near the train station. He walks every week to
the train station and checks the schedule. Initially or if there
is any change, he calls his VoiceSite with a regular (cell)
phone and adds the information. The VoiceSite with the
information about the train schedule can be reached also by
calling the VoiceSites telephone number with a regular (cell)
phone. But furthermore there techniques like VoiceGen and
VoiceLinks that makes it possible to create a VoiceSite and
link them together. All possible with a simple phone call.
With VoiceXML already exists a common interface for speech
enabled human computer interaction, that is a standard of
W3C.

Conclusion
Actually there many innovative ideas and projects, which
really try to address the needs and wants of the people in
developing countries. All the examples, probably except
SNS, shows that there is no need to bring smartphones to
developing world. Smartphones simply have a too big energy
consumption, to solve this problem innovative ideas of energy creation have to be brought to developing world. There
problems to solve more urgent. Network coverage, also with
intermittent networks explained in section 2.2, has to be
brought to rural regions. Many pilot projects, successful in
one country should be started in more countries, for example
patient registration systems as described in section 4. An
important relationship between most examples is, that the
cheapest possible mobile phone or computing technology is
used. This clearly outlines that to help the poor, an all
fitting, but expensive technology makes no sense. One important lesson is learned and comes out of all examples: The
flow of information, for example simply through communication possibilities for the people (see section 3.5.3), is an
enormous benefit to facilitate the everyday live of people in
developing countries. Nevertheless more research on concrete
applications and adaption to live of the people is needed.

4.
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ABSTRACT
As early as 1924, human brain activity was first recorded;
thus igniting a new field at the intersection of neuroscience
and human-computer interaction: brain-computer interfaces.
Although early work was performed on animals only, it has
long since progressed to human applications, a process which
is especially hopeful for those with neuromuscular impairment. Nevertheless, brain-computer interfaces are still at
an early stage. Many of the brain’s mechanisms have not
yet been deciphered and provide a challenge to an interdisciplinary array of scientists: engineers, computer scientists,
neurobiologists and physiotherapists.
Figure 1: Two neurons connected via a synapse [8].

This paper describes the history of brain-computer interfaces
(BCIs), as well as the BCI cycle and how each of the subprocesses works. Additionally, it offers an overview of the field’s
current and future applications. The main constraints and
obstacles to the improvement of brain-computer interfaces
are described. Finally, the paper shows a selection of current
research and potential future work within the field.

nication for patients with near-total or total paralysis, and
those with neuromuscular impairment.
This section briefly outlines pertinent brain structure and
functions, as well as the history of brain-computer interfaces.

Keywords

1.1

brain-computer interfaces, neural signal processing, EEG,
event-related potentials

1.

The Human Brain

The human brain consists of a complex network of around
1010 to 1011 highly interconnected neurons, which interact
via biochemical reactions and thus form electrophysiological
processes [23].
As illustrated in Figure 1, each neuron is a nerve cell comprising the following elements: the dendrites, the cell body,
and the axon.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) has been
prevalent in modern culture for many decades, and can trace
its beginnings to philosophical ruminations on proving one’s
own existence as early as the 17th century. In the popular
science fiction of the 20th and 21st century, brain implants
and interfaces have become a fairly common, yet tantalizing topic, although they are more often used to highlight
dystopian rather than utopian themes.

The dendrites receive action potentials (APs) i.e. events of
electrical excitation from the axons of other neurons. The
point at which the axon of one neuron touches the dendrite of
another is called a synapse, whereof each neuron in the human
brain has between 103 and 105 . The cell body processes the
incoming signals and produces neurotransmitter chemicals
(semiochemicals), thus causing spatial and temporal changes
in the membrane potential. Eventually, when a certain
number of dendrites register APs, the cell body reaches
its threshold potential and itself generates APs by way of
neurotransmitter chemicals. These are then released along
the axon to all neighbouring neurons connected via synapses
along the axonal branches.

Despite this, the real-world impetus behind the research of
brain-computer interfaces is a noble one: not merely the
enhancement of humans, but the augmentation of commu-

The functionality of the neuron is comparable to the concept
of the perceptron, whereby an input vector is weighted, and
upon the exceedance of a certain threshold, triggers one of

5th Seminar on Research Trends in Media Informatics (RTMI ’13).
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Figure 2: A simple illustration of a perceptron.

two possible outcomes. This is shown in Figure 2 and further
clarified by the perceptron’s classifier function
(
1
f (x) =
0

if w · x + b > 0
otherwise

where x is the input vector, f(x) is the output value, w is a
vector of weights, and b is the bias i.e. the threshold.
Considering the field of brain-computer interfaces, a true understanding of the brain would require an omniscient knowledge of the activity of every single neuron at any point in
time. The three relevant domains are the spatial resolution
which regards the neuron network as a three dimensional
structure of areas generally occupied with certain specific
tasks, the temporal resolution which observes neurons as
they activate and deactivate over time, and the frequency
spectrum at which the electrical impulses within the neurons
occur. Ideally, all of these would have to be recorded or
simulated; a feat which, when taking into account the sheer
scale and interconnectivity of the neuronal network, is at
best currently and foreseeably impossible.

1.2

Figure 3: A model of the International 10/20 system
from [25], which represents the standard by which
the electrodes should be placed upon the head for
the purpose of an EEG.

(for instance, by hair), which may necessitate the use of
gels to increase conduction. The standardized positioning of
EEG electrodes according to the International 10-20 system
is illustrated in Figure 3.
EEGs have been in use for decades and the history of BCI
research is well-equipped with experience in capturing and
interpreting their patterns. Many previous studies have
detected cognitive processes and can therefore be drawn
upon to identify EEG patterns in single trial instead of many
averaged recordings.

1.2.1

Electroencephalography

Human brain activity was first recorded in the form of an
electroencephalogram by Hans Berger [2] in 1924. Drawing upon the research discussed in [19] and the principles
of BCIs and neuroscientific research discussed in [29], this
subsection describes the manner in which brain signals are
nowadays recorded, as well as their use and limitations in
brain-computer interaction. Various types of wave patterns
have been recorded and will be described in the following.
Electroencephalograms (EEGs) are one of the first technologies used to infer brain activity and remain among the
foremost used in the field of BCI. They are “comparatively
easy to use” [29] and cheaper than other options. Furthermore, EEG is a portable technique and offers a high temporal
resolution, capable of measuring “every thousandth of a second” [25].
While the EEG also has associated drawbacks e.g. noise
artifacts and limited spatial resolution, the latter can be
further enhanced via methods for source localization such
as Independent Component Analysis or Beamforming [29].
Another disadvantage is the issue of applying electrodes to
the subject’s scalp in a manner which minimizes impedance
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Alternatives to EEG

Other non-invasive measures include functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) and the magnetoencephalogram
(MEG).
The magnetoencephalogram detects changes of ionic currents
within the neuronal dendrites; a process which requires a
shielded room and is therefore not portable [29].
As blood oxygen levels in certain areas of the brain indicate activity within the nerve cells, and the subsequently
decreased concentration of deoxyhemoglobin — the so-called
blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) component — has
“paramagnetic properties”, fMRI can thereby be used to depict and provide information about brain processes. Both of
these methods are more expensive and usually unsuitable for
long-term usage in real-life applications [29].
Certain application contexts may require invasive technologies, such as electrocorticography (ECoG) or microelectrode
arrays, both of which entail obvious inconveniences for both
the subject and the researcher. These techniques are considered irreversible; electrocorticography requires an electrode
foil to be implanted beneath the skull to gain a better signalto-noise ratio, while the microelectrodes are implanted within
the cortex tissue to record single-unit activity. Both methods
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carry the risk of infection and cannot offer full brain coverage;
however as they offer a much better spatial resolution and a
clearer signal by being located closer to the source, they are
nevertheless also in use.

1.3

Types of EEG Activity

The following section describes in further detail the various
kinds of EEG activity which occur in the brain, in consideration of their relevance to brain computer interfaces.

1.3.1

Oscillatory EEG Activity

Figure 4: A mu-rhythm ERD builds up to the actual
movement, which is then followed by a beta-rhythm
ERS [25].

The synchronized firing of groups of neuronal networks in
various parts of the brain generate oscillations in the EEG,
which occur continuously during rest but — due to specific
events and stimuli — may undergo observable changes in
frequency and amplitude.
The EEG frequency band can be divided into a number of
ranges at which these oscillations, or so-called rhythms, generally occur.
Many of these frequency band — rhythm correlations are
quite relevant to brain-computer interface research. For instance, the beta rhythm at 14-30Hz can be invoked by visual
focusing, whereas the mu rhythm (8-12Hz) is suppressed, or
desynchronized, by movement or even by the mere observation and imagination of movement, resulting in a pattern
which can be detected by computers [28].

1.3.2

For example, an imagined (or actual) motor activity will
initiate the ERD/ERS phenomenon, as seen in Figure 4.
Therein, a pre-movement ERD in the mu rhythm begins
before the movement, reaches its lowest point when the
movement takes place, and then recovers to the baseline.
Similarly, the movement is followed by an ERS in the beta
rhythm.

Visually-Evoked Potentials. The visually-evoked potentials, also called VEPs, are a signature EEG pattern responding to a visual stimulus. Thus, brain-computer interfaces using VEPs require that users retain muscular control
over their gaze. The steady-state visually-evoked potential
(SSVEP), discussed further in [10], is another exogenous ERP
and a subtype of VEP, by which changes in visual focus generate different amplitudes in a continuous VEP. For instance,
image flickering which is detectable at different frequencies,
e.g. one in the alpha and one in the beta band.

Event-Related Potentials

This section briefly describes the types of event-related potentials (ERPs), which reflect changes in signal potentials at
the cortical dendrite membranes upon detection of certain
events.
Most field potentials occur with very little time delay, however one type of signal, called Slow Cortical Potentials (SCPs),
may be evoked up to 10s after an internal event. SCPs often
indicate the gradual “preparation of motor actions” [29]; users
can learn to control this response and “generate a negative
or positive SCP artificially” [29].
As described in [25], there are several different types of ERPs,
all of which occur a certain amount of time after an event,
be it external or internal; the ERP response is therefore
called time-locked. While in some cases, the user can learn
to increase the signal’s amplitude, ERPs are the involuntary
response to the stimuli; therefore, the usage of ERPs as an
input technology for brain-computer interfaces requires little
training.
The following paragraphs describe some of the more prevalent
ERPs in brain-computer interfaces.

P300. Unlike the VEP, the P300 is an endogenous event
potential and occurs as a response to what is described as the
odd-ball paradigm. When a user is confronted to events of two
kinds, one of which occurs very rarely — only 5-10% of the
time — the rare event will elicit a strong positive amplitude
wave “approximately 300ms after event onset” [25]; the P300.
See [20] for further details.
All of these EEG patterns are discussed at length in [29],
while a brief comparison of achieved accuracy can be found
in [13]. As discussed in [1] and [5], hybrid combinations of
these approaches also exist.

Event-Related De-/Synchronization. Essentially, event-

1.4

related synchronizations (ERS) are caused by an increase in
signal amplitude at a certain frequency when compared to
a baseline oscillation of the neuronal network. This change
in power is caused by the synchronization of neurons in the
event of some kind of stimuli e.g. motor imagery or visual
stimuli.
Inversely, a decrease in signal amplitude is called an eventrelated desynchronization (ERD), caused when neuron synchronization lessens.
As described in [21], this ERD/ERS phenomenon is also
known as sensorimotor rhythms (SMR).

BCI Categorization

A BCI’s foremost classification relies on their manner of
recording brain activity. For instance, they may be EEGbased and thus record signals non-invasively from the desired
area, while invoking the additional noise of a large variety of
other sources, which are further discussed in Section 2.1.
They may also be single-unit based and therefore subdurally
recorded, which achieves a better signal-to-noise ratio by
being located precisely by or within the single-unit area of
interest — these BCI’s are however usually invasive, i.e. by
using ECoG or microelectrode arrays.
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Additionally, BCI’s may use a hybrid combination of these
two options [5]. The degree of invasiveness is another categorization criteria for BCIs [28].

2.

BCI PROCEDURE

The process performed by brain-computer interfaces can be
divided into the subsequently described subprocesses [26].
Together, the subprocesses form a loop, the so-called BCI
cycle [26], beginning with a cognitive task on the part of
the user, which entails reacting to stimuli of some kind.
The subsequent neuronal activity creates signals which are
detected, preprocessed and sifted for relevant features. These
features can then be translated into an output command, for
instance to control an external device such as a prosthetic
limb or wheel chair. Both the user and the brain-computer
interface system should ideally learn to adapt to the output,
thus allowing the previous cycle iterations to give feedback
and thereby increase performance.

2.1

Measurement of Brain Activity

This subsection discusses the challenges of signal acquisition
and analysis. While Section 1.2 described the different ways
in which brain activity can be recorded, the following section
attempts to offer examples as to how certain brain activity
patterns are evoked and how the recorded signals have to be
processed before they can be passed along to the next step
of the BCI loop.

2.1.1

EEG Pattern Evocation

The EEG measured potentials introduced above in Section
1.3.2 can be divided into those which are voluntary and
therefore also trainable, and those which are involuntary; in
the case of the latter, users may learn to increase the signals
but cannot suppress them.
One prominent example for a BCI system which makes use of
the odd-ball paradigm and the resulting P300 potentials is the
P300 Speller (or Matrix Speller) (see [4]). In this experiment,
the user was presented with a matrix consisting of 6 rows and
columns of characters. The objective of the user was to focus
on one character of their choice, while the rows and columns
of the matrix were randomly highlighted. Two of these
intensified rows or columns involved the desired character
and therefore correlated to a rare event, thus producing a
P300 response. In this manner, the BCI system was able
to train a classifier to determine the character the study
participants were focusing on.
While this method of producing characters and words is
slow, it is a pronounced improvement for patients who can
otherwise no longer communicate. According to [24], a recent
study yielded a selection accuracy of 93% for BCIs using the
odd-ball paradigm in visual stimuli, although this drops to
around 70% for auditory or tactile stimuli.
Another common BCI approach is based upon motor imagery,
whereby the user is asked to imagine movement in their left or
right hand, thus producing distinct modulations in the ERP.
One well-known example is the Hex-o-spell, which in 2006
allowed subjects to achieve “a speed of up to 7.6 char/min”
[3], although this type of control can also be used to operate
a feedback bar [4].
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2.1.2

Artifact Removal

One considerable issue in the usage of EEG is the signalto-noise ratio. While invasive methods of recording brain
activity have many disadvantages, they are usually clearer
as they contain less artifact sources.
As discussed in detail in [29], the noise can be classified into
first and second order artifacts. The first order artifacts can
be considered internal artifacts; any muscular activity in
the body also develops currents — “much higher [. . . ] than
brain activity (mV instead of µV )”[29]. Depending on the
distance between the noise source and the electrodes on the
scalp, this current will also be recorded, due to the principle
of volume conduction. Due to their proximity, the movement
of the human eyes is an especially common cause for artifacts
within EEG patterns.
Other brain activities not related to the process under investigation may also appear in the EEG recordings, and are
likewise considered artifacts of the first order. For instance,
the background α rhythm may be a source of noise when a
different rhythm is the one by means of which the user is
currently communicating [28].
Second order artifacts are external. As electrical current
or magnetic fields abound in the modern environment, any
movement of the human head is likely to be a movement
within an electrical field.
Therefore, one common approach in BCI is to attempt to
exclude artifact sources, and to otherwise control them, as
far as possible. Certain mathematical operations or temporal
and spatial filtering methods can improve the data to some
extent, while Bayesian algorithms can be used to evaluate
the likelihood that a certain pattern was correctly recognized
[28].
Additionally, patterns may be averaged over several sessions;
as environmental noise should theoretically occur randomly
within a “strictly controlled experimental environment[. . . ]”
[29], the recording averaged over multiple trials should, ideally, reveal the “core pattern” [29].

2.1.3

Feature Extraction

This section offers a brief overview of some of the considerable
amount of different methods to extract features from EEG
recordings.
After feature extraction, the data should be such that it can
“discriminate between the chosen classes best as possible” [29],
which may necessitate an retrospectively increased correlation
between the data and the classes the signal should eventually
be categorized into, by way of transforming the data.
Essentially, the goal of the feature extraction is to gain a
smooth, conclusive signal line from the raw EEG signal, as
seen in Figure 5. In this particular image, the raw EEG signal
was bandpass filtered and the amplitudes were squared; this
process was averaged over a certain amount of trials and
finally, variability was reduced to extract the single clear
ERD component seen on the left/lower graph.
However, these steps represent only one of many methods
used for feature extraction. One category of methods can
be summarized as spatial domain processing. This spatial
filtering is particularly efficient in BCI systems which use
only a specific frequency e.g. the alpha rhythm; selecting
only the appropriate frequency range can easily increase the
signal-to-noise ratio. The surface Laplacian method is an
example for such spatial filtering; the signals are high-pass
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data volume is not too low.
Before the features can be translated, they first have to
be classified into one of several classes, which can then be
mapped one-to-one onto the output commands. The adaptive classification required for this and its issues are described
in [14], wherein several recent approaches are discussed.
One suggested approach is to make use of recurrent neural networks, which models artificial neural networks and
their behavior while incorporating a feedback loop for the
information of previous input processing cycles. Elman’s
simple recurrent network (SRN) with backpropagation and
a number of other neural networks “have shown promise in
this regard” [14].
The use of a Bayesian classifier and the success of its application is described in [27], whereby the user’s commands
were correctly interpreted “with moderate to high accuracy”
[27] in offline i.e. non-realtime classification after a training
session of a mere 10 minutes. Some study participants performed noticeably better with online classification — this is
likely because feedback allows users to adapt and optimize a
“mental strategy” [27].
Another very important issue is the ability of classifiers to
generalize from a training dataset to new subjects. This
requires transfer learning in the form of dynamic classifiers
such as hidden Markov models or adaptive Bayesian based
methods, a subject which is currently “receiv[ing] increased
attention” [26].

Figure 5: The process of ERD extraction from the
raw EEG signals [25].

Once extracted, the classified signal features are mapped onto
the control signals for specific external systems, e.g. prosthetics.

filtered, and the signal of a specific desired electrode is approximated by subtracting the averaged signal of several
neighbouring nodes [25].
As discussed in detail in [29], other notable feature extraction methods include logarithmic bandpower estimates and
common spatial patterns (CSP). The former, logarithmic
bandpower estimates, applies a Laplacian filter to the signal,
then calculates its variance and finally its logarithm. The
logarithm is particularly important, as a “Gaussian feature
distribution[. . . ] is a relevant characteristic for many classifiers” [29].
CSP, however, is a spatial and temporal filter. Each EEG
electrode is weighted by their relevance for a specific factor; the aggregation of weights is considered a CSP pattern.
These patterns are then optimized for each outcome class,
thus allowing the system to adapt to the specific user’s spatial
brain topology. This is a critical advantage, as the discrepancies in the spatial distribution of certain areas in the brain
are the reason why many BCI systems require a long learning
period to identify the location of certain brain activities in
a user before being capable of online signal analysis i.e. in
real-time.

2.2

3. APPLICATIONS
This section describes current and recent implementations
and projects utilizing brain-computer interfaces.

3.1

Neuromuscular Impairment

For the many patients with neuromuscular diseases, there is
no singular one-type-fits-all type of brain-computer interface,
due to the large array of symptoms and characteristics. The
potential input and feedback methods vary with each patient;
hence, context-awareness may help a general or multi-purpose
system choose the most efficient and user-friendly parameters
of its own usage [30].
However, the applications for patients with neuromuscular
impairment, or even those who are paralyzed, are quite
similar: facilitating or enabling communication and motor
control, and thus contributing to an increase in their quality
of life.
One notable project was able to recover a patient’s sight to
some extent after the loss of vision in both eyes [9], although
it required several days of training. The system recorded
digital images from a small camera mounted upon a pair of
sunglasses worn by the user. These were then processed in
a wearable computer and translated into electrical impulses
which were sent directly into the patient’s visual cortex via
an implanted microelectrode array. The camera’s input could
be replaced with that of a television or a computer, thereby
allowing for internet access and even watching television.

Translation Algorithms

After signal processing, the data needs to be classified and
translated from feature vectors into output commands for
the targeted device. An introduction to data classification
in this area is offered in [29], which recommends the use of
the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) as the simplest but
also most favourable method, as long as noise within the
feature space represents a Gaussian distribution, and the
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The artificial vision was gray-scale and had little in the way
of resolution or depth perception, but it allowed the patient
to detect doors and other edges, and even read images as
long as they remained within a certain size.
Interestingly, similar stimulation of the visual cortex in those
capable of sight can produce coloured images, whereas for
blind users the images remain colourless. As suggested by [9],
this may be due to the deterioration of the neural networks
capable of colour vision. This may mean that a future system
could produce colour vision even in the blind, as long as little
delay occurs before the microelectrode array implantation.
Many precursory systems have allowed users to control cursor
movement to varying degrees of success. The BCI2000 is one
such system, however it is particularly interesting as it was
realized as a general-purpose BCI system, for which implementations can be realized cheaply for a variety of different
ways of signal processing [22]. Existing BCI2000 implementations include cursor control via sensorimotor rhythm control
or SCPs, and spelling applications, either also using sensorimotor rhythm control or via P300. One such project is an
environmental controller for the motion-disabled, as realized
by Gao et. al. in [10]; other projects propose and implement
methods of robot control [12] and navigation [7].
As demonstrated recently in [15], the articulation of words
can also be detected within the brain’s speech regions and
thus used to generate the control signals of a brain-computer
interface. This articulation can be both overt or imagined,
and the cursor control proved to be “rapid[. . . ] and accurate[. . . ]” [15]. The ECoG technique is minimally invasive
and promises to become more so in the future. As the brain
itself is not penetrated, it usually remains stable even during
long-term use. ECoG is also far better than EEG at detecting
certain frequency ranges, allowing it to detect the presence
of word articulation from an idle state with no articulation,
as well as the distinction between different phoneme articulation. The patients were able to achieve “high levels of
control within minutes” [15].
Similarly, Kellis et. al [13] demonstrated in 2010 that small
sets of words can be distinguished via an array of microelectrodes, capturing cortical surface potentials without penetrating the brain. Several cortical areas were tested for
their classification accuracy; for instance, field potentials
recorded over the face motor cortex achieved an accuracy
of more than 80% in “40 of . . . 45 possible [word] pairs” [13]
e.g. distinguishing hot from hungry, or yes from no.
Another application implemented ambulation control within
a virtual environment [27], a project which is also relevant in
the subsequent subsection on the use of BCIs in entertainment
and games.
In this application, several able-bodied subjects and one
with a spinal cord injury performed a motor imagery training
session of 10 minutes while “subject-specific decoding models”
[27] were generated from their EEG recordings. The average
online performance was high — “8.5±1.1 (out of 10)” [27] .
This indicates that using the machine learning approach to
adapt to user-specific spatial distributions of motor imagery
can be used to implement BCI-based prostheses.
This goal should indeed be possible in the near future, as
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another very recent project showed; two users with tetraplegia learned to control the movements of a robotic arm via a
neural interface system based on a microelectrode array. The
movements consisted of reach and grasp actions, which while
“not as fast or accurate as those of an able-bodied person”
[11] certainly demonstrate that BCIs can help achieve threedimensional movement and control over external devices even
after paralysis.

3.2

Entertainment and Gaming

As described by Lotte et. al [18], brain-computer interfaces
are increasingly being researched as a new form of input
device — potentially one even more intuitive than previous
paradigms such as haptic or ubiquitous interaction; they may
also eventually allow for applications in art and multimedia.
While brain-computer interfaces may one day be commonly
used to interact with virtual realities, the virtual reality (VR)
technologies may also help with BCI research. By creating
a “richer and more motivating feedback” [18], VR feedback
could help increase the user’s adaptation to BCIs and thereby
hone the classification performance. Additionally, learning to
control a BCI within a virtual reality may decrease “physical
risk and . . . cost”, for instance to “test various designs for
. . . wheelchair control” [18]. Lotte et. al also suggest BCI
applications in the form of virtual communities and tours for
both able-bodied and disabled users.
The applications in this area are directed at healthy and disabled people alike, yet must address differences in modality
of input between them — standard communication methods
remain far more efficient for non-disabled people when compared to current brain-computer interfaces [31]. Furthermore,
the user acceptance in the case of brain-computer interfaces
may extend to wearing EEG caps, but is unlikely to include
the implantation of microelectrode arrays onto the cortex,
or even into the brain.
A project implementing an EEG-based gaming control application is described in [16], which also describes the development of “dry foam-based EEG sensors” [16], which no longer
require conductive gel to record EEG.
An evaluation of the potential and limitations of braincomputer interfaces in gaming can be found in [17], which
also suggests the use of BCIs for “mental state monitoring”
[17] to tailor video games to the user at runtime e.g. to adapt
the game’s difficulty to the user’s cognitive load.
Various BCI-based games have been proposed and partly
implemented as prototypes. One such example allows the
user to “select 3D objects [. . . ] simply by paying attention to
[them]” [17], while other games use BCI to control navigation.
As pointed out in [17], synchronicity is an issue for the latter
type, as only recent BCI prototype games have begun to
allow asynchronous BCI control i.e. allow BCI commands at
any time instead of scheduling time periods for BCI signals
and ignoring the player’s commands at any other time.
Two of the biggest issues in BCI-based gaming are the necessary calibration and the achieved performance; current games
are simply “not yet suitable for [. . . ] widespread use” [17],
and the achieved performances are likely to worsen noticeably when no longer in the strictly controlled experimental
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environments they were tested in.
Furthermore, around 20% of BCI users are considered “BCI
illiterate” [17] i.e. cannot learn to control BCI systems, although this phenomenon is as of yet poorly understood.

4.

A future with pervasive BCIs is conceivable, yet would entail
a large number of privacy and security issues; Makeig et. al’s
prediction of ubiquitous “mobile brain/body recording” [19],
passive BCIs and mental state monitoring would produce
massive amounts of data with a plethora of potential conflicts
in neuroethics: privacy and mind-reading, personal identity
and mind-control [6].

CONSTRAINTS AND OBSTACLES

This section offers an overview of the inherent constraints
and limitations of brain-computer interfaces, as well as the
resulting current issues which need to be overcome in the
foreseeable future.

Additionally, the potential for human augmentation with
its subsequent social ramifications likely holds many issues
which are as of yet hard to imagine.

One large issue is the trade-off between invasive and noninvasive methods of recording brain activity [14]. Both usually have either a high temporal or a high spatial resolution;
however, both goals are rarely achieved together.
EEG-based BCIs can offer a high temporal resolution, but
can find it hard to detect signals from deeper layers of the
brain, especially considering the extraneous noise. Invasive
methods usually achieve a higher spatial resolution, but the
penetration of the brain still carries risks of infection especially for long-term implants; additionally, the very concept
remains a deterrent for able-bodied users.

Considering the case of a locked-in patient with no prospects
for recovery or improvement, BCI-based communication may
well be on the way to giving a new dimension to ethical
conflicts such as euthanasia.

5.

Furthermore, user-specific spatial topologies within the brain
require calibration before usage; this delay is especially hard
for online analysis and can last anywhere from several minutes
to several months.

According to Makeig et. al, EEG-based systems are undergoing an asymptotic trend in performance accuracy, converging
to a “still significant error rate [. . . of] 5%–20%” [19]. Furthermore, for BCI technology to become as ubiquitous and
commercially viable as, for instance, touch screen technology,
marked and extensive breakthroughs will be necessary — in
the used hardware, methodological techniques and neuroscientific research. For example, these potential breakthroughs
may occur in the form of “advances in electrophysiological
sensor technology” [19].

Recently, the oscillations of the sensorimotor rhythms during rest and brain processes which generate gamma-range
oscillations have been discovered to have an influence on a
subject’s likelihood of BCI literacy; feedback on this signal
“may help the user to modulate their mental states to enhance
performance” [14].

Another interesting aspect regarding the future of BCIs is
the emergence of new areas of applications, as discussed by
[6]. Some new applications are already appearing today in
the medical and therapeutic sciences; treatment of learning
or sleeping disorders or BCI signals as biomarkers for disease
diagnosis. BCI systems with the goal to improve cortical
plasticity and augment brain function are currently being
developed, and may soon help to improve cognitive and motor
function in stroke patients and the elderly.

Another area in need of further research and improvement
is that of the signal detection and processing, especially as
neuroscientific research itself continues to have many issues
and unknowns. With the sheer volume of data currently
being recorded, the neuroscientific field may well benefit
from ubiquitous BCI-based data in the future by “identifying
and testing novel hypotheses” [19].

4.1

FUTURE WORK AND VISION

While the previous sections described some of the trends
and limitations of applications in the field of brain-computer
interfaces, this section gives a brief insight into the future
possibilities.

Ethical Considerations

6.

As BCI research is often met with hesitation or even fear
by the general public and popular culture, this section addresses and discusses the ethical considerations raised by the
introduction of brain-computer interfaces for humans.

CONCLUSION

Brain-computer interfaces have roused popular interest for
decades, but only recently has the field been able to draw
upon such a large foundation and increasing knowledge of neurological principles, as well as machine-learning approaches.
While the need for interdisciplinary expertise remains a potential issue, the combined knowledge and approaches of
engineers, neuroscientists, computer scientists and rehabilitation therapists have achieved feats considered impossible
a few decades ago — controlling robotic devices and prosthesis via mind control is still a disconcerting and unlikely
possibility for the general public.

First of all, BCI research is often undertaken with patients
with disabilities; volunteers who may be profoundly hopeful
for improvement and thus likely to ignore or underestimate
potential risks — or even just the many uncertainties of
achieving an improvement [28]. Therefore, scientists researching BCIs and performing experiments are ethically obliged
to clarify and emphasize potential risks, especially when an
invasive BCI method is used.

The field of brain-computer interfaces continues to face many
obstacles, and widespread commercial use of BCI input may
never be as ubiquitous as current options such as the mouse
or touch screens due to residual error rates. However, the
field holds an enormous potential for rapid improvements,
and while ethical considerations must be discussed, brain-

In [29], Zander also mentions potential applications within
a military or intelligence context, e.g. lie detection. He
and many other scientists in this field consider an “ethical
discussion about the usage of this technology . . . unavoidable”
[29].
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computer interfaces represent a powerful hope of improvement regarding the quality of life for many patients with
disabilities.

7.
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ABSTRACT

genannten Prinzipien genauer und zeigen anhand von Anwendungsbeispiele wie diese Strategien bei der Entwicklung
von Computersystemen und Anwendungen umgesetzt werden
können.

Verhaltensmodifikation ist ein mächtiges Werkzeug in der
Benutzerführung. Hierzu gehören auch Strategien des sanften
Paternalismus wie Nudging und Persuasion. Hinter diesen
Bezeichnungen stehen nicht nur Marketingstrategien. Sie können auch eingesetzt werden um dem Benutzer dabei zu helfen
bessere Entscheidungen zu treffen oder dessen Verhalten dauerhaft zu verändern. Wie diese Strategien genau funktionieren
und wie sie eingesetzt werden können wird unter anderem
anhand von möglichst unterschiedlichen Anwendungsbeispielen gezeigt. Allerdings wird sich schnell zeigen, dass die zu
Grunde liegenden Ideen immer die selben sind und die Konzepte sich auf jeden anderen Bereich ebenso gut anwenden
lassen.

2.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.4 [Computer Applications]: Social and behavioral
sciences

Verhalten ...
... ist was Menschen sagen.
... hat mindestens eine Dimension.
... kann beobachtet, beschrieben und aufgezeichnet werden.
... hat Auswirkungen auf die Umwelt.
... ist an Gesetze gebunden.
... kann offen sein oder überspielt werden.

General Terms
Human Factors

Keywords
Nudging, Soft Paternalism, Persuasion

1.

VERHALTENSMODIFIKATION

Sind wir mit unserem Verhalten oder dessen Wirkung unzufrieden können wir dieses allein oder mit Hilfe eines Spezialisten modifizieren. In diesem Fall werden oft Berater oder
Therapeuten aufgesucht die dabei helfen unser Verhalten und
unsere Motivation zu analysieren und zu verändern.
Wenn wir Verhalten modifizieren wollen müssen wir zuerst
festlegen, was genau ”Verhalten” bedeutet und worauf geachtet werden muss. Mittenberger hat hierfür mehrere Charakteristika festgelegt [12] die uns eine ungefähre Definition von
Verhalten geben :

Zur Modifikation stehen zwei Möglichkeiten zur Verfügung
die in unterschiedlichen Prozeduren angewandt werden können:

EINLEITUNG

Wann immer wir jemanden vor eine Wahl stellen nehmen wir
Einfluss auf die Entscheidung des anderen, auch wenn das
nicht immer beabsichtigt ist. Die Art wie wir die unterschiedlichen Optionen präsentieren hängt von unserer persönlichen
Erfahrung und Überzeugung ab. Eine Person die andere
auf diese Weise beeinflusst, um sie beim Treffen wichtiger
Entscheidungen zu unterstützen, nennt man auch choice architect [14]. Sanfter Paternalismus, zum Beispiel in Form von
Nudging und Persuasion ist eine Strategie zur Verhaltensmodifikation die einem solchen choice architect zur Verfügung
stehen um sein Ziel zu erreichen. Im Folgenden betrachten wir die Grundsätze von Verhaltensmodifikation und den

• Veränderung von Umweltaspekten: Unerwünschte Verhaltensweisen können zum Beispiel mit Gebühren
oder Strafen belegt werden, positive dagegen belohnt.
Die Person kann Geld deponieren und bekommt dies
nur vollständig zurück wenn sie bestimmte Aufgaben
absolviert oder Ähnliches.
• Direkter Einfluss: In einer Beratung oder Therapie
wird die Person vom Spezialisten direkt beeinflusst,
hierbei können auch Vereinbarung getroffen werden die
auf die Veränderung von Umweltaspekten abzielen.
Alle Prozeduren sollten allerdings in etwa dieser Definition
von Baer et al (1968, laut [12]) entsprechen: Behavior modi”
fication procedures involve specific changes in environmental
events that are functionally related to the behaviour For the
procedures to be effective each time they are used, the specific
changes in environmental events must occur each time. By
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• Feedback: Oft kann sinnvolles Feedback einem Benutzer dabei helfen eine Entscheidung zu treffen. Das denkbar einfachste Beispiel hierfür ist eine Klassenarbeit.
Der Lehrer gibt dem Schüler Feedback zu seinem Wissensstand. Der Schüler kann anschließend entscheiden
ob er mehr lernen sollte oder sein Wissen ausreichend
ist.

describing procedures percisly, researchers and other professionals make it more likely that the procedurs will be used
correctly each time.“
Man spricht also nur dann von Verhaltensmodifikation wenn
die Veränderung des Verhaltens aus einer Modifikation eines,
damit zusammenhängenden, Umweltaspekts resultiert. Außerdem ist es wichtig, dass das Verhalten einer Person nicht
gegen deren Willen modifiziert werden soll und kann. Eine
Ablehnung führt dazu, dass Ratschläge nicht angenommen
und Veränderungen nicht umgesetzt werden.
Die folgenden Prozeduren entsprechen diesen Kriterien und
bieten daher die Möglichkeit zur Verhaltensmodifikation.

3.

• Gelegenheiten: Ergibt sich die Möglichkeit im Alltag,
ohne weitere Umstände für den Benutzer, ein gewünschtes Verhalten zu zeigen ist es wahrscheinlicher, dass der
Benutzer das auch tut. Meldet man zum Beispiel sein
Fahrzeug in Washington unter fortress.wa.gov online
an hat man die Möglichkeit am Ende des Vorgangs zu
spenden. Noch stärker vereinfacht wurde dieser Ansatz
bei der Aufrunden bitte!“-Aktion2 in deutschen Super”
märkten, Kunden können den zu zahlenden Betrag an
der Kasse aufrunden lassen. Die Differenz wird dann
gespendet.

SANFTER PATERNALISMUS

Wie die Bezeichnung bereits vermuten lässt gibt es sowohl
sanften als auch harten Paternalismus. Während harter Paternalismus in Form von Regeln und Verboten umgesetzt
wird besteht das Ziel von sanftem Paternalismus darin dass
der Benutzer freiwillig eine, für ihn gute, Entscheidung trifft.
Bevor ein Benutzer vor eine entsprechende Wahl gestellt wird
legt ein choice architect fest welche Option gewählt werden
sollte und versucht den Benutzer durch entsprechende Gestaltung zu beeinflussen.1 Hierfür stehen ihm zum Beispiel
Nudging oder Persuasion zur Verfügung.

3.1

• Standards: Auch das Setzen von Standards, zum Beispiel in Form von Werkseinstellungen beim Smartphone,
ist Nudging. Die Aufmerksamkeit des Benutzers wird
in diesem Fall zwar nicht auf das Problem gelenkt allerdings wurden die Einstellungen zuvor von einem choice
architect gewählt und können jederzeit vom Benutzer
geändert werden.

Nudging

Nudging ist die Anwendung von Nudges um Benutzer in die
richtige Richtung zu ”schubsen”. In ihrem Buch [14] definieren Thaler und Sunstein einen Nudge als [...] any aspect
”
of the choice architecture that alters people’s behaviour in
a predictable way without forbidding any options or significantly changing their economic incentives.“ Nudging kann in
vielen Formen auftreten die, abhängig von der Situation, unterschiedlich gut geeignet sind aber immer die selbe Wirkung
erzielen sollen:
• Beispiele: Dem Benutzer wird anhand eines positiven
oder negativen Beispiels gezeigt wohin ihn die einzelnen
Optionen führen können. Diese Form des Nudgings
finden wir unter anderem in Nichtraucherkampagnen in
denen Bilder von Raucherlungen etc. gezeigt werden.
• Informationen: Durch gut platzierte Informationen
zum Beispiel in Form von Hinweisen kann ein Benutzer
auf bestehende Probleme aufmerksam gemacht und
dazu angeregt werden diese zu beheben. Vor allem
Sicherheitsprogramme und Betriebssysteme machen
Benutzer so zum Beispiel auf Sicherheitslücken aufmerksam. Wichtig ist, dass diese Informationen auch
ohne den Einsatz von Nudging zugänglich sind.
• Fragen: Wird das Verhalten eines Benutzers hinterfragt so tut dieser das auch oft noch einmal und man
kann ihn so davon abhalten unbedacht zu handeln.
Durch Anforderung einer erneuten Bestätigung kann
zum Beispiel verhindert werden, dass Daten versehentlich gelöscht werden.
1
Die vermeintliche Bevormundung des Benutzers durch einen
choice architect löst immer wieder Diskussionen bezüglich der
Ethik dieses Vorgehens aus. Da dieser Ansatz allerdings nur
unter dem Vorsatz betrachtet wird dem Benutzer tatsächlich
helfen zu wollen eine für ihn nützliche Entscheidung zu treffen
wird an dieser Stelle nicht weiter darauf eingegangen.
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Benutzer können Nudging auch auf sich selbst anwenden.
Hierfür stehen mittlerweile viele Anwendungen zur Verfügung die zum Beispiel Emails nach Schimpfwörtern durchsuchen3 und vor dem Versenden eine Bestätigung einfordern
oder den Versand für eine gewisse Zeit aufschieben. Dadurch
kann Verhalten unter Alkohol- oder Drogeneinfluss und starken Emotionen im Voraus beeinflusst und Fehlverhalten mit
unangenehmen Folgen vermieden werden.
Durch den Einfluss auf spontane Entscheidungen des Benutzers kann mit Nudging auch eine dauerhafte Veränderung
bewirkt werden. Vor allem beim Einsatz in Form von Informationen und Beispielen. Aus diesem Grund wird Nudging
mittlerweile auch zunehmend in Bereichen wie Politik und
Gesundheit angewandt.
Wird Nudging allerdings zu offensiv angewandt kann es zum
”forbidden fruit”-Problem kommen. Der Benutzer entscheidet
sich bewusst gegen die Option, die der choice architect für
gut hält, weil er nicht bevormundet werden möchte. Dies
tritt vor allem als Trotzreaktion auf oder wenn der Benutzer
nicht der selben Ansicht wie der choice architect ist [5].

3.2

Persuasion

Als Persuasion bezeichnet man [...] an attempt to change
”
attitudes or behaviors or both (without using coercion or
deception).“ [6] Der Benutzer soll sein Verhalten freiwillig
ändern und sich dann mit dieser Entscheidung wohl fühlen.
Hierbei spielt nicht nur die Hilfe bei der Entscheidungsfindung eine wichtige Rolle sondern oft auch die positive
Bestärkung danach. Auf Grund dieser Vielzahl von Möglichkeiten herrscht Uneinigkeit über eine genauere Definition
von Persuasion. Hierbei widersprechen sich vor Allem die
2
3

www.deutschland-rundet-auf.de
tonecheck.com
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Aussagen von Robert Cialdini und Lewandowski. Cialdini betrachtet Persuasion als eine Strategie die vor allem langfristig
Wirkung zeigen und den Benutzer stets motivieren soll [4].
Lewandowskis Ansatz besagt dagegen, dass Persuasion nur
kurzfristige Ziele erreichen soll, wie einen Verbraucher zum
Kauf zu überreden oder Ähnliches [10]. Dieser Ansatz findet
unter anderem Anwendung bei Onlineversandhäusern wie
Amazon. Der Benutzer erhält Empfehlungen die seinen bisherigen Einkäufen ähneln und wird so davon überzeugt weiter
einzukaufen auch wenn dies nicht seine eigentliche Absicht
war. Fogg fasst in seiner Behaviour Grid (Fig. 1) beide Ansätze zusammen. In den Dot-Anwendugen zeigt sich der Ansatz
von Lewandowski und in den Span- und Path-Anwendungen
der von Cialdini.

Armlehen ausgestattet um sowohl den Komfort für den
Benutzer zu erhöhen als auch zu verhindern, dass diese
als Schlafgelegenheit Zweck entfremdet werden.
• Interpersonal Persuasion (IP): Der choice architect und der Benutzer kommunizieren direkt miteinander um ein persönlicheres Verhältnis zu erzeugen und
so den Einfluss des choice architects zu steigern ohne
das Wohlbefinden des Benutzers zu mindern.
• Mass Interpersonal Persuasion (MIP): Eine Kombination aus Interpersonal Persuasion und Massenmedien. Die Benutzer beeinflussen sich gegenseitig indem
sie Erfahrungen austauschen oder von Erfolgen berichten [9].
• Persuasive Technology: Technologie die dem Grundsatz der Persuasion folgt, der Komfort des Benutzers
steht im Vordergrund und erwünschtes Verhalten wird
unterstützt. Beim Entwurf kommt für gewöhnlich persuasive Design zum Einsatz [6].
Sowohl in der Behaviour Grid als auch in den Definitionen von
Persuasion können wir auch Nudging wiederfinden. Vor allem
in den Dot-Anwendungen gleichen sich die beiden Prinzipien,
ebenso in der Definition von Lewandowski. Wendet man
Persuasion allerdings dauerhaft an, zum Beispiel in Form
von Persuasive Design verändert sich das mentale Modell
des Benutzers nicht und die Handhabung bleibt gleich, bei
Nudging dagegen besteht bei der mehrfachen Anwendung
des selben Nudges die Gefahr, dass dieser seine Wirkung
verliert.

4.

ANWENDUNGSBEISPIELE

Die Anwendungsbereiche von sanftem Paternalismus, Nudging und Persuasion sind genauso vielfältig wie die Möglichkeiten eine solche Strategie anzuwenden. Um einen möglichst
guten Überblick über die Anwendungsgebiete zu geben werden daher Beispiele aus zwei, vermeintlich unterschiedlichen,
Bereichen genauer betrachtet und die Ergebnisse anschließend verglichen. Hierbei sollen sowohl die Unterschiede als
auch Gemeinsamkeiten von Nudging und Persuasion hervorgehoben werden.

Figure 1: Behavior Grid: Dokumentation der Auswirkung und Dauer der Anwendung von Persuasion. Grün und blau stehen hierbei jeweils für neues
bzw. vertrautes Verhalten, lila und grau für die Verstärkung bzw. Verringerung eines Verhaltens und
schwarz für das Beenden unerwünschten Verhaltens.
Kreis, Spanne und Pfeil stehen jeweils für eine einmalige, vorübergehende oder dauerhafte Veränderung.
Quelle:
http://www.behaviorwizard.org/wp/behavior-grid

4.1

Online Security

Smartphones sind mittlerweile kaum noch aus unserem Alltag weg zu denken. Sie enthalten Bilder, Notizen, persönliche
Daten des Eigentümers und dessen Freunden und sind oft mit
Email- und Bankkonten verknüpft. In Anbetracht der Menge
dieser sensiblen Daten gehen Benutzer oft zu sorglos mit unbekannter Software auf ihrem Smartphone um. Auch mit der
Wahl geeigneter Einstellungen und Passwörter sind einige
oft überfordert. Durch den gezielten Einsatz von Nudging
kann man die Aufmerksamkeit der Benutzer in die entsprechende Richtung lenken und ihnen bei der Einrichtung ihres
Smartphones und der Anwendungen helfen.

Diese Darstellung vereinfacht es das Ziel einer Anwendung
zu beschreiben. Soll ein Benutzer mit dem Rauchen aufhören
wäre dies zum Beispiel eine Black Path Anwendung von
Persuasion.
Wie bei Nudging lässt sich auch Persuasion auf verschiedene Weise anwenden um die oben beschriebenen Ziele zu
erreichen.
• Persuasive Design: Diese Form von Persuasion finden wir sowohl bei der Gestaltung von Interfaces als
auch von Objekten wieder. In beiden Fällen sollte die
Funktion klar erkennbar sein. Besonders Objekte werden oft so gestaltet, dass sie vor Missbrauch geschützt
werden. Sitzbänke werden zunehmend mit mehreren

Mehr Information
Unwissenheit und Missverständnisse führen oft dazu dass Benutzer bereits bei der Installation von Anwendungen (Apps)
Fehler begehen. Kelley et al betrachteten in ihrer Studie [8]
zu diesem Thema den Installationsvorgang einer App aus
dem Android Market. Der Benutzer konnte alle wichtigen
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Informationen überspringen und eine App direkt installieren, dabei übersprangen nicht alle Benutzer absichtlich die
Informationen sondern tippten versehentlich zwei mal statt
nur einmal auf den Button. Allerdings hatten die Nutzer,
die den Installationsvorgang ausführlich durchliefen dennoch
Schwierigkeiten. Die Formulierungen waren zu kompliziert
und daher für den Durchschnittsnutzer nicht verständlich.
Mit der Ablösung des Android Markets durch den Play Store
setzt der Anbieter auf Nudging in Form von gezielter Anzeige
von Informationen. Welche Berechtigungen eine Anwendung
fordert wird mittlerweile immer im Installationsfenster angezeigt, außerdem wurden die Bezeichnungen vereinfacht und
bei Bedarf ausführlich erklärt (Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Installationsbildschirm und Erklärung einer Berechtigung im Google Play Store
Geeignete Standards
Bei der Wahl geeigneter Einstellungen für das Smartphone
und den zugehörigen Anwendungen wäre ebenfalls Unterstützung nötig [2] [15]. Zwar wird mit der Aufforderung zur
Einrichtung des Geräts und zur Änderung des PIN-Codes
der Benutzer durch einen Teil der Konfiguration geführt allerdings nicht durch alle die relevant wären. Bei Smartphones
wurde in den letzten Jahren die Menüführung für die Einstellungen immer weiter vereinfacht. Diese würde es einem
Benutzer zwar erleichtern die nötigen Sicherheitseinstellungen vorzunehmen allerdings kümmern sich nur wenige darum.
Durch die Wahl geeigneter Standards könnte der Benutzer
maximal abgesichert werden. Sagen ihm diese Einstellungen
nicht zu kann er sie jederzeit ändern.
Auch bei der Einrichtung eines Onlineprofils wären bessere
Standardeinstellungen und übersichtlichere Menüs für viele
Benutzer von Vorteil. Die Einstellungen zur Privatsphäre
sind oft sehr komplex und schwer zu durchschauen. Hier kann
momentan hauptsächlich die Hilfe zusätzlicher Programme in
Anspruch genommen werden die die Sicherheit des Profils bewerten4 oder die Einstellungen für den Benutzer vornehmen
nachdem dieser zum Beispiel mittels eines Farbbalkens die
gewünschte Sicherheitsstufe gewählt hat.5 Das Gegenstück
4

hierzu bilden stark vereinfachte Sicherheitseinstellungen wie
sie auf pandora.com zu finden sind. Der Benutzer hat hier
nur die Wahl ob er alle seine Daten veröffentlichen möchte
oder keine. In sozialen Netzwerken neigen Benutzer oft dazu
unter solchen Umständen alle ihre Daten zu veröffentlichen
um nicht zum Außenseiter zu werden [2].
Welche Daten ein Nutzer öffentlich machen möchte und welche nicht hängt auch von dessen Alter ab. Teenager und
junge Erwachsene achten mehr auf ihre Selbstdarstellung
im Web und möchten Daten die ihrem Ansehen schaden
könnten oft lieber für sich behalten. Ältere Benutzer dagegen achten bereits beim Ausfüllen ihres Profils und beim
Teilen von Inhalten darauf, dass diese nicht zu privat sind
und öffentlich gemacht werden dürfen. Diese Informationen
könnten verwendet werden um Benutzergruppen abhängige
Standardeinstellungen zu wählen wie Ravichandra et al in
ihrer Arbeit zeigen [13]. Allerdings zeigte sich hier, dass
maschinelles lernen allein nicht zum Erfolg führt. Die erhobenen Daten wurden dazu verwendet Regeln aufzustellen
die neue Benutzer für ihr Profil in Verbindung mit anderen
Benutzergruppen festlegen konnten. Die Einstellungen zur
Privatsphäre wurden auf diese Weise stark vereinfacht und
es viel den Benutzer so leichter eine gewünschte Einstellung
für ihr Profil fest zu legen.
Bestätigungen anfordern
Die Einstellungen allein stellen aber nicht das einzige Sicherheitsrisiko dar. Oft teilen Benutzer Daten und bereuen dies
hinterher [15]. Die Ursache liegt meist bei einem, vorübergehend, getrübten Urteilsvermögen bedingt durch Alkohol,
Drogen oder starke Emotionen oder mangelndem Bewusstsein für die Konsequenzen. Der Anbieter kann Benutzer nicht
daran hindern Bilder zu teilen die Freunden nicht gefallen,
oder Statusnachrichten zu veröffentlichen die nicht jeder auf
der Freundesliste sehen soll. Der Benutzer kann lediglich vor
jedem Post, Tweet oder Ähnlichem nach einer Bestätigung
gefragt werden ob er den Inhalt tatsächlich mit allen seinen
Freunden teilen möchte bzw. darauf hinweisen, dass Inhalte öffentlich geteilt werden und somit auch von Benutzern
gesehen werden können mit denen man nicht befreundet ist.
Hier könnte man dem Nutzer auch die Möglichkeit bieten
seine Einstellungen so anzupassen, dass tatsächlich nur die
Menschen seine Inhalte sehen können, von denen er das auch
möchte [15].
Allerdings stehen Anwendungen zur Verfügung die es dem
Benutzer erlauben Nudging auf sich selbst anzuwenden indem
sie ihm die Möglichkeit geben im voraus Bedingungen festzulegen unter denen zum Beispiel Nachrichten verschickt werden dürfen. Via Mail Goggles6 zum Beispiel können Emails
auf Schimpfwörter durchsucht werden, Apps für das iPhone
erlauben es dem Benutzer bestimmte Nummern für einen
festen Zeitraum nicht mehr zu kontaktieren sobald diese App
gestartet wurde,7 beispielsweise vor einer Kneipentour, derartige Anwendungen finden vor allem unter jungen Nutzern
zunehmend Anklang.
Manchmal werden sehr private Inhalte aber auch unabsichtlich geteilt, entweder weil der Benutzer nicht versteht wie die
Plattform eigentlich funktioniert oder durch ein Missgeschick.
Durch das Anbieten von Tutorials könnte man unerfahrenen
Benutzern die Möglichkeit bieten sich besser zu informieren
6

googlelabs.com
dont’t drink and dial: itunes.apple.com/de/app/dont-drinkand-dial/id382657638?mt=8
7

Privacy Check: http://rabidgremlin.com/fbprivacy
5
Privacy Defender: http://privacydefender.net
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und unangenehme Fehler zu vermeiden. Sollte dennoch etwas
geteilt werden, was nicht in die Öffentlichkeit gehört muss es
möglich sein entsprechende Inhalte schnell wieder zu löschen.
Einige Smartphone-Anwendungen wie Facebook können dies
nicht immer gewährleisten da auch hier einigen Benutzer das
vorausgesetzte Wissen fehlt [15].

sogar die Behandlungskosten gesenkt werden.
Persuasive Technology in Therapien
Viele Therapiegeräte sind nach dem Grundprinzip Form
”
follows function.“ gestaltet. Dies kann aber dazu führen,
dass ein Patient ein solches Gerät ablehnt oder zu selten
benutzt weil es zu auffällig ist oder ihn in seiner Freizeit einschränkt [1]. Die Herausforderung liegt also darin, durch die
Anwendung von persuasive Design, dem Patienten möglichst
viel Komfort zu bieten, das Gerät unauffällig zu gestalten
und dabei trotzdem die nötige Funktion zu bieten. Je nach
Anwendungsgebiet ist das mehr oder weniger gut umsetzbar. Hörgeräte sind durch die Verwendung entsprechender
Materialien und kompakter Technik mittlerweile teilweise
vollständig unsichtbar und werden zunehmend komfortabler.
Der Therapieerfolg kann so gesteigert werden, da Patienten
sich durch die Verwendung eines solchen Geräts wie in Fig. 3
wohler fühlen, da sie von ihrer Umwelt nicht mehr sofort als
krank erkannt werden und die Handhabung stark vereinfacht
wurde. Vor allem ältere Menschen schrecken vor einer zu
komplizierten Bedienung zurück und versuchen dann gar
nicht erst sich damit auseinander zu setzen.
Ist der Patient noch ein Kind oder auf dem geistigen Niveau
eines Kindes muss wiederum beachtet werden, dass das Gerät
weniger durch unauffälliges Design als durch die Verwendung
entsprechender Motive attraktiver werden kann.

Gelegenheiten schaffen
Ein weiterer entscheidender Faktor ist allerdings auch die
Motivation des Benutzers. Vor allem in sozialen Netzwerken
sollte die Aufmerksamkeit regelmäßig auf die Sicherheit der
Daten gelenkt werden. Würde der Benutzer ein mal im Monat nach dem Login nicht, wie gewohnt auf seiner Startseite
landen sondern statt dessen bei den Sicherheitseinstellungen
ist dieser eher dazu geneigt sich damit auseinander zu setzen. Anwendungen mit denen der Benutzer sich selbst, zu
bestimmten Zeiten, einschränken kann könnten erwähnt oder
Angeboten werden. Das Interesse an derartigen Änderungen
ist groß, einige Benutzer wären sogar bereit dafür zu bezahlen. Allerdings ist die Freizügigkeit der Benutzer, ob gewollt
oder nicht, in einigen Fällen vermutlich rentabler [2].
Die hier vorgestellten Anwendungsmöglichkeiten lassen sich
im Behavior Grid (Fig. 1) vor allem unter den Dot-Anwendungen einordnen und daher zum Beispiel durch Nudging
umsetzen. Dies ist ein mächtiges Mittel um Benutzer auf Sicherheitslücken aufmerksam zu machen und ihnen zu helfen
dagegen vor zu gehen. In Projekten wie Privacy Decision
”
Making“8 wird ausführlich erforscht wie Benutzer entsprechende Entscheidungen treffen und wie sie durch den Einsatz
von sanftem Paternalismus unterstützt werden können.
Soziale Netzwerke für Kinder9 versuchen ähnliche Ansätze
bereits umzusetzen. Moderatoren überprüfen Profile und geteilte Inhalte und Sperren diese falls sie unangebrachte und
zu private Informationen enthalten. Das Kind bekommt in
so einem Fall konstruktives Feedback [11]. Diese Umsetzung
entspricht allerdings eher den Grundsätzen des hard statt
des sanften Paternalismus, da den Kindern lediglich frei steht
eine andere Plattform zu wählen.
So lange allerdings Anbieter und Betreiber großer sozialer
Netzwerke derartige Neuerungen nicht übernehmen ist es
immer noch nötig, dass der Benutzer ein gewisses Interesse
an der Sicherheit seiner Daten hat und sich selbst darüber
informiert was für Möglichkeiten er hat diese zu schützen.

4.2

Figure 3: Nicht sichtbares Hörgerät, basierend auf
dem Prinzip einer Kontaktlinse bleibt es mehrere
Monate im Gehörgang.

Mobile Health

Im Bereich der mobile Health geht es vor allem darum Patienten außerhalb von Kliniken und Arztpraxen zu behandeln.
Wie der Name schon sagt findet die Behandlung mobil statt.
Da Menschen die an chronischen Krankheiten leiden oft auf
dauerhafte Hilfe von Geräten angewiesen sind ist es wichtig
diese ansprechend zu gestalten und die Patienten stets zu
motivieren. Der Erfolg einer Therapie hängt dabei nicht nur
von der Art der Erkrankung ab sondern vor allem vom Patienten. Faktoren wie Frustration, Ängste, Schmerzen und
persönliche Überzeugungen spielen dabei eine wichtige Rolle.
An dieser Stelle kann zum Beispiel Persuasion eingesetzt
werden um die Geräte und die Therapie möglichst angenehm
für den Patienten zu gestalten und ihn zu unterstützen. Auf
diese Weise kann die Lebensqualität verbessert und eventuell
8
9

IP in der Therapie
Neben der Qualität der Therapiegeräte zählt natürlich auch
die der Therapie selbst. Vor allem für Patienten die den
Umgang mit Prothesen erlernen müssen ist der psychologische Aspekt der Therapie von großer Bedeutung. Durch den
Einsatz von IP (interpersonal Persuasion) hat der Patient
die Möglichkeit Fragen, Ängste und Probleme zu thematisieren die im Laufe der Therapie aufkommen. Die persönliche
Bindung die dabei zum Therapeut aufgebaut wird steigert
sowohl den Komfort des Patienten als auch den Einfluss des
Therapeuten. So können zum Beispiel wichtige Informationen
gesammelt werden die wiederum die Gestaltung des Therapiegeräts und der Therapie beeinflussen um diese besser an
den Patienten anzupassen.

http://cups.cs.cmu.edu
zum Beispiel seitenstark.de
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Therapie in der Freizeit durch MIP
Der Austausch mit Gleichgesinnten kann vielen Patienten
den Umgang mit ihrer Krankheit erleichtern. Durch den
Einsatz von MIP (mass interpersonal Persuasion)über eine
geeignete Plattform kann die Therapie so auch auf die Freizeit
des Patienten ausgeweitet werden, sofern dieser das möchte.
Der Austausch von Erfahrungen und Erfolgserlebnissen verschafft den Patienten positives Feedback und Anerkennung.
Zu erfahren welche Ziele andere Erkrankte erreicht haben
kann Patienten zusätzlich motivieren. Das dabei entstehende
Gemeinschaftsgefühl sorgt zusätzlich dafür, dass Patienten
sich mit ihrer Krankheit besser fühlen und erzeugt so eine
stetige Verbesserung der Lebensqualität [9].
Eine Facebook Gruppe für an Autismus erkrankte Jugendliche10 wendet das MIP Prinzip bereits an. Mitglieder dieser
Gruppe tauschen dort Erfahrungen aus und versuchen von
einander zu lernen und sich gegenseitig zu motivieren. Das
selbe Prinzip findet man auch in Selbsthilfeforen und Onlineblogs in denen Erkrankte von ihren Erfahrungen berichten
und vom positiven Feedback der Community motiviert werden.
Die beschriebenen Ansätze beeinflussen sich im Laufe der
Therapie immer wieder gegenseitig und erlauben es den Therapeuten diese immer weiter zu verbessern und an die Bedürfnisse des Patienten anzupassen. Da chronische Krankheiten
einen Patienten oft dauerhaft mental belasten ist dieses Vorgehen oft notwendig um langfristig erfolgreich zu sein.

4.3

Vergleich

Auch wenn die beiden vorgestellten Beispiele sich stark in
ihren Anwendungsgebieten unterscheiden so lassen sich dennoch Gemeinsamkeiten feststellen. Grundsätzlich geht es
immer um das Wohl des Benutzers und darum ihn zwar
zu beraten aber keinesfalls in seiner Entscheidungsfreiheit
einzuschränken. Der Einsatz von Nudging scheint vor allem
bei der Entscheidungsfindung sinnvoll. Unsichere Benutzer
können durch einen gezielten Nudge schnell auf die richtige
Bahn gebracht werden. Richtig eingesetzt kann der Erfolg
also bereits nach dem ersten Nudge eintreten und würde so
weitere Nudges überflüssig machen.
Persuasion dagegen unterstützt den Benutzer vor allem dabei ein bestimmtes Verhalten an den Tag zu legen. Es muss
also dauerhaft eingesetzt werden um ein bestimmtes Ziel zu
erreichen, da die Gefahr besteht, dass der Benutzer sonst in
ein altes Verhaltensmuster zurück fällt. Aus diesem Grund
ist es auch so wichtig, dass der Benutzer sich mit seiner Entscheidung wohl fühlt.
Allerdings kann Persuasion auch wie Nudging eingesetzt werden und so nur eine kurzfristige Auswirkung auf den Benutzer
haben. Dies unterscheidet sich je nach Anwendungsgebiet
und Zielgruppe.

5.

AUSBLICK

Auch in Zukunft wird weiter am sinnvollen Einsatz von Nudging und Persuasion gearbeitet.
An der Carnegie Mellon Universität wird im CUPS-Labor11
weiter daran gearbeitet und geforscht wie Benutzer besser
über ihre Sicherheitslücken aufgeklärt werden können und

Nudging zur Verbesserung ihrer Sicherheit eingesetzt werden kann. Außerdem wird Nudging auch in Zukunft Teil der
Nichtraucherkampagnen sein und dort in Form von Bildern
und Warnhinweisen verstärkt zum Einsatz kommen [7]. In
diesem Zusammenhang wird Nudging allerdings sehr offensiv
eingesetzt es besteht daher auch die Gefahr, dass einige Konsumenten sich bedrängt fühlen und darum trotzig reagieren.
Sanfter Paternalismus Strategien werden auch zunehmend
in der Politik eingesetzt. Ob das aber den Grundsätzen des
sanften Paternalismus entspricht bleibt fragwürdig. Viele Kritiker befürchten die Anwendung im Interesse des Politikers
und nicht denen des Volkes.
Großbritannien allerdings demonstriert mit dem Behavioural
Insight Team (BIT), auch Nudge Unit genannt, wie Nudging
in diesem Zusammenhang gut eingesetzt werden kann. Im
zugehörigen Blog12 wurden vor kurzem erste Ergebnisse zur
aktuellen Arbeit des BIT veröffentlicht. Dieses beschäftigt
sich momentan damit wie Arbeitslosen dabei geholfen kann
schnell wieder einen guten Job zu finden. Durch das Umstellen des bisherigen Jobcenter Systems sollte die Rate der
erfolgreichen Arbeitssuchenden gesteigert werden. Sie wurden vom ersten Tag an motiviert und sollten sich bereits
vor Beginn einer zweiwöchigen Bewerbungsphase Gedanken
darüber machen was sie in dieser Zeit tun möchten um so die
Produktivität in dieser Zeit zu steigern. Blieb ein Arbeitssuchender auch nach mehreren Wochen erfolglos so wurde
versucht ihre mentale Belastbarkeit und ihr Wohlbefinden
durch freies Schreiben zu steigern und somit weiter zu motivieren. Die Ergebnisse der ersten Studie sprechen hierbei
für sich, die Wahrscheinlichkeit, dass ein Teilnehmer aus der
Testgruppe neue Arbeit fand war um 15-20% höher als die
der anderen Arbeitslosen (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: Testergebnisse nach 13 wöchiger randomisierter Studie
Das BIT beschäftigt sich auch mit anderen Möglichkeiten
Nudging im und durch das Cabinet Office einzusetzen.
Mit dem steigenden Interesse an Umweltschutz nimmt auch
die Anzahl der so genannten Green Nudges immer weiter zu.
Wie die Bezeichnung bereits vermuten lässt handelt es sich
hierbei um Nudges die dem Benutzer helfen soll sein Umweltbewusstsein zu steigern. In den USA wurde der OPower
Nudge13 entwickelt und getestet. Er besteht darin, dass alle

10

Helping Autism-diagnosed teenagers Navigate and Develop
Socially
11
http://cups.cs.cmu.edu/
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blogs.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/behavioural-insights-team/
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Haushalte mit Energieberichten beliefert werden, die deren
Verbrauch im Vergleich zu den Nachbarn zeigen und bewerten. In einer Testgruppe konnten so ca 2% Energie pro
Haushalt eingespart werden (im Vergleich zur Kontrollgruppe). In Verbindung mit einem einzelnen Haushalt klingt diese
Ersparnis nach sehr wenig, würde dieser Nudge allerdings
erfolgreich landesweit eingesetzt werden hätte das einen enormen Einfluss auf den Energieverbrauch.

Kritiker den Einsatz entsprechender Konzepte auch für bedenklich. Allerdings sollte in den gezeigten Beispielen auch
klar geworden sein, dass Persuasion und Nudging durchaus
nützlich und zu Gunsten des Benutzers eingesetzt und deren
Lebensqualität verbessert werden kann.

7.

Im Stanford Persuasive Tech Lab14 werden neue Einsatzmöglichkeiten für Persuasion erforscht und entsprechende
Projekte entwickelt.
Besonders interessant ist ein Projekt das 2010 ins Leben
gerufen wurde: die Peace Innovation.15 Hierbei geht es darum Firmen weltweit mittels MIP dazu zu motivieren Gutes
zu tun. Jede Firma mit einer Website soll sich eine peace
Subdomain zulegen um dort zu zeigen was sie tun um zum
Weltfrieden beizutragen.
Ob und wie erfolgreich dieses Projekt ist wird sich in den
nächsten Jahren zeigen.

6.

FAZIT

Das hinter den Bezeichnungen sanfter Paternalismus, Nudging und Persuasion mächtige Werkzeuge stecken sollte mittlerweile offensichtlich sein. Dabei darf man allerdings nicht
die Absicht, die hinter diesen Strategien steckt, aus den Augen verlieren. Dem Benutzer soll geholfen werden sinnvolle,
hilfreiche und lohnende Entscheidungen zu treffen. Ob das
tatsächlich so umgesetzt werden kann hängt vom choice architect ab. Dieser sollte neutral genug sein um von seinem
eigenen Vorteil abzusehen und tatsächlich versuchen dem
Benutzer zu helfen. Aus diesem Grund wird die Rolle des
choice architecs oft nicht nur von einer Person allein übernommen. Die Entscheidung welche Personen und wie viele
diese Rolle übernehmen sollen ist allerdings nicht leicht und
will gut überlegt sein.
Der zunehmende Einsatz dieser Strategien in der Politik
ist sehr bedenklich. Neutralität ist in diesem Bereich kaum
gegeben und der Nutzen für das Volk liegt dabei im Auge
des Betrachters. Der Einsatz von sanftem Paternalismus zur
Verhaltensmodifikation könnte hier sehr schnell in einer gelenkten Demokratie enden. Aus diesem Grund wird auch
zunehmend Kritik an diesem Gebrauch von Nudging laut.
Die Verbraucher fordern mehr Information statt unauffälliger Kontrolle durch den Staat [3]. Verbraucher fürchten
sich davor manipuliert zu werden und lehnen deshalb den
Einsatz von Nudging an dieser Stelle ab. Diese Ablehnung
ist nicht unbegründet, da es den choice architects in diesem
Zusammenhang an der nötigen Neutralität mangelt wie politische Skandale aus der Vergangenheit belegen. Durch die
Anwendung von Nudging wäre es hier möglich, dass statt des
Verbrauchers eine Lobby Vorteile aus dem Ergebnis zieht.
Zusätzlich dazu entspricht eine Anwendung von Nudging
gegen den Willen des Verbrauchers nicht mehr der Definition
von Verhaltensmodifikation außerdem können unerwünschte
Nebeneffekte wie das forbidden-fruit-Problem auftreten.
Es ist offensichtlich nicht leicht Verhaltensmodifikation wirklich uneigennützig einzusetzen. Aus diesem Grund halten
14
15
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ABSTRACT
A digital tabletop is sufficiently different from classical desktop computers, so there are many new applications for computers, since tabletops offer a natural collaboration. Group
collaboration is an important social part, which can be increased with tabletops. Making music together is a good
example for human collaboration, this activity is often reproduced on interactive tabletops. Also board games and
sharing information during a conversation are collaborative
activities which can be implemented on tabletops. An other
area where tabletop applications come frequently into operation is the educational sector. Digital tabletops offer unique
opportunities to facilitate collaborative learning in informal
and formal spaces. It’s also more and more common to use
tabletop applications to improve business workflows. This
paper gives an overview about application for tabletop interactions in these sections in the last few years and evaluates
them.

Figure 1: General set-up of a FTIR system (left)
and a DI system (right) [10].

Tabletops use usually direct-touch as input method, because
touching graphical elements is a more natural approach then
working indirectly with a mouse or other pointing devices
[5]. Users apply their fingers to select, rotate, move and
rescale digital objects displayed on the table [3]. Multi-touch
technology has opened up a wide range of opportunities for
interaction design. Optical approaches to multi-touch use
image processing to determine the location of interactions
with the surface [14]. Common approaches are Frustrated
Total Internal Reflection (FTIR) and Diffuse Illumination
(DI) [14] (see Figure 1). FTIR uses a transparent acrylic
plane with a frame of LEDs around its edges, into which
infrared light is injected. When somebody touches the surface
the light is reflected on the touch position and an infraredsensitive camera under the table recognizes these reflections.
With specific algorithms and the camera image the tabletop
can now determine the contact position. The user interface
is displayed via a projector on the surface. The projector
is under the table next to the camera and since the acrylic
plane is transparent the user can see the image on the surface
on the other side of the plane [14]. DI Systems have almost
the same configuration, but the infrared lighting is placed
behind the projecting surface. So the area in the in front of
the surface is brightly lit in the infrared spectrum and the
camera is capable of detecting the reflection of fingers and
objects on oder near to the surface [14]. The advantage of
FTIR is the very robust tracking of fingers and the advantage
of DI is that it allows tracking of physical objects [14].

General Terms
Theory

Keywords
Tabletop interaction, current applications

1.

INTRODUCTION

A tabletop is a large interactive display with reliable realtime multi-user touch capability. The expression tabletop
describes the location of the computer and the display, such
as by the desktop computer and the laptop before [10]. Digital
tabletops have been around for nearly 25 years but a serious
barrier to their widespread research was, that everyone had
to built their own digital table [16]. Fortunately, this is
changing with the availability of digital platforms [16] like
the DiamondTouch multi-user input surface from Mitsubishi
Electric Research Laboratories, the Microsoft Surface and
the Smart Table [10].

Tabletops can also be used with tangible objects. Tabletop
environments have been shown to allow natural interaction
using tangible interaction elements. All kinds of physical
objects in the environment can be equipped with unobstructive sensors in such a way that the children interact with
their tangible surroundings. The tangible object help users,
especially children, to learn through touch and direct manip-
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ulation of objects [18]. The position of the tangible objects
can be detected by a camera. With this method the objects
can be distinguish by different shapes [3]. An other method
is using radio frequency (RFID) tags, which are embedded
in the objects. The system is reading the position of the
objects to locate them and differ them from each other [3].
A tangible object could be a self-reference to a digital object
or it can trigger a specific action [3].
A digital tabletop is sufficiently different from classical desktop computers. The characteristics of digital tabletops like
the different interaction allow new kinds of activities and
the integration of new social interactions [16]. For example young children love to explore the world through touch,
which makes multi-touch interactive tabletops a good candidate to support learning and education for children with
digital media [19]. They are also very practical for group
collaborative interactions, because they promise a natural
all-around face-to-face interaction [20]. And they are gaining
increased relevancy within the commercial and educational
sector [15].
This paper introduces applications for tabletop interaction
in three sections: group interaction, education and business.
For the section group interaction this paper describes two
musical applications, a board game and for everyday life a
application to improve collaborative conversation. In the
educational sector this paper introduces a learning game, a
educational museum application and a application for usage
in school. After that this paper applies the description of
two tabletop applications for the police and two tabletop
applications for usage in hospitals. And at last this paper
evaluates the applications and conclude the whole work.

2.

GROUP INTERACTION

Group collaboration is an important social part. Tabletops
can increase the group interaction through games, offering a
platform for playing music together or sharing information
during a conversation.

2.1

no overhead. The size of the tabletop system enables multiple
users to collaborate participate in the musical performance
simultaneously.
The application presents several virtual percussive instruments, because a tabletop is a well-suited input device for
naturally strike actions [12]. For example it has xylophones
of various sounding materials and a set of drums of various
sizes and shapes. The tabletop is a custom-built multi-touch
table by Renaissance Computing Institute with a deformable
body to measure pressure and hitting velocity. The application also record the center position, the occluded area
and the time stamp of touch event. With this information
the application can generate corresponding excitation to the
sound simulation engine.
For testing this application several persons with different
ages and music playing background played on the virtual
instruments. All users were able to make music with the
instruments without any order [12]. The system could successfully handle all user inputs with up to six users. When
experienced music players use the application they could
easily collaborate and play music pieces together.

2.1.2

Music

Musical improvisation in a group is one of the purest examples of human collaboration, because musical performance
is an emergent and collective social product [13]. And since
digital tabletops offer good collaborative properties it’s obvious to develop musical applications for tabletops. This
paper presents two different kinds of collaborative music
applications on tabletops.

2.1.1

Figure 2: The mobile choir platform: the composer
writes the choir music on a control surface in editing
mode, then switched in conducting mode [2].

Virtual instruments

With the first application by Ren, Mehra, Coposky and Kin
[12] users can emulate playing percussive music on virtual
musical instruments in a collaborative group. This system
offers the following unique characteristic over traditional
digital instruments: A reconfigurable platform for different
instruments and multiple players, physically-based sound
generation and direct, intuitive simple multi-modal interfaces.
An optical multi-touch tabletop serves as the input device
for multiple users, it is coupled with physically-based sound
simulation techniques. These techniques were established
to offer an alternative paradigm for playing several different
virtual instruments simultaneously on the same platform with
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Digital mobile choir

The other musical application was developed by d’Alessandro,
Pon, Wang, Eagle, Sharlin and Fels [2]. It’s a digital mobile
choir for composing and performing collaborative mobile
music in a new music-making way. This system uses mobile
devices for performing with an artificial voice and a local
interactive display with a central composing and conducting
application. This music-making system is using the choir
as the music ensemble paradigm, because the choir is a social structure that brings people to practice and perform
together [2]. This choir model is using artificial voice as the
exclusive sonic material, since a mobile singing instrument
offers expressive qualities to which many people can relate.
An other argument for the choir is a more constrained performance configuration, with a composed piece written for
several typical voice registers and a strong conducting leader.
The application has a composing phase and a performing
phase (see Figure 2). In the composing phase the application
is in the composing mode, where the melodic phrases of the
choir music are composed on the interactive surface by creating a graphical score of music. After that, the application
switches into the conducting mode for the performing phase.
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In the live performance the composed melodic phrases are
sent wirelessly to the mobile devices and the interactive surface follows the phrases in real-time. On the mobile devices
the performers can choice a voice or a part to play. The
distributed melodic phrases controls the reference pitch of
the singing voice being synthesized on the mobile device [2].
The performer has control over four expressive parameters:
note onset and offset, the dynamics of the singing voice, pitch
deviations and the vowel space.
The application on the mobile device is name ChoirMob, it’s
an interaction layer on the top of the singing synthesizer. It
enables the coupled manipulation of pitch, vocal tension and
vocal effort a single fingertip with a high level of naturalness
[2]. On the large interactive display runs the application
Vuzik, it affords the creation of a graphical score through
painting interaction to compose the melodic phrases [2]. This
application was used in a live performance. The live performance showed that mobile-based collaboration is a powerful
approach for developing musical applications [2].

2.2

Figure 3: LunchTable [11]: The window manager in
the center of the horizontal display shows the walldisplay contents and is surrounded by an application
launcher. Virtual devices have been opened for controlling each of the three windows.

Games

Board games are popular games where players sit around
a customized-designed surface and play by managing and
playing tangible items [20]. One important part is that the
players have a all-round face-to-face interaction. The disadvantage of board games is that each of them cost money.
To minimize the costs, a board game can transformed into
traditional online game mode, but then the face-to-face interaction and the group collaboration is missing [20]. The
use of tabletops can avoid this problem: Tabletops are suitable for board games, because they promises to be a natural
interaction substrate [20]. This is the reason why Zhang, Liu
and Shi [20] had developed a board game on a multi-touch
tabletop named Copoly. The game is based on the board
game Monopoly but with more group collaboration.

2.3

Conversation

People often use mobile devices during a conversation to
share information, but the size of a mobile device make them
not well suited for interactions in groups [11]. For this reason
Nacenta, Jakobsen, Dautriche, Hinrichs, Dörk, Haber and
Carpendale [11] had developed the LunchTable. It’s a multiuser, multi-display tabletop for information sharing in casual
group interaction. The goals of this application are: a equal
and simultaneous access for each user, the reduction of interferences with lunch, a stable and easy maintain, the sharing
of rich visual data, a simple interface and the avoidance of
clutter.

Copoly has three different genres of workspaces: a private
workspace on a mobile phone, a public workspace on the
tabletop and a group workspace [20]. The private workspace
includes the private data of a player like the quantity of
money and the list of owned properties. The public workspace
displays the world map and supports multi-touch interactions.
They use a tabletop for the public surface and mobile devices
for private information. The difference between Monopoly an
Copoly is that players can form groups to build alliances and
help their group mates by money lending and transactions of
properties through the group workspace [20]. The equipment
of the game includes the multi-touch tabletop uTable and
HTC Android smartphones for each player. The uTable
provides a public display, multi-touch input and maintain
data and messages in a server computer.

The LunchTable consists of a large vertical wall display to
present information and a horizontal multi-touch display in
the middle of a round table for input and window management [11]. The wall display could be split into at most six
windows, which can be manipulated by different people at the
same time. The manipulation take place via the horizontal
multi-touch display: the window manager (see Figure 3). In
the middle of the display is a thumbnail of the content in the
large vertical display updated with virtual input devices in
real-time. A virtual input device consists of a trackpad and
an on-screen keyboard which uses a QUERTY layout. All
six windows have a virtual input device, so six users could
update a window at the same time. The keyboard can be
minimized to gain space, if nobody wants to use the specific
window.

In a study Copoly was compared with the traditional Monopoly without collaboration. The study showed that Copoly
exploits game rules to guide players to collaborate with each
other [20]. Through collaboration in group workspaces, players improve empathy and behavioral engagement and at the
same time they have less negative feelings. The results show
that collaboration improve game experience in augmented
tabletop games [20].

The window manager is surrounded by application icons.
They are arranged in the middle of the desk to make them
accessible to all people sitting around the table. The LunchTable was developed to share visual information. For this
reason applications were selected which cover a range of
activities that people might want to use during a conversation
[11]. These applications are: Google search, YouTube, Gmail,
Google Docs, Google Maps, Facebook, Twitter, Flicker and
Wikipedia. A study showed that the most popular usage of
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the LunchTable was viewing maps, photos and videos and
searching topics or facts to share them in a conversation.

3.

EDUCATION

Digital tabletops offer unique opportunities to facilitate collaborative learning in informal (e.g. museum) and formal
spaces (e.g. school) [1].

3.1

Learning games

Research into the use of mainstream games in education is
growing rapidly. Preferred tasks of games are fast, active and
exploratory, with information supplied in multiple forms in
parallel [6]. Well done educational games promise to couple
the intrinsic appeal of strategic play with learning process [1].
”Futura: The Sustainable Futures Game” is a learning game
by Antle, Bevans, Tanenbaum, Seaborn and Wang [1]. It’s
implemented on a custom multi-touch digital tabletop platform. In the game players work together to support a growing
population while minimizing negative impact on the environment. The goal of Futura is to give players a chance to
experience the tradeoffs and complexity involved in planning
for a sustainable future instead of let the players learn specific concepts. So players become more aware of the conflict
between maintaining environment health and supporting
population growth in an urban environment. Futura wants
to support experimental learning (learning by doing), constructive learning and collaborative learning. To realize these
conditions Futura provides the following elements: concrete
experience, supporting reflection on experience, physical and
social opportunities to experience epistemic conflict, objects
of negotiation, referential anchors and support for metacognition [1].
The goal of the game, improvement of understanding the
complexity of sustainable development, applies both children
and adults [1]. The players directly participate in a fictitious,
yet realistic, land-use planning process. It’s a simulation
that take place in a part of Vancouver, Canada. Players
take on the role of important decision makers for land-use
planning. They have to provide the growing population with
food, shelter and energy without endangering the heath of
the environment. Each player is responsible for one resource.
Everybody is accountable for his or her own individual play,
but they have to work together to win this game.
The players interact with the tabletop by dragging and dropping tokens representing facilities onto the map. However,
they can only place facility tokens if they have enough money
which accumulate as time passes. Players can also touch
facility tokens in their toolbar to learn more about them from
displayed information cards [1]. The interface consists of a
map, three toolbars for each resource (food, shelter, energy)
located on three sides of the map and global information on
top of the interface (see Figure 4). On the map the players
can built their facilities and it changes its background from
green to brown if the environment deteriorates. A toolbar
contains the specific facilities for each resource type. And
the global information show the left time and the mood of
the environment and the population.
A study showed that the users are enthusiasm about playing
Futura. The participants said that Futura is easy to play
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Figure 4: The Futura user interface [1].
but hard to win, because it’s difficult to keep the planet
healthy [1]. During the first game, the game-related talking
was related to interface instruction. If the players played
more than once, they began to talk to each other about
how the environment and the population are doing and work
out strategies to keep the global indicators healthy. The
participants learned that their is a relationship between
facility costs and environment impact [1].

3.2

School

The benefits of skills regarding information and communication technologies have increased for education. A classroom
environment where technologies, like the interactive whiteboard, are used in innovative ways could improve learning
and teaching [17]. Beside the interactive whiteboard there
are other domains for tabletops in school.
Schubert, Serna and Georg [15] have conducted a study of
a learning session using concept-maps on tabletops and a
learning session using traditional paper and pencil tools.
When concept-maps are constructed in collaboration, they
are useful to support students in articulating and verbalizing
the problem, often leading to a more elaborated solution.
The goal of this work is to provide an instrument that enables
students to realize when and why a tool or method have to
be applied [15]. They use ”flowcharts” as concept-maps. The
study had two research goals: to know if using a conceptmaps-tool permits to achieve better learning outcomes and to
know if using the concept-map-tool in a tabletop environment
would overmatch the usage in a traditional manner [15].
The tabletop application runs on a specific for this application
designed tabletop. The goal of the software is the keep the
appearance and the interactions as simple and intuitive as
possible [15]. Digital Post-its look like real Post-its and the
functionality to write and paint is via a virtual keyboard or
by finger-painting. For interaction gestures like one-fingertouch, one-finger-drag and pan-gestures for zooming-events
were implemented. The application uses four diagrams: one
process-chart and three flowcharts.
In the study the students were divided into three groups:
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one group performed a traditional brainstorming session
with Post-its and a whiteboard, the second group worked
with a paper-version of the concept-maps-tool and the third
group used the concept-map-tool on the tabletop. Before
the brainstorming-session of the groups all participants had
to fill out a pre-test gather the general knowledge. After
the test the groups perform the brainstorming-session with
their method and after the session the participants had to fill
out a post-test. The result of this study was that all groups
increased their knowledge after the learning-session but the
group with the concept-maps were slightly better. Posttest comparison revealed a tendency for the tabletop-group
to be more favorable. The experiment showed a tendency
that knowledge transfer with concept-map visualizations in
collaborative learning activities might be increased by using
tabletops [15].

3.3

Figure 5: Choice of categories of subjects children
are interested in [18].

Museum

Children can learn a lot of things, not only in school but
also at informal spaces like a museum [16]. An educational
museum, with the main theme human and this relations with
nature, culture, society, science and technology established
a multi-touch table for children. The museum is placed in
the Netherlands and it has the permanent exhibition ’Your
World, My World’ [18]. The used tabletops allow children
to take advantage of their experience in the real world with
multimodal human interactions when interacting with digital
information [18]. A tabletop interface is used to guide the
visitors through the museum, based on the interests of the
user [18]. The goal is to give children guidance and to
optimize their museum-going experience. The visitors built
groups consisting of two to four children.

table but most children found out quickly how this work.
The observation also showed that animations in the end
game were engaging and motivating to have a high score.
In conclusion this observations showed that the application
with interactions at the multi-touch table is engaging, fun,
facilitate exploration and collaboration are intuitive and
actions and effects are tightly related.

4.

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

It’s more and more common to use tabletop applications
to improve business workflows. This section present two
applications for the police and two applications which are
used in hospitals.

4.1

The visitors use the multi-touch table at the begin and the
end of the museum visit. At the middle of each side of the
table there are virtual boxes which can be used to register.
Every child who visits the museum gets a ticket with a
barcode which fits in the virtual boxes. The initial games
starts, after putting the ticket in the virtual box. When all
group members have registered, every member can choose
six categories, he or she is interested in (see Figure 5). The
chosen categories are used to determine a route through the
exhibition room of the museum [18]. Every child gets twelve
personalized questions, which have to be answered at twelve
different exhibits. In the exhibition rooms are many touch
screen with barcode readers close the the exhibits. With
the ticket a child can identify itself on a touch screen and
answer a posed question. For each correct answer they can
choose a virtual object. The group members are near to each
other and can help other group members answering questions.
When the group members have answered all questions, they
go back to the multi-touch table to end the game. Now the
group members have two minutes to perform a last task.
They have to connect words with twelve collected virtual
objects by drawing lines. After this the end score of the
group is shown [18].

Police

This section describes an application for UK police Major
Incident education, the eTableTop by Mooney, Griffinths, Patera, Roby, Ogden and Driscoll [9] and Vispol, an interactive
tabletop graph visualization for the police by Luderschmidth,
Dörner, Seyer, Frieß and Heimann [7].

4.1.1

eTableTop

The majority of Major Incident training, is to prepare Police
Officers to mange emergency situations. In the UK this training is conducted by the Greater Manchester Police (GMP)
Resilience Development Unit (RDU) [9]. So far this training
has been delivered using electronic slides, physical models
and paper maps [9]. The limitation of this approach is that
it doesn’t have interaction with audience who do not always
actively engage with the exercise. To avoid this problem the
RDU want a simulation system. Existing simulation systems
like ’Hydra’ have the disadvantage that they have a limited
number of participant places and the equipment is expensive
[9]. For this reason the University of Salford developed the
low-cost novel electronic tabletop ’eTableTop’ software solution to deliver Police Officers a work-based training scenario
in a more interactive and engaging way [9].

An observation of children using this application found out
that the most children interacted without much hesitation
with the table with both hands and together with other
children [18]. In the end game children connected the words
to the matching virtual object by drawing lines. This seems
to be less intuitive than the other interactions with the

For the implementation factual and educational input were
translated into an interactive software format so the exercise
based around evolving public order and mass gathering incidents. In order that the Officers can supplement their knowledge and complete the exercise objectives, the e-learning
material was also additionally integrated into the system as
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is also the possibility to create a connection between nodes.
Beside direct touch, the application can also be controlled
by a tangible user interface. By putting the appropriate
physical objects on the surface, the according functionality
will be triggered. With the tangible interaction new persons
can be stamp into the visualization and timestamps can be
created.

4.2
Figure 6: UI Elements in Vispol [7].

a resource available [9]. The equipment requirement consist
of basic desktop computers and a projector. This makes the
setup extremely portable and provides the opportunity for
it to be deliverable to a large numbers of Officers. A user
study reported a high level of agreement for the working
product. The users have also reported that the set up was
accessible, it was enjoyable to use and the software interface
design, structure and learning content was fit for purpose
[9]. It also appears that users need just little preparation if
they are familiar with using a computer for daily tasks. The
results presents that the eTableTop has started to address
the issues highlighted within the current educational delivery
system [9].

4.1.2 Vispol
The other application for the police is Vispol, an interactive
graph-based visualization that supports the police work for
the coordination of crisis incidents like hostage takings or
bank hold-ups [7]. It visualizes involved persons and their
connections to each other in a node-link diagram. The application runs on an interactive tabletop, because it should
be accessible by all users in the room and therefor a typical
workspace with a mouse and a keyboard would be impractical
and the police have been working with withboards so far [7].
The procedure during a crisis incidents force two drawbacks:
Limited room to sketch the situation is available and Police
Officers might draw irrelevant information in the diagram
and forget to add crucial information [7]. Therefor Vispol
can distinguish between necessary and optional investigation result. Although all crisis are different, some crucial
attributes must always be investigated like name, gender,
age and current habitation. Information like serious health
conditions, the criminal file, the weapon of the person and
the categorization of the person in culprits and victims are
also important for the police. The visualization must also
represent objects like cars.
Vispol implements all these specifications. Person are illustrated as circles with the name and the category in the middle
(see Figure 6). The circle is surrounded by crucial attributes
and free text information. Objects are represented by grey
squares, where the object name is also shown in the middle.
The nodes can automatically be arranged according to the
requirements. These requirements can be the place where
a person or object remains or the type (uninvolved person,
culprits, victims and object) of a node [7]. The application offers the possibility to use the tabletop via multi-touch. Users
can arrange nodes by drag and drop and enter investigated
data with a popup menu and with a virtual keyboard. There
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Hospital

There are many different application areas for tabletop applications in a hospital. This section introduces two applications
in different hospital domains. The first tabletop application
is a simulation for health care organization in case of major
disasters by Djalali, Castren, Hosseinijenab, Khatib, Ohlen
and Kurland [4]. The second application is a medical visualization for orthopedic surgery planning by Lundstrom,
Rydell, Forsell, Persson and Ynnerman [8].

4.2.1

Healthcare organization

In case of a disaster hospitals must continue to function. The
Hospital Incident Command System (HICS) is a method by
which the hospital operates when an emergency is declared.
Djalali et al. [4] conducted a study in Iran, where 23 hospitals
implemented a hospital response system in accordance to
the HICS. They also had a basic training course and were
able to conduct a tabletop exercise to simulated situations.
Simulations are important tools for the evaluation of disaster
management and institutional performance [4]. Each hospital
got its own tabletop exercise with a specific disaster which
based on a risk map of the area. The principal purpose of the
tabletop applications was the necessity of making decisions
for the participants. The application simulated a disaster
scenario with the most probable danger for each hospital.
These hazards were earthquakes, accidents with hazardous
materials and fire. The content of these scenarios based
on the geographical information and the properties of the
specific disaster [4].
The participants were asked to document all decisions made
during the exercise. The number of participants differed due
to the size of the hospital. The evaluators compared the
participants documented decisions with the content according to the HICS job action sheets [4]. These sheets were
used as the performance indicators for decision making. The
study showed that the decision making performance in the
participating Iranian hospitals, as measured during tabletop
exercise, was intermediate to poor. HICS performance was
intermediate for 19 hospitals and no hospital had a high performance. Except for the logistic and finance/administration
section the performance level for all other section was intermediate too. There was no differences between medium
and small hospitals, but the public hospitals had a higher
performance than the university hospitals [4].

4.2.2

Medical visualization

Medical imaging is an important part in healthcare practices.
3D visualizations of the human body are useful for many
types of treatment planning, but 3D-rendering is scarce outside of the radiology department. For this reason a medical
visualization tabletop system was implemented [8]. Central
requirements for visualization systems for general healthcare are the similarity to real physical situations and an extremely low threshold for usage learning. A touch-controlled
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5.
5.1

EVALUATION
Group Interaction

The multi-touch input and the large display make tabletops
well-suited for group interactions. Especially board games
could be realized easily and with high success on a tabletop.
But the argument of decreasing costs, is not a crucial factor
for board games on tabletops. A benefit of tabletop games
is that the collaboration could be increased through special
activities. That is an important factor for the implementation of board games on tabletops. Musical applications could
also run well on an interactive tabletop. Virtual instruments
could be represented on tabletops, but this makes just sense
for percussive instruments or artificial voice. For other instruments the tabletop interaction is not suitable, because of
the input method. It’s hard to realize a wind instrument or
for example a guitar on a tabletop, if touch is the only input
method. That makes the benefit for musical applications not
so big as for other applications. The LunchTable to support
conversation during lunch seems to be a nice but not really
necessary feature. It’s also possible that the application
could disturb the lunch.

Figure 7: The medical visualization table during
user study session with orthopedic surgeons [8].

tabletop display is a suitable platform for these goals. The
focus of this work are the application domains treatment
planning/execution for orthopedic surgery and autopsies [8].
Port-mortem imaging is an active research area for treatment
revision. Adding this to the traditional workflow means that
it is extended with an imaging scan of the cadaver before the
regular physical autopsy. After the 3D visualization there
are three potential activities corresponding to the image:
initial assessment, pre-autopsy planning and intra-autopsy
guidance [8].

5.2

Education

Tabletop applications are established in the education sector
with high success. The specific characteristics make them
practical for the usage with children, since children like to
explore their environment through touch. Educational games
are not just fun, they also support the learning process of
children. Learning games coupled with the interaction properties of a tabletop are promising a high success rate. Futura,
such an educational game, was introduced at the 2010 Winter
Olympic Celebration Site with crowning achievement [1]. It’s
essential for the success of such a game that it’s fun and
it also have a learning process. The initiation of tabletop
applications in museums is as well useful. The introduced
application also afford the learning process with a game. The
usage of tabletops in school is educational useful. Thereby
the education is arranged more interesting and the students
enjoy the learning more, which improves the learning process.
The new medium could also explain the learning stuff in a
different and more understandable way.

Orthopedic surgeons have a high expressed need for 3D imaging. They have diverse activities for the potential use of 3D
visualization: assess treatment options, prepare a patient
for surgery, execute treatment and to assess outcomes. The
Medical Visualization Table (MVT) for treatment planning
and execution was developed iteratively based on feedback
form a vast range of potential users as well as technology
and domain experts. From this feedback they have generated following design requirement: No learning threshold,
advanced interaction and ease-to-use basic interaction should
be available, novice users should use it, equal for all positions
around the table, it should be robust, etc [8].
The hardware of the MVT is a large multi-touch screen
which is primarily intended for horizontal display. The screen
also aloud vertical and slanted orientations. The selected
technology is robust and allow sterile touch gestures which is
necessary for the use during surgery. There are no toolbars
and very few GUI elements visible on the display to create a
clean design to attract interest and desire to start the system.
The touch gestures of the application are: rotation around xand y- axis with a single finger, rotation around the z-axis
with two fingers, planning in x-y-plane with two fingers and
zooming with a two-finger-pinch [8].

5.3

Business Applications

In business tabletops can be used in training courses or to
improve work. This paper introduced a tabletop application
for a training course for the police and for hospitals. The
application for the police was high rated and embraced by
the Police Officers. The application for the hospital was
not such successful, non of the participated hospitals had a
high performance. However tabletops are a good medium for
simulations and training courses. Besides training courses
tabletops can also be established in other business domains.
This paper introduced applications in two of them. The 3Dvisualization for treatment planning for surgeons is a very
useful application, the participants already said that they
want to use the application at work. Vispol, the application
to support the police work during a crisis incident, was embraced by the participants but they were skeptical about the
introduction of tabletop setups for the whole country [7].

A user study was performed in order to access the MVT system in a major intended application area, namely treatment
planning by orthopedic surgeons. The participants got two
authentic cases of pelvic fractures in a 3D view and they had
to diagnose the fracture and plan the treatment with the
application. The user study showed that the table is clinical
useful and ease of use and learnability.
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6.

CONCLUSION

This paper presented some recent application for tabletop
interaction in several areas. These areas were group interaction, education and business. There are a lot of applications
for group interaction because tabletops are well-suited for
collaborative activities. This paper described two collaborative musical applications one for percussive instruments and
one with artificial voice. Also the boardgame Copoly and
the LunchTable to improve conversation during lunch were
delineated. The educational section involved the learning
game Futura, a application for a educational museum and
a application where students can conduct a learning session
with a tabletop and concept-maps. The last section was the
business section with applications for the police and hospitals. The eTableTop is a training application for the police
and Vispol supports the police work in a crisis incident. For
the section hospital this paper described a training application for healthcare organization and a 3D-visualization for
surgeons.
In the future the usage of tabletops will increase, since digital
platforms like the DiamondTouch, the Microsoft Surface
and the Smart Table are available now. Especially in the
educational sector tabletops will be more present, because the
usage of tabletops have obvious advantages for the education
of children. Before tabletops become common in private
spaces for the usage of applications like board games, the
costs of a tabletop have to decrease. In the business sector
the increase of the usage of tabletops for training courses and
visualization tasks is quite possible. But it will take a lot of
time, until tabletops will be widely-used for other activities
in the business sector.

7.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to describe the state of the art in additive
manufacturing technologies and to give an overview of related
research trends in computer science and as well as a prospect.
Printable optics and printed Tangible User Interfaces are
discussed in depth among other projects.
Whilst the number of recent research projects is quite limited,
several approaches made in the last decade concerning general
questions of computer science and 3d printing are reviewed
as well.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.6 [Computer-Aided Engineering]: Computer-aided design (CAD); K.3.2 [Computer and Information Science
Education]: Computer science education; K.4.1 [Public
Policy Issues]: Intellectual property rights

General Terms
Design, Economics

Keywords
additive manufacturing, 3d printing

1. INTRODUCTION
While additive manufacturing, commonly referred to as ’3d
printing’, is not new, it represents a rapidly emerging group
of technologies. After the first industrial revolution which
brought industrial manufacturing and the second industrial
revolution of automation and mass production, 3d printing
yields the possibility to be the third one: providing individual
automated production and democratizing the fabrication of
consumer good.
However, 3d printers hold not only the potential to change
everyday life as soon as they are available for most households. They are enabling new ways of research in computer

science. 3d printers have the ability to create nearly completely arbitrarily structured objects, which would not be
possible using non additive manufacturing processes. Highly
integrated and customized devices can be printed rather
than assembled. Prototypes can be produced in a matter
of hours, continuously integrating physical objects into the
development process, giving feedback within the same day.
While science fiction envisions replication devices, real 3d
printers are far from meeting those expectations. Further
discussion requires basic knowledge of the technology. The
different methods of additive manufacturing will be introduced in the following section, as well as their capabilities
and limitations. This is followed by the different approaches
in research, ordered bottom up, starting with basic circuits,
ending with complete Tangible User Interfaces.

2.

TECHNOLOGY

Every 3d printer works in a similar way. A three-dimensional
object ist assembled by adding material in layers. The processes differ in the technique used to apply the material.
Some processes require ’support structures’ to print overhanging sections. Those support structures can either be
placed by the operator of the printer, such as cardboard,
or directly created by the printer itself. Examples are wax
or water-soluble polymers which can be easily removed or
washed away in post-processing. 3d printer can be subdivided
into several categories, based on the process.

2.1

Methods of Additive Manufacturing

Every method of additive manufacturing has in common that
the desired object must be available as a 3d-model. The
model either could have been created using CAD-software
or obtained by 3d scanning an existing object. Prior to
printing, the 3d-model must be preprocessed and sliced into
thin layers. Widely used for describing the layer data is the
STL file format. While STL originally was deployed with
the first stereolithography printers, it is now used for most
machines, independent of the process.
Fused Deposition Modeling
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3d printer using the Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) process are the most widespread ones and are often used as a
pars pro toto for 3d printers based on any additive manufacturing p FDM printers heat plastic filament or metal wire
and create layers by extruding it through a nozzle.
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The printer consists of an extrusion head and a platform.
Either the head or the platform is movable in both horizontal
and vertical axes. The extrusion head holds the nozzle and
a mechanism to supply it with filament.
Due to the simplicity of the FDM process, a printer is made
of just a few basic parts. A heated nozzle for the extruder
head, three motors for movement, a microcontroller, and
the parts of the frame including the platform. This low
complexity and the corresponding easy and cost-effective
designs are accountable for the wide distribution of FDM
printer and their biggest advantage. The RepRap project
even aims to build ”humanity’s first general-purpose selfreplicating manufacturing machine” based on FDM printers,
because it is simple yet powerful enough to produce a subset
of its own parts [10].
In addition to low manufacturing costs, the polymers used
for FDM, mostly acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and
polylactide (PLA) are available at a lower price than other
3d printing materials. The highest printing resolution in the
FDM process at the moment is 100 microns [1], which is
equal to the thickness of a human hair.
Rare derivatives are FDM-like printers with syringes instead
of extrusion nozzles. Mostly they apply highly viscous liquids
at room temperature which are hardening upon contact
with air. Technical specs are comparable to FDM printers.
Example applications are printing with silicone (mentioned
later) or printing food grade objects with gelatin or chocolate.
Stereolithography
Stereolithography is the process of printing objects by solidifying a liquid photopolymer, sensitive to ultraviolet light,
layer by layer. A stereolithography printer consists of an
ultraviolet laser, a movable platform and a vat filled with the
polymer in its liquid state. Usually the platform is lowered
into the polymer just below surface level. To create the
object layer by layer the laser beam is tracing the desired
shape of the layer in the polymer. The exposed polymer
hardens and the platform is lowered by a distance equal to
the thickness of a single layer. Photosensitive polymers can
have a wide range of properties. Colored acrylates and epoxies are available, as well as resins mixed with other materials
as glass, ceramic or metal. [12]
Slightly different derivates of the stereolithography process
exist, e.g. the Form1 [7] lifts the platform out of the polymer
while projecting the laser beam through the bottom of a
transparent vat.
Objects created by stereolithography printers require costly
manual postprocessing. The remaining polymer, and eventually the support structure, must be removed. If smooth
surfaces are required, additional sanding and buffing is necessary. To increase the quality and the durability of the object
it must harden in an ultraviolet oven afterwards.
The advantage of stereolithography is the quality. Objects created by stereolithography have the highest accuracy among all additive manufacturing processes (up to 16
microns layer thickness). Drawbacks are the high cost of
the printer itself, the price of the material and the time
consuming manual postprocessing.
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Selective Laser Sintering
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) is, likewise to stereolithography, the process of creating objects by melting and solidifying
a powder layer by layer. A SLS machine consists of a high
power laser, at least one movable platform, and a mechanism
to apply powder. To create the object layer by layer the laser
beam traces the desired shape of the layer in the powder.
Wherever the powder is exposed to the laser beam, it melts
either on the surface or completely. After hardening, another
layer of powder is applied on top.
This way, every new layer of powder is backed by the underlying material, so no support structures are required for SLS.
The SLS process can handle single-component powder or powder particles coated with other materials. Single-component
powder gets completely melted, resulting in a homogeneous
material. Using two-component powder, the laser only melts
the coating of the particles, fusing the non-melted cores together using the coating material as filler. Due to the fact
that the only requirements for the used materials are that
they are available as powder and harden after melting, SLS
can handle a wide range of materials. Polymers, metal, sand,
and ceramic, to list some examples. Depending on the material extremely high density and cohesion can be achieved,
resulting in printed objects in a quality equal to common
industrial manufacturing processes.
The resolution is circa 30 microns and lies within the range
between Stereolithography and Fused Deposition Modeling.
Because of the mechanical quality of the materials, SLS is
widely used to produce small batch parts for heavy duty
applications.
Electron Beam Melting
Electron Beam Melting (EBM) works similar to SLS but
uses an electron beam in a vacuum instead of a laser. The
electron beam entirely melts the powder, unlike SLS where
partial melting is possible. Due to the high temperature
of the electron beam (700-1000◦ C) only metal powders are
suitable as building material.
Objects created using EBM are more dense and from a higher
mechanical quality than SLS. Due to the fact that the volume
of powder reduces while melting, EBM suffers similar to SLS
and other sintering processes from accuracy problems in
the vertical axis. This loss in accuracy is slightly larger in
EBM, due to the high temperature and the complete melting
material, the powder looses more volume. Another side effect
of the higher temperatures is decreased sensitivity to residual
stress.
Laminated Object Manufacturing
Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM) is the process of
creating objects by stacking and laminating layers of coated
paper, plastic or metal foil. A LOM printer consists of a
liftable platform, two rolls on opposing sides of the platform, a
heating mechanism and a cutter. The cutter can be anything
capable of splitting exact parts from the building material.
Widely-used are knifes, heated wire or lasers. From the first
roll, the building material is spanned over the platform coiled
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The time between the order to produce a prototype and
receiving the finished object, including preparation and post
processing is minimal. A stereolithography printed object
requires several hours to produce and one to two hours postprocessing. For comparison: the most widespread production
method in industry is molding. For molding a negative of the
object ist created, the mold, and heated polymer is injected.
Creating the same object using molding would require several
days just for production of the mold.
Metal objects can be printed in a material quality equal to any
other subtractive manufacturing method. NASA currently
is investigating the suitability of Selective Laser Melting to
produce parts for the next generation of rockets [16].
Figure 1: A LOM printer [2]

onto the second roll. Between first roll and the platform the
material get heated up by a heating mechanism, usually a
third roll.
To create an object, the roll of building material is unwound
and the platform is moved underneath the foil. The cutter
traces the shape of the first layer and the heated material
adheres to the platform. For each layer the platform is
lowered. After the roll holding the material is turned further
the platform is repositioned under the foil. Each new layer
laminates to the previous layer.
Advantages of LOM are less expensive building materials,
compared to photosensitive polymer or PLA/ABS filament.
Similar to Stereolithography or Sintering, a postprocessing
step is required. The surface of the objects has to be sealed
to prevent damage from moisture. The main drawback of
LOM is low material quality of the printed objects. They
are sensitive to mechanical stress and high temperatures.
Conclusion
Selective Laser Sintering as well as Electron Beam Melting
printers are huge and expensive. They are mostly used in
automotive and aerospace industry where they serve as rapid
prototyping machines.
Stereolithography printer used to be as huge and expensive
as SLS machines, but reduced in size and price in the last
years. State of the art Stereolithography printer can be used
in a office environment as they fit a tabletop. Due to their
high precision they are deployed in research, reprography
and rapid prototyping.
Fused Deposition Modeling printer are the most common
and widespread 3d printing devices. They are favoured by
private users due to their low complexity and price.
Laminated Object Manufacturing printer are rare and have
only very specific usecases. They are used where large lowcost prototypes are necessary and only the shape of the object
is required. Examples are product design departments who
are using LOM instead of expensive handmade clay models.

2.2

Capabilities

3d printers are able to produce either a batch of identical
objects or a set of completely individual objects with no
additional cost or time.

The overall number of choices for printable materials is high.
Metals can be printed in high quality using Selective Laser
Sintering or Electron Beam Melting. Fused Deposition Modeling creates objects from various polymers. Laminated
Object Modeling print objects similar to wood. In case low
accuracy is not an issue, syringe based printers can print
nearly every material that is dispensable through a syringe
and solidifies at contact with air or when cooling.
Special attention should be paid to the fact that 3d printers
can create objects with undercuts. Undercuts are parts of
the object that represent loops, e.g. the handle of a cup.
Objects with undercuts are either very hard or impossible
to produce using other manufacturing methods as molding
without the need of destroying the mold.

2.3

Limitations

Current available technologies for 3d printing bear several
limitations:
Objects made of multiple materials are very complex to print.
Malone et al. printed zinc-air batteries with syringe based
printers, but the result was ineffective and fragile [14].
Another issue of 3d printing is speed. Comparing the whole
production process additive manufacturing is much faster
than the alternatives, but comparing the production time of a
single object, 3d printing is very slow. Printing a 50x40x20cm
object at the highest quality setting needs up to 72 hours [17].
Every process except SLS and EBM require support structures to create overhanging parts of the printed object. Support structures limit the possible geometry of printable objects as the support structure must be removable after finishing the printing.
The most restricting limitation is the resolution of 3d printing, compared to subtractive manufacturing methods. The
accuracy of 30 microns of Stereolithography is to low to
create curved surfaces which are absolutely smooth without
post-processing.

3.

APPLICATIONS

Research related to 3d printing can be divided into two
branches. The first one aims to reduce the size of electronic
devices by merging active parts and enclosure. Computational electronics (processing units, sensors and output-parts)
are embedded directly into objects during their production.
Possible customization by the end user is favored but of
secondary concern.
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These objects can either be devices whose single purpose is to
access the underlying computational technology, for instance
tangible interfaces, or objects made for a totally different
usecase, everyday objects in arbitrary shapes and materials, just enhanced by imprinted computational electronics
(ubiquitous computing).
The second branch of 3d printing research are projects, where
3d printing is used as a support technology to enhance convenience or efficiency, but is not mandatory.

3.1

Printed Circuits

Creating printable circuits is of basic interest for the usage
of electronic parts in printed objects.
Conventional PCBs suffer from a number of drawbacks. Producing them is difficult, because etching is required. Furthermore, they are limited to two-dimensional shapes and
rectangular outlines. Non rectangular outlines result in high
material loss.
Circuit Printing with Conductive Silicone
The approach of Periard et al. [18] makes use of a fab@home
printer, based on simple syringes, comparable to the nozzle
of a FDM printer. Circuits are printed using silver-mixedsilicone for the conductive path. Support structures and the
non-conductive substrate are made from standard silicone
and epoxy. This way simple planar circuits are feasible, as
well as more effective three-dimensional circuits.
As a proof of concept Periard et al. printed a flashlight,
including silicone circuits populated with regular electronic
LEDs, switches and batteries. Advantages of this approach
are solderless circuits, which are flexible and resistant against
bending. Components can be placed at any position as long
as they touch the conductive pathways. There is no need
for exact alignment as it is required by through-hole-PCBs.
The drawbacks of the discussed approach are numerous. The
circuits are produced with low accuracy and low resolution.
Due to the viscosity of silicone and the fact that it is applied
by a syringe, the minimum diameter of a conductive path is
limited. Periard et al. are using pathways in a size between
0.8 and 1.2 mm. The electrical resistivity of the silvermixed-silicone is 100 times higher than pure silver or copper,
reducing the silicone’s suitability to low power applications.
Circuit Printing with Conductive Filament
Leigh et al. [13] uses conductive filament in the same way as
Periard et al. conductive silicone. The used material ’Carbon
Black’ is a composite, made of various tars and vegetable oil.
It is mixed with non-conductive modeling plastic, as unmixed
Carbon Black is not suited for extrusion through a nozzle.
One of the challenges was to determine the perfect ratio
of conductive Carbon Black and isolating modeling plastic.
Too much isolator results in a composite with insufficient
conductivity. Too much Carbon Black results in a composite
which is not suitable for use in a Fused Deposition Modeling
printer, as it cannot pass an extrusion nozzle.
Leigh et al. implement their concept of printed circuits as
embedded sensors. The conductive pathways are used as
piezoelectric and capacitive sensors. Examples are a printed
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glove with an imprinted flex sensor. Flex sensing was realized
by printing a pathway in the back of every finger of the glove.
The pathway is connected to a socket by conductive, silverfilled resin. Upon flexing a finger in the glove, the sensed
resistance changes depending on the length of the flexed
pathway. Fingers with a different length, such as index finger
and middle finger can be distinguished. Another example
is the ’Smart Vessel’, a printed mug containing capacitive
sensors. Conductive tracks are printed inside the sides of
the mug. A copper pad placed on the bottom of the mug
connected to the imprinted pathways with conductive glue.
An external sensor is connected to the copper pad. As tests
have shown, the measured capacitance is in linear relationship
to the level of water in the cup.
Leigh et al. propose embedded sensors as a tool to gain ’usage
statistics’, about, for instance, which parts of the objects
get touched by users and how users interact with objects in
general.
Compared to the approach of Periard et al. printing circuits
using Carbon Black is more effective. Conductive filament
can be printed through extrusion nozzles, solving the main
problem of low printing resolution.

3.2

Printed Optics

A very advanced application of 3d printing covered in this
paper is the printed optics project. Willis et al. present an
approach for reading and displaying optical information in
tangible user interfaces [22].
Willis et al. developed three complementary methods to
extend the functionality of printed objects with optical capabilities:
• light pipes
• air pockets
• embedded optoelectronics
Light pipes are arbitrarily curved pipes similar to optical
fiber. They guide and transport light from end-to-end. Unlike usual optical fiber, width and geometry of the caps can
be altered or even joins between light pipes can easily be
produced. Furthermore is correct alignment while production not an issue, unlike producing fiber glass. Using a high
resolution stereolithography-printer an arbitrary shaped object can be printed from transparent, optical grade plastics
and a support material. To create light pipes while printing,
the non-transparent support material is used as cladding, to
’isolate’ pipe-like structures of transparent building material
in arbitrary geometries and curvatures. Unlike the usual process for 3d printing, the support material remains enclosed
and is not removed after the printing process.
Air pockets are simply hollow areas which diffuse or reflect
light. Placed inside a transparent part of the printed object,
the air pockets can be illuminated from the side. Due to
the low viscosity of the material in the moment of printing,
the size of overhanging elements is minimal. This limits the
shape of the pockets, optimal shapes are tubular or dot-like
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structures with minimal overhanging areas. To create air
pockets, the printer just leaves cavities where no plastic and
no support material is applied.
Embedded optoelectronics, such as lenses, LEDs and
light sensors, are inserted into the unfinished object while
the printer is paused. Once the printer resumes, the parts
get tightly encased by printing material.
By using one or multiple of these methods, various functionalities are possible:
IR Receiver

Scroll Wheel IR Emitter

Mask Material

LOW STATE

Light Guide Mask Material

IR Emitter

HIGH STATE

Button

LOW STATE

HIGH STATE

IR Receiver

a

from the socket of the figure to a side panel. So even when
the figure is standing on the display of one of the squares,
the displayed information is still visible on the front of the
figure. By further bending light pipes, joining multiple light
pipes or even adding convex/concav embedded lenses, very
simple light modifications are possible.
None of this methods would be possible or reasonable in
effort without the usage of a 3d printer. However, there are
a number of drawbacks concerning the approach of Willis
et al and the available materials. Although the used printer
is a high-resolution stereolithography type, it is printing at
a to low resolution and accuracy for high quality optical
grade devices. Surfaces must be buffed or sanded to transmit
light without significant loss. Cavities like air pockets are
not accessible and can not be finished, resulting in a lower
transmittance. The light transmission of light pipes is too low
to sense ambient light guided through a light pipe. Despite
these issues related to insufficient materials and printing
technology, the approach of Willis et al. is a success. The
qualities and properties of 3d printers are used in a creative
way to enhance the functionality of tangible user interfaces.

3.3

b

Figure 2: masking in printed scroll wheels [22]
Sensing mechanical movement: Combining light pipes
and a embedded IR emitter/receiver enables printed optics“”
devices to read common user inputs based on mechanical
movement. Placing an IR emitter on one side and an IR
receiver on the other end of an elastic light pipe, pressure like
pushing a button can be sensed by displacement of the pipe.
Any displacement is resulting in a loss of light transmission
which can be measured by the IR receiver. If the light pipe is
replaced by a transparent scroll wheel containing alternating
blocks of transparent and non-transparent material, movement and speed of the wheel can be measured in the same
way (see figure 2 b).
Sensing touch: Touch can either be measured by light
pipes, guiding light from the surface of the object to an
internal photo-sensor or by frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) with embedded IR receivers/emitters under a
transparent part of the object surface. Application examples
include a printed D-pad using FTIR.
Internal illumination and volumetric displays: Air
pockets, shaped in dot-like form (resembling pixels), placed
in a three-dimensional array and slightly shifted in one axis,
can be lit by a mobile laser projector, resulting in a volumetric
display.
Light mapping and modification: By placing an array
of light pipes from surface to surface into a printed object,
light input from one part can be mapped to light output in
another part of the object. Willis et al. used a chess game as
an example for the basic light mapping functionality. Every
figure contained an array of light pipes, guiding light, emitted
from a display inside the chess board in a 45 degree angle

Printed Tangible User Interfaces

Contrary to the approaches named above, an other approach
aims to separate tangible elements of the user interface and
underlying electronic.
TUIs with printed shells
Doering et al. envision devices where the active, functional
electronic core is completely decoupled from the passive outer
shell, which is providing the physical user interface [6].
The complete separation is realized by vision-based tracking,
avoiding wiring or physical connections. User input is processed in the inner core by constantly tracking the back of
control elements, for instance knobs or sliders in the outer
shell using a camera/projector-unit. Displaying information
is achieved by using the outer shell as a projection screen.
Interactive devices, based on this concept of complete separation contain the same exchangeable inner core and a highly
customizable user interface shell. The core is suitable for
cost-effective mass production while the interface shell benefits from a production using a 3d printer.
This way, a toolkit enabling easy home fabrication of a wide
range of interactive devices can be build. The user orders
a generic core unit and prints his own highly customized
interface.
Doering et al. built a prototype using a shell made of printed
controls and foam board and hosted a workshop to evaluate
the idea of a toolkit for designers and end-users. Despite
the low complexity and durability of the created shell, the
user feedback was overall positive. Future work consists
of creating a software library for various components and
exploring different materials for the shell.
TUIs with printed interfaces
The concept of separating the user interface from the computational logic is taken one step further by ”Augmented
Reality with Tangible Auto-Fabricated Models for Molecular
Biology Applications” [8].
Molecules are complex three dimensional structures whose
geometry is defined by various physical properties. To fully
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understand the structure of the molecule it is beneficial not
to view a computer simulation on a display, but to hold a
model in the hand. This has a long tradition in molecular
biology research. Early spacefilling models in the 60s was
made by wood, later brass-wire models was used for folding
and stretching. But even models have the problem that
they can not display dynamic information as the named
physical properties, required to understand the structure.
Furthermore the models are expensive to produce, wood or
brass-wire must be fabricated by hand, plastic-models are
usually molds which are only economic in large batches. But
especially in research, a wide variety of different models is
needed, sometimes single variations of the same molecule.
Gillet et al. address these problems. Augmented reality
is used to display the required dynamic information. 3d
printers are deployed for autofabrication of unique models
that are used as TUIs. Those unique models contain no
sensors, actuators or computation capacity, but are linked
to the computer via vision tracking. The models resemble
the molecules or molecular structures - including markers
for computer graphics recognition – of a size which makes it
easy to grasp, rotate and tilt the model.

3.4

Robots and Educational Prototyping

Gonzalez-Gomez et al. developed the miniskybot [9], a
simple mobile robot platform, used by the students at the
University of Madrid in a robotics course. The miniskybot is
built from two servos, a PCB containing the microcontroller
and ultrasound sensors, and the chassis, including battery
compartment and wheels.
While the students were highly motivated and proposed
modifications to the hardware design itself during the course,
it was not possible to implement these changes, due to the
time limitations of the course and the production time of
the external manufacturer. Every modification had to be
postponed until the next iteration of the course started and
none of the students, originally proposing the idea, witnessed
the outcome.
In order to address this issue and to implement an ’educational feedback loop’ Gonzalez-Gomez et al. started printing
the chassis parts (wheels, battery compartment and front
and rear elements) on a FDM printer. Using parameterized
scripts that created STL files rather than using conventional
CAD-models, students could easily alters the data used for
printing and the robotic hardware get nearly as easily adaptable as the software.

4.

PROSPECT

Several improvements to the technology and changes in usage
can be expected in the next years.

4.1

Cost Reduction of Printers and Materials

FDM printer which are already available as a kit for selfassembling for a minimum of 300 dollar will further drop in
price. This is due to wider distribution and progress of the
RepRap towards the aim of self-replication, which is already
the cheapest available 3d printer. 3d printing as a service is
already widely available, via dedicated 3d printing services
like Shapeways or the copyshop Staples.
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Another new approach to stereolithography machines aims
to lower the production cost by replacing the expensive UV
laser with a conventional less-expensive UV light source and
glass fibre [5].

4.2

Personal Fabrication

Once a substantial amount of 3d printers is accessible for
private use several questions will arise:
How to create 3d models and operate 3d printers?
Creating or altering 3d models is a complex task and most
CAD-programs have a shallow learning curve. Computer
science is in need of solving those human computer interaction
problems before personal fabrication is accessible to the
vast majority of consumers. These problems apply to all
digital manufacturing processes, so subtractive methods are
reviewed here as well. Most approaches are based on a direct
manipulation of the process of manufacturing, not the input
3d data.
Mueller et al. are using laser pens to guide a lasercutter
and execute special commands or macros, like extrusion of a
drawn line or the creation of parametrized gears [15].
Zoran et al. developed a handheld milling device which
combines user input and computer aided manufacturing.
The computer loads a 3d object and the user starts milling
in a block of material, while the computer tracks the exact
three dimensional position of the milling device. While the
user is working, the computer is moving the milling spindle
in the device back or forth to compensate movements of the
user which differ from the movements required to mill the
3d object [23].
Another approach of Wang et al. uses computer vision to
track the position of the hands and identify gestures. This
way the user can view and manipulate 3d models easily. No
complex actions are possible, but basic interaction, needed for
viewing and altering parametrized models could be sufficient
for some end-users [21].
How to distribute 3d models?
The Open Source Hardware community addressed this problem early. The TAPR Open Hardware License [3] and the
CERN Open Hardware License [11] are providing a legal
framework to publish printing data. The community is using sites like thingiverse [20] to share printing data, but 3d
models are distributed even via Pirate Bay [19].
How to cope with evolving intellectual property and
patent problems?
Questions about infringement of Intellectual Property (IP)
and patent rights have been received surprisingly little attention. On the date of writing, no case have been filed where
IP or patent owners sue for printing copyright protected
objects. Bradshaw discussed possible future trends [4] and
investigated the british IP laws concerning 3d printing.
Bradshaw lists four main classes of IP rights:
• Copyright, an unregistered right to protect mainly creative and artistic works
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• Design Protection, protecting shape and appearance of
an object (particulary mass produced items)
• Patent, protecting technical products or techniques
• Registered Trade Marks, serve to inform consumers of
the origin (and by association, reputation) of goods
In the private domain for the purpose of printing functional
entire devices or spare parts, none if these rights is violated
by 3d printing.
Copyright does not apply, as the law names ”fair dealing
provisions”, which include the right to reproduce extracts
from a work for purposes of study or review.
Design Protection will only apply on elements which are
visible to the end-user, not hidden under the enclosure. Parts
which shape and design is dictated by technical function are
not protected as well. The third constraint is the ’Must
Fit’-Rule: every design or design element which has to have
a shape or appearance to interact with other parts cannot be
protected. So most of the parts of a product are not protected
by Design Protection. Design Protection just applies on nonfunctional designs of components which are visible to the
end-user.
Patent does only protect non-private, commercial uses, so
private 3d printing is not affected.
Trade Marks are protecting mostly non-functional elements
of parts, such as names or logos, carved or written into
an object. As we only consider strict functional use of 3d
printing, those protected elements can be omitted and no
Trade Mark will apply.

5. CONCLUSION
We have compared the relevant methods of additive manufacturing, described the technology and listed their advantages
and drawbacks.
As we have seen, most research in 3d printing is still in early
stages. Printing circuits is coping with very low accuracy
and quality, due to insufficient conductive materials. Printed
optics are more advanced and look promising, but are limited
by the properties of the used materials as well. However,
unlike printed circuits they could shortly reach a level where
they can be reasonably deployed. The discussed research
in Printed Tangible User Interfaces makes no use of printed
circuits or optics, so materials are not a problem. 3d printed
passive tangible interfaces work as excepted and are a success.
3d printed robots and 3d printing to support education are
overall successful as well.
In the following years, a cost reduction of 3d printers is
possible, based on a broad interest in 3d printing and more
cost-effective printing processes. This will reinforce the rise
of personal fabrication and the indirectly linked research in
computer science and other areas will increase in relevance.
Human computer interaction concerning three dimensional
data is of great interest for acceptance and availability of 3d
printing.
With the progress of the printing processes itself, it is expected that research on all topics using additive manufacturing will accelerate.
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